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GET THE EDUCATION
that 260+ Canadian logistics
employers prefer on your resume
Enroll in CIFFA’s online courses in international freight forwarding today!
These courses are certified*, flexible, and focused on the competencies and
skills, that 260+ CIFFA member companies are looking for in an employee.
Achieve the CIFFA Certificate in as little as 2 months. Then complete your
Advanced Certificate, and work toward a designation as a Professional
Freight Forwarder (PFF).

Visit www.ciffa.com for information on all of our
educational offerings, and designations.

*International Freight Forwarding Courses are certified by FIATA and the Canadian Supply Chain Sector Council.

CIFFA 70th Anniversary
Freight forwarders gather for once-in-a-lifetime event
BY KEITH NORBURY

Tropical Shipping recently moved
its Canadian operations to
Halifax’s Halterm terminal.

Canadian International Freight
Forwarders Association will celebrate its 70th anniversary in style
with a full-fledged conference in
Toronto this October. The theme of
the gathering, which takes place
Oct. 16 and 17 at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre, is Global Supply
Chains in a Digital Future: innovation
and inspiration. “It’s very much dealing about e-commerce, last-mile deliveries, drones, automated vehicles,
transparency, freight forwarders’ systems, and how do you provide visibility to your customers,” said Ruth
Snowden, CIFFA’s Executive Director.
The conference will feature about
35 speakers. They include Craig
Fuller, Managing Director of the
Blockchain in Transport Alliance;
Nora Young, host of CBC Radio’s
Spark and the author of The Virtual

Self; and closing speaker Dr. Nick
Bontis, a McMasters University professor and the Director of the Institute for Intellectual Capital Research.
450 ATTENDEES EXPECTED
Ms. Snowden expects the conference to attract about 450 attendees.
Each of them will also receive access
to two trade shows — Multimodal
Americas 2018 and TIACA’s Air
Cargo Forum and Exhibition 2018 —
also happening at the convention
centre.
“I’m excited about it,” said
Stephen McDermott, CIFFA’s Director of Education and Marketing, who
is helping with sponsorships, ticket
sales and setting up CIFFA’s tradeshow pavilion. “It’s a once-in-a-lifetime type of event that we’re putting
on. We’re pulling out all the stops for

RUTH SNOWDEN
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CIFFA 70th Anniversary
“They have subcontracted space
underneath in the convention area
for us to host our conference,” Ms.
Snowdon said. “So our conference is
self-enclosed. It’s our speakers. It’s
our delegates. They’re going to wear
our lanyards. We have our own sponsors. But all of 450 delegates will be
coming upstairs onto the trade-show
floor for our evening reception, for
example, on Day 1, and for a networking break on Day 2.”
JOINT PLENARY PANEL
The evening before the conference, CIFFA hosts an invitation-only
reception and dinner for directors,
sponsors, and speakers.

it. We’re making sure that we’ve got
great sponsorship, great support,
and a really amazing group of people working towards putting on what
I think would be the industry’s showcase platform.”
The conference is the first of its
kind that CIFFA itself has organized.
The association celebrated its 65th
anniversary in 2013 at the Roads,
Rails and Runways conference in Edmonton. But that event was organized by Edmonton International
Airport. Just shy of 300 people attended.
“We do not do annual conferences,” Ms. Snowden said. “We
don’t do regional conferences. We
don’t do local conferences. We’re
the only association in the world, I
think, that does not do conferences.”
CIFFA does hold an annual general meeting and three gala dinners
and golf tournaments each year — in
Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver.
The AGM usually attracts about 50
attendees.
TRADE SHOWS UPSTAIRS
For the Toronto conference, Ms.
Snowden expects each of the 260
member freight forwarding companies and 160 associate members to
send at least one delegate, with

“It’s very much dealing
about e-commerce,
last-mile deliveries,
drones, automated
vehicles, transparency,
freight forwarders’
systems, and how do you
provide visibility to your
customers.”
— Ruth Snowden,
CIFFA’s Executive Director

larger companies sending as many
as four or five. Some non-members
are also expected “because our content is really good,” Ms. Snowden
said. “But it’s being designed for
freight forwarding companies or for
third-party logistics providers.”
While CIFFA hosts its conference
downstairs at the convention centre,
about 4,000 people will gather upstairs at the two trade shows, which
continue for an extra day, until Oct.
18. CIFFA will have an 800 square
foot pavilion between the two shows,
which CIFFA delegates can access by
wearing the lanyards they will receive
with their conference registration.

The conference opens with a joint
plenary panel session co-hosted with
the two trade shows. Titled “Digital
Transformation — Brave New World
or New Normal?,” it goes from 9:30
to 11 a.m. on Tuesday. Panelists include Dheeraj Kohli of Unisys, Robert
Bigler of eBay Canada, and Yuree
Hong, founder of S/HE Blockchainers.
The CIFFA conference itself has its
grand opening at 11:30 a.m. with an
executive update and fireside chat
featuring a panel of industry leaders
such as Philip Pouildis of BlackBerry
Radar, Jonathan Wahba of Canadian
Pacific Railway, and Grace Liang,
President of OOCL Canada Inc. During the CIFFA luncheon on Tuesday,
Oct. 16, CBC’s Nora Young will deliver her keynote speech on the topic
of “Seeing the Forest and the Trees:
Surviving and Thriving in the Coming
Data Boom.”
BLOCKCHAIN DISCUSSED
At 2:20 p.m. on Tuesday, another
panel convenes on the theme of
emerging and “disruptive” technologies such as blockchain. Among
the panelists will be Toronto lawyer
Rui Fernandes, who specializes in
transportation and insurance issues.
“I intend to talk in my slot about the
legal issues that arise from the use of
blockchain,” Mr. Fernandes told
Canadian Sailings. “Because it’s a
distributed ledger, a distributed netJune 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 9
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work, who do you sue if something goes wrong?” He will
also examine what happens if a blockchain is hacked,
which courts would have jurisdiction over it, and “how
some of legal issues may become absolute obstacles to
it being implemented.” Mr. Fernandes said his presentation will also touch on artificial intelligence and how it
might be used in combination with blockchain and what
legal issues might arise from that. The best known applications of blockchain are bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
Also on the panel will be Craig Fuller, Managing Director of the Blockchain in Transport Alliance. According
to its website, the alliance has a membership that includes such transportation heavyweights as Panalpina,
Navistar, J.B. Hunt, FedEx, Irving Transportation and Logistics, UPS, BNSF Railway, and UberFreight.
POTENTIAL FOR HACKING
The chains of bitcoin have become so long that
they’re now almost impervious to hacking, although there
have been reports of bitcoin having been hacked. Mr.
Fernandes doubts the veracity of those reports, noting
that a hacker would have to compromise about half the
servers involved. Bitcoin now uses such massive numbers
of servers that it would likely take a supercomputer under
the control of a government to hack it, he said.

To replace surface transportation with
air transportation might be very
economical and feasible.”
— Heather Devine
This January, shipping giant A.P. Moller-Maersk announced a joint venture with IBM to develop blockchain
applications for global trade. And in May, it revealed it
was using Insurwave, a blockchain platform for marine
insurance, according to reports in the trade press. Mr.
Fernandes said that, initially at least, such blockchains
would have few customers. Even 2,000 customers would
require a small blockchain platform, he said. “So in that
case, that might be easier to hack into,” Mr. Fernandes
said.
He suspects that, initially, blockchains will represent
an expense to corporations. However, eventually costsavings will occur because blockchains will avoid the
need to produce physical documentation at every interchange of cargo shipments. “The people using the
blockchain would have to agree that the documents are
the documents,” Mr. Fernandes said. “So one of the issues I’m going to talk about is: can you then argue that,
10 • Canadian Sailings • June 25, 2018

HEATHER
DEVINE

no, those documents don’t represent what actually happened?”
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
A blockchain would incorporate electronic bills of lading, which already exist, as well as insurance policies and
notices of any damage claims. “If during the transport,
one of the documents shows the discrepancy of carriage,
then it would provide automatic notices to insurers and
designated investigators and surveyors,” he said, “So it
just saves on people time.”
By adding in artificial intelligence, all of that can be
monitored by a computer program, “which brings all sorts
of other interesting things in,” Mr. Fernandes said.
For example, it would conceivably coordinate the different electronic platforms in an organization into one,
which would be accessible by insurers, shippers, trucking
companies, and others. “So everybody knows exactly
where the goods are at every minute,” Mr. Fernandes
said. That would also mean needing fewer people in the
process.
“It might remove a lot of intermediaries,” he said.
“Right now in transportation, you might have a freight for-

CIFFA 70th Anniversary
warder who interacts between the
shipper and the carrier in arranging
the carriage. Well, with blockchain
you could theoretically get rid of
that.”

carry cargo in 40-foot containers to
drone airports where surface transportation takes care of the last-mile
delivery. “To replace surface transportation with air transportation
might be very economical and feasible,” Ms. Devine said. “That is
what I would see for drones to become more of a disruptive technology, rather than seeing them as
fleets for delivering beer.”

DRONES DISCUSSION
Highlights of Day 2 include a
breakout panel session on drones, at
9 a.m., and a closing plenary with a
keynote address by Dr. Bontis, at
3:15 p.m. Panelists on the drone session include Heather Devine, a
Hamilton, Ont. transportation lawyer.
“I think that drones are actually
going to be a tool of the future,” Ms.
Devine told Canadian Sailings.
“When I first started talking about
drones, even two, three years ago,
people were amazed by them.”
One amazing way drones are already used is to pick products in
warehouses. “It’s an excellent tool
where you can replace a person in a
very economical sense and not only
is it economical, but you can expand
the horizon using a fairly simple and
safe technology,” she said.
Where she doesn’t expect to see
drones, though, is whirring through
her residential neighbourhood to deliver packages as Amazon has proposed. Instead, she envisions an
aerial highway where massive drones

NICK
BONTIS

“Information
bombardment is this idea
that we’re basically getting
bombarded and hosed
with two much data and
information – email,
tweets, messages, text
messages.”
— Dr. Nick Bontis

While drones have the potential
to eliminate some jobs in the supply
chain, Ms. Devine doubts they will
put brokers or freight forwarders out
of business. That’s because shippers
will still need someone to help them
move their goods. “What I really expect at the CIFFA conference, particularly with its focus on looking at
new technologies, is we’re going to
be looking at ways that freight forwarders and brokers can extend
their areas of business to take advantage of technology,” Ms. Devine
said.
DIGITAL DISRUPTION
The last words of wisdom at the
conference are scheduled to come
from intellectual capital expert Dr.
Nick Bontis, a professor of strategic
management McMaster University’s
DeGroote School of Business in

June 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 11
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Hamilton. Among the bullet points he’ll cover are how to
cope with digital disruption, better manage change, improve productivity and efficiency, and speed up innovation through collaboration. In discussing digital
disruption, he’ll touch on two areas: information bombardment, and disruptive technologies.
“Information bombardment is this idea that we’re basically getting bombarded and hosed with two much data
and information — email, tweets, messages, text messages,” said Dr. Bontis, who authored a 2011 book titled
Information Bombardment: Rising Above the Digital Onslaught. To deal with that, he offers such prescriptions as
using advanced email features to create folders for assigned projects or creating simple code words to identify
projects in email subject lines.
“Generally speaking the average person in Canada receives 84 emails per day,” Dr. Bontis said. “And out of
those 84, only eight, or 10 per cent, are critical for you
and your stakeholders in terms of making an impact on
the business.”
On the technology side, he’ll point to famous disruptors in other industries — such Airbnb and Uber —and
ask, “What are some of the technological advances that
could impact transportation?” That might include RFID
tags that are GPS-enabled on the cargo side, as well as
companies like Tesla that are pioneering autonomous
driving, he said.
He owns a Tesla vehicle and has experienced its disruptive power in another way — through email alerts. But,
he says, “the real magic” of the Internet of Things will
come when the things communicate with each other,
such as when his Samsung smart watch shares vital signs
data with information that his Japanese-made Toto smart
toilet collects about his digestive tract. “So I’m going to

talk a lot about those types of examples of how this new
world of information bombardment is not the traditional
world of people coming after you,” Mr. Bontis said. “It’s
about these inanimate objects.”
LEARNING AND UNLEARNING
He will also touch on drone technology, such as how
it can be used to scan the roof of your house for damage
to shingles and tiles before they lead to costly leaks.
“And I’ll be using those types of examples to talk about
this idea of how inanimate objects with the use of sensors, nanosensors, RFID technology, and GPS technology
— that are all IT enabled — can meet up to make your
job significantly easier and definitely less expensive in the
long run.”
Under the bullet point of managing change, he’ll focus
on the tension between learning and unlearning. The latter refers to a company recognizing a costly blunder and
deciding to state emphatically in its strategic plan that
it’s not going to repeat the mistake. “I think that’s a very,
very important feature in your ability to manage change,”
he said. “You need to know specifically what you can and,
more importantly, what you cannot do.”
Though Dr. Bontis admits that he has limited experience in freight forwarding, he has spoken to other transportation organizations, including a recent session for
customs brokers and border officials. “But, full disclosure:
I’m a strategy professor, and transportation is not my expertise,” he said. As the conference’s closing speaker,
one of his roles is ensure all the attendees leave with
smiles on their faces and feeling a little more energetic
as they return to work. “That’s really the task that I hope
to achieve,” Dr. Bontis said.

SHIPCO TRANSPORT (CANADA) INC. – Your Global Solution
Office in Montreal / Toronto / Vancouver

Visit us at www.shipco.com for information
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Looking ahead to the freight forwarding of tomorrow
BY KEITH NORBURY
What does the future of freight forwarding look like in
Canada? Let’s ask recent winners of the Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association’s annual Young International Freight Forwarder of the Year competition. The
2017 winner, Bradley Davis — who went on to win the
global YIFFY award — said he wishes he had a crystal ball.
Even without one, he said, “I definitely see a lot of the
trucking industry starting to move towards autonomous vehicles.” He also envisions information technology platforms enabling forwarders “to go after a lot of the
customers that are your onesie-twosies that can be worked
automatically through a system.” And he expects to see
more consolidation in the industry as large companies acquire small and medium-sized forwarders.
PUSHING DATA ENTRY
Kendyl Baptiste, who won CIFFA’s YIFFY award in 2018,
has already seen quite a few changes since her first exposure to the industry 13 years ago. “Before, there were a lot
of phonecall-based updates,” said Ms. Baptiste, who is
now an ocean import supervisor at the Bolloré Logistics’
Toronto office. “Now everyone’s really pushing data entry.”
That includes an online tracking system, and introduction
of the paperless eManifest system, although so far her
company is using the latter only for consolidations. “But
hopefully everyone gets on board and it starts working
more smoothly,” Mrs. Baptiste said. “It will definitely help
in terms of timely submissions and speeding things up just
in general.” She also anticipates that her customers, such
as those buying consumer goods, are going to want their
freight quotes immediately. “So, having that platform online to get a quote right off the bat — if you don’t create a
program like that, you’re going to be out of the market
soon,” Mrs. Baptiste said.
Like Mr. Davis, she also expects to see more industry
consolidation, as well as more one-stop shops, such as
freight forwarders investing in trucking companies or
fourth-party logistics (4PL). (4PL occurs when a company
hires a fourth specialist to coordinate the work of thirdparty work it has already outsourced.)
International trade agreements are also likely to have
an impact on freight forwarding. “That’s definitely going
to change things because who knows what Trump is going
to do next,” she said.
GENERATIONAL SHIFT
Douglas Whitlock, who won CIFFA’s YIFFY award in
2014, said one of the biggest impacts he sees coming is
the imminent retirement of baby boomers from the profession. “As soon as people start retiring I think it’s going
to open a lot of major gaps, which is going to cause con-

Kendyl Baptiste receives the 2018 CIFFA Young
International Freight Forwarder of the Year award
from CIFFA director Paul Glionna of Universal
Logistics.

straints on the industry itself,” said Mr. Whitlock, 32, who
is now head of ocean freight for Panalpina in Miami, Fla.
“But at the same time it gives a lot of opportunity for up
and coming people.”
On the technology front, the industry isn’t as advanced
as it could be in such areas as tracking and tracing shipments, said Mr. Whitlock, who has been with Panalpina for
eight years, including four years recently in Hamburg, Germany.
“Interaction with the Internet is one part that I would
say seems like it’s much more advanced but, overall, it’s
just not really where it should be as of yet,” Mr. Whitlock
said. “They still need to have large stepping stones into
automation, into the way that data is processed, (and) the
utilization of systems.”
The uneven rollout of eManifest is “just another examJune 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 13
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ple of how far behind the times we are when all you’re really
doing is passing information that should be processed
through a (computer) system anyway.”
Mr. Whitlock’s company at least is making strides toward
a paperless world. “It’s actually one of our initiatives as a
company to go as green as possible,” he said.
One technological area that Mr. Whitlock is skeptical
about is blockchain. “Unfortunately, I think it’s one of those
fads where every couple of years they come out with a new
idea where they think they’re going to change the world,”
Mr. Whitlock said, noting that freight forwarding has been
around for centuries.
ON TOP OF THE WORLD
In 2017, Mr. Davis not only won CIFFA’s YIFFY honors,
and the regional award for the Americans, he was also the
first CIFFA winner of the global YIFFY award since 2007.
As this article went to press, Mrs. Baptiste was still awaiting word on how she had done in the regional competition.
A victory would grant her a shot at the world title, which
will be presented in Delhi, India, later this year. Mr. Whitlock, meanwhile, won the Americas competition in 2014,
which earned him a spot in the final four and a trip to Istanbul for the final.
Mr. Davis collected his global YIFFY at the world congress of FIATA — the International Federation of Freight
Forwarders Associations — in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in
October 2017. “It was pretty cool,” said Mr. Davis, 29, who
now works as a national trade lane special with Kuehne +
Nagel in Toronto, having joined the company in July 2017.
“The year and half before, it was every weekend, nights,
vacation time, and holidays I was spending in the office, basically writing and researching and going non-stop. So it
felt like it was something I had really earned.”
The effort was worth it, though, said Mr. Davis, who
worked on his YIFFY entries while with his previous employer, Panalpina. He tries to promote the competition as
much as possible to other young people in the profession.
Mr. Davis estimated that researching and writing the two
dissertations he submitted to the competitions took him a
few hundred hours for each one. One reason he could find
the time to work on his dissertations was that he doesn’t
have children, he said. His girlfriend, Cindy Dasrat, also
works in the industry, with Expeditors International. “She
understands, especially when you’re dealing with imports
from the Asia-Pacific, your job never really ends,” Mr. Davis
said.

Douglas Whitlock was a finalist of the global Young
International Freight Forwarder of the Year
competition in 2014.

“As soon as people start retiring I think
it’s going to open a lot of major gaps,
which is going to cause constraints on the
industry itself.”
— Douglas Whitlock

FROM EDMONTON TO RUSSIA

“It was an interesting exercise. I do not have a lot of experience with Russia,” Mr. Davis said, adding that the experience gave him great respect for those who do project
cargo work. “It’s extremely difficult and if you mess up one
thing, you could screw up the entire project,” he said. As
with most of the scenarios that Canadian competitors have
had to solve in recent years, that one was the brain child of
transportation consultant Fred Grootarz, President of Acro
Navigation Inc. Mr. Grootarz said he bases the scenarios
largely on his personal experiences and shapes them to fit
FIATA’s rules. “I give them leads to get to certain things and
all that and then they’ve got to go to work and figure it all
out,” said Mr. Grootarz, who also judges the CIFFA part of
the competition.

His first dissertation plotted how to transport 20 trolley
buses from Edmonton to Samara, a Russian city about
1,000 kilometres east of Moscow. His report covered such
details as trucking the trolleys, how to load them onto a
ship, clearing export and import customs, and the type of
equipment needed for the inland move in Russia.

The Canadian winner receives a $1,500 cash prize. Winners of the regional Americas competition receive free registration and accommodation to the FIATA world congress
plus US$1,000 toward their airfare. Aside from the cash rewards, Mr. Grootarz noted, the winners have all received
“interesting job advancements because of it.”
June 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 15
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win. “I wanted it to be the hardest possible thing that I
thought I’d be able to get through,” Mr. Davis explained.
DRIVER SHORTAGE NOTED
As for the threat that autonomous vehicles might pose
for truck-driving jobs, Mr. Davis noted that the more pressing problem at present is a shortage of drivers.
“How many people do you know right now that are
growing up saying, ‘I want to be a driver or I want to be a
long haul trucker?’” Mr. Davis said. “There’s no appeal in it
when you can make more money working in a warehouse
than driving seven, eight hours a day through traffic, hauling huge loads. It’s a tough industry.”
At the same time, Mr. Davis anticipates a huge information technology industry developing to manage autonomous fleets. “The jobs don’t disappear. They just
migrate to a new place,” he said. That would include Uberlike services for trucking. “But the issue with that is you’re
lacking a lot of the knowledge that comes through the industry,” Mr. Davis said. “You can make a system look great
and as long as everything’s going hunky dory, that’s perfect.
But as soon as you have a port strike, you’re back to a manual process.”

Bradley Davis won the global Young International
Freight Forwarder of the Year competition in 2017.
ICE ROAD TRUCKING
For his second dissertation, Mr. Davis envisioned transporting a gargantuan Komatsu dump truck from Japan to
Rio Tinto’s Diavik diamond mine in Canada’s Northwest Territories. That move entailed dismantling of the Komatsu,
trucking it to Ibaraki port, then barging it to a nearby airport where it was loaded into an Antonov cargo plane.
From there, the cargo flew to Edmonton where it was
trucked to the mine, with the last legs of the journey over
ice roads. To assist with the plans, Mr. Davis contacted
companies that specialize in Arctic trucking, including NorEx Engineering Ltd. and Tli Cho Landtran Transport Ltd.
The latter’s drivers often appear on the History Channel series Ice Road Truckers. “I just kind of kept bugging everybody,” Mr. Davis said. “And they just thought, ‘Oh crap,
this guy’s not going away,’ I guess.”
The project move was unlike anything he did in his dayto-day work, which primarily involved transporting retail
goods in shipping containers. But he knew a dissertation
about importing a container of garments from Bangladesh
wasn’t going to win the competition. Besides, he had competed for the Canadian title the previous year and didn’t
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“I definitely see a lot of the trucking
industry starting to move towards
autonomous vehicles.”
— Bradley Davis
As for his own future, he would like to live and work in
Asia for about five years.
“One of the great things about this company is they’ve
got a ton of succession planning in place and have no
problems letting people experience the world and trying
out different areas of the company,” Mr. Davis said.
Born in Newmarket, Ont., to Canadian parents, Mr.
Davis grew up in Atlanta, Ga. After three years of study at
Southern Polytechnic State University, he decided he
needed a change and hopped on a plane back to his native country.
“So it’s home for right now and then I hope that the next
place I go to, I can make it feel like home as well,” Mr.
Davis said.
NUCLEAR OPTION
Mrs. Baptiste also competed for the 2017 CIFFA prize.
She was disappointed at her result but tried again the next
year. (Mr. Grootarz said he encouraged both her and Mr.
Davis to try again after their unsuccessful initial attempts.)
The scenario for the 2018 CIFFA competition was to move
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the stator of a nuclear power plant from Poland to Treverton, Ont. Mr. Grootarz said he devised the scenario based
on a real-life, but not identical move.
Her dissertation for the regional competition involved
exporting humanitarian relief aid to the Central African Republic, a country she knew nothing about. “It was very interesting because there’s a lot of armed conflict going on.”
Mrs. Baptiste said. “Trying to transport into that kind of situation is very difficult.”
For each of the papers — which combined total about
60 pages, including photos, graphs, and maps — she
worked for at least a month and a half, in her spare time.
“For the week leading up, as I was putting everything together and finalizing everything, I wasn’t really getting a lot
of sleep,” she said.
Mrs. Baptiste started in the freight forwarding business
while still in high school, working part-time at Shipco Transport, where her mom, Karen Valenta, worked.
“I started off really just doing filing for them,” Mrs. Baptise said. “Eventually I would ask questions. I wanted to
learn more so I would start doing some of the manifests for
them, just submit customs paperwork. I got more and more
involved and then I progressed to actually handling some

of the deliveries, some of their shipments, and processing
the paperwork. It just kind of kept going from there.”
MENTORING HER ELDERS
Her original goal was to be a teacher, which led her to
study physical and health education at the University of
Toronto. About half way through, she dropped her educational aspirations. And when she graduated in 2012, she
had a lot of bills to pay, so decided to work full-time at
Shipco, where she had continued to work part-time and
during vacations while at university. “And since then I just
kind of went with the flow, and stayed in the industry,” Ms.
Baptiste said.
After two years full-time with Shipco, in 2014 the flow
took her to SDV Logistics, which is now called Bolloré Logistics. Headquartered in France, Bolloré has offices in 106
countries with 20,200 employees.
Mrs. Baptiste works out of the Toronto office in Mississauga. Since April 2018, she has been an ocean import supervisor, with five full-time employees and one-part-timer
working under her purview. With the exception of the parttimer, all of them are older than Mrs. Baptiste, who is 27.
“It’s an adjustment, definitely,” she said. “I don’t even know
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how to describe it. They’ve all been in the industry a lot
longer than I have.”
As a millennial, though, she grew up with the Internet
and learned about computer applications in school
“whereas this is something they would have had to learn
on the job.” As a consequence, she gets to put the teaching skills she learned at university to work — although it’s
more like adult education. “That’s actually one of the aspects I do like about being in this position is teaching,” she
said.
MOVING AN AVRO ARROW?
Mr. Whitlock said he entered the YIFFY competition at
the urging of colleague Kal Petrov, who represented the
Americas region at the 2013 competition in Singapore. At
the time, Petrov was also employed with Panalpina. He has
since moved to join 2017 YIFFY winner Brad Davis at
Kuehne+Nagel. “When I first heard of Kal doing it, I was
not too eager myself to take on extracurricular activities.
But I saw the success that he had, and that kind of trickled
down to Bradley, who just won recently as well,” Mr. Whitlock, noting that the three are good friends.
For his initial dissertation, Mr. Whitlock had to plan the
move of a replica of Canada’s historic Avro Arrow fighter
jet from a Toronto museum that was closing to a museum
in Manheim, Germany. “So I had to do the whole process
of how the move would be made, the packaging, (and)
when it got into Germany, what road constraints there were.
Would it move on the road? Would it move on a barge?
And stuff like that,” Mr. Whitlock said. “It was an interesting
overall experience.”
For his second dissertation, Mr. Whitlock had to plan
the movement of relief aid to the Philippines in the wake
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of a tsunami.
While his entries didn’t win him the world title, they did
earn him a trip to Istanbul for the FIATA World Congress,
where he rubbed shoulders with industry leaders from
around the world. “I think I got over 200 business cards at
that point — people congratulating you, saying ‘Hey, we’d
like to work with you,’” Mr. Whitlock said.
THE SHINING MOMENT
The exposure from his YIFFY efforts also helped advance
his career. “Probably the shining moment was where I was
able to get recognition within the company itself,” Mr.
Whitlock said. And that, he added, enabled him to move
into new roles within the organization.
Freight forwarding wasn’t his initial career choice,
though. He studied graphic design at Mohawk College, but
he graduated during a recession when “people just weren’t
hiring graphic designers.” So he ended up working for
Canada Cartage, which was where his father was working
at the time. Then he dated a woman whose father owned
a small freight forwarding company, Zircon Logistics. The
young love didn’t last, but his relationship with the industry
blossomed, resulting in him joining Panalpina in August
2010. After about four years as a regional, then global key
account manager in Germany, he recently moved to Miami
where he now supervises a team of eleven, most of them
older than he is.
Dealing with the generational diversity is comparable to
dealing with people of different cultural backgrounds —
something he is used to doing as a Canadian, he said.
“We’re very personable,” Mr. Whitlock said. “We’re also relatable but we’re also very sensitive and sympathetic to others as well.”
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Women winning recognition for freight forwarding
prowess
BY KEITH NORBURY

fully engaged and automated with
the Canadian Border Services
Agency’s eManifest system.
ANTICIPATED IMPACTS

Lucia Pinheiro, President of Damco Canada, receives the 2018 Donna
Letterio Leadership Award from Nicholas Letterio (right) and CIFFA
President Gary Vince (left).
“Technology” is the best word to
describe how freight forwarding has
changed over the years, says Kim
Gallacher, ocean freight manager for
Montréal-based Delmar International
Inc. “When I started, there was no Internet,” said Ms. Gallacher who has
been in the business for over a quarter century, the last eight years with
Delmar. “We typed bills of lading or
manifests by hand on typewriters with
carbon paper. If you made a mistake
at the last minute, you’d have to do it
all over again.”
She would look forward to the arrival of Canadian Sailings magazine
on her desk because it was then the
only way to check the shipping
schedules. “There were no online
schedules,” Ms. Gallacher said.
Making an overseas phone call
was also much more difficult than it is
today, and “Telex machines were one
of our main sources of communication with our overseas offices,” Ms.
Gallacher said.

AWARD HONOURS FEMALE
LEADERS
In recognition of her role as a female leader in the industry, Ms. Gallacher received CIFFA’s inaugural
Donna Letterio Leadership Award in
2015. The award is named for CIFFA’s
first and still only female President,
who died from bladder cancer in
2013 near the end of her two-year
term. Ms. Gallacher described winning the award as a “career-making
moment.” She is also proud to have
known Ms. Letterio from having met
her at industry functions and training
sessions over the years. “She was a
mentor,” Ms. Gallacher said, noting
that Ms. Letterio rose from the ranks
of the industry to become CEO of
DHL Global Forwarding (Canada) Inc.
“Like all of us, she learned through
CIFFA courses and working in the
business, in the trenches,” Ms. Gallacher said.
Fast forward to 2018, and “Delmar
is on the forefront of going paperless,” she said. That includes being

On the horizon is the anticipated
introduction of blockchain technology, which Ms. Gallacher has been
reading up on. “It’s not a simple thing
and not to be taken lightly,” Ms. Gallacher said. Based on her research to
date, Ms. Gallacher said blockchain
“has the potential to greatly increase
transaction efficiencies between international parties.” However, she said,
it’s too early to know what benefits
and risks the technology poses for her
industry. “The key is balancing the
benefit and the risk and finding out
what works,” Ms. Gallacher said.
“Maybe what works for one company
doesn’t work for another. Or there
could be an industry standard that’s
formed. I think it’s really too early in
the conversation to be speculating.”
Also expected to have an impact
on the industry in the not-so-distant
future are autonomous vehicles, the
expanded reach of Amazon, and the
potential for Uber- or Airbnb-type disruptions. Ms. Gallacher expresses
confidence that those upstarts won’t
make freight forwarding obsolete,
however. “I have a biased opinion,
and I think that our group of freight
forwarders is highly professional and
highly knowledgeable and highly connected globally,” Ms. Gallacher said.
“So, again, my biased opinion is I
would find it hard to believe that
somebody could just jump in here
and do that.”
DIFFERENT APPROACHES
What she does anticipate is for
more young people and women to
jump into the profession. As someone
who supervises a team of more than
a dozen workers of various ages, she
said “it’s all true” that millennials and
baby boomers require different approaches in the workplace. The inJune 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 19
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Damco Canada since April 2013. This
February she added “area CEO for
the U.S. West Coast” to her title. In
Canada, she oversees about 60 employees at Damco’s freight forwarding, logistics and customs operations.
Including its distribution division,
Damco has 150 employees across
Canada. Internationally, the company
employs more than 10,000 people in
more than 100 countries. Damco is
part of A.P. Moller – Maersk.
It was with Maersk Sealand
Canada that Ms. Pinheiro got her start
in the business as an account coordinator. Then her career took her to exotic locales such as Singapore and
Dubai, where she discovered that
women lead many of the management teams.

Kim Gallacher

creasing numbers of women, meanwhile, “is a wonderful thing,” she
said. “Twenty years ago in the industry, women were far outnumbered by
men, and that’s just not the case
today,” she said. Looking ahead, Ms.
Gallacher expects to see even more
women in her profession. Ideally, she
would like those numbers to reflect
the general population. “For example, if women are 55 per cent in the
world there should be 55 per cent
women in your company,” Ms. Gallacher said.
She would also like to serve on
CIFFA’s Board one day. She already
contributes to the association’s advocacy efforts by serving on its National
Seafreight Committee and on the
CBSA’s Working Group Subcommittee.
BACK IN CANADA
The most recent winner of the
Donna Letterio Leadership Award,
Lucia Pinheiro, said she was “honoured and humbled” to receive the
award this April. When Ms. Pinheiro
returned to Canada in 2013 after
about 15 years abroad, she heard a
lot about Ms. Letterio’s contributions
to the industry. Ms. Pinheiro has been
country manager and President of
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“Blockchain has the
potential to greatly
increase transaction
efficiencies between
international parties.”
— Kim Gallacher

“Coming back to Canada, I became very aware of the fact that I was
in the minority,” she said, although
she has already noticed improvements in the number of women in the
industry. Ms. Pinheiro has also happily noticed improvements in formal
education in the industry. “Twenty
years ago when I came out of school,
there were no programs for logistics
or international transportation,” she
said.
HAPPY CAREER CHOICE
Ms. Pinheiro graduated with a
business degree from the University
of Western Ontario in 1997, with an
eye toward a banking career. At the
time, she was also working with her

family’s janitorial business in London,
Ont., when Maersk recruited her. “I’m
super super happy that I chose transportation. It’s taken me all over the
world,” said Ms. Pinheiro, whose familial roots are on the Azores Island
of Faial and who is fluent in Portuguese, Spanish, Danish, French,
and English.
Looking ahead, she predicts massive disruptions coming in her industry. “And it’s not from who you would
traditionally say would be a competitor,” Ms. Pinheiro said. “It’s technology companies. It’s data. It’s big data.
It’s blockchain. Since the beginning
of time, our industry has been one
that’s extremely fragmented, extremely manual, paper-based, (and)
very, very traditional when it comes
to the various steps and parties involved in international freight and international logistics.” She cited the
example of eManifest, which the
Canada Border Services Agency has
been working to roll out since before
her return to Canada “and we still
don’t have it off the ground,” she
said.
99.99 PER CENT PAPERLESS
Her company, however, has made
eManifest a priority and is now
“99.99 per cent” of the way to being
paperless. “I feel pretty good that
our team has delivered all the milestones that we need to deliver,” Ms.
Pinheiro said. “But we’re also at the
mercy of the Canadian government.”
When it comes to blockchain,
Damco’s parent company is at the
forefront, having recently forged a
joint venture with IBM. Ms. Pinheiro
wasn’t at liberty to discuss the timeline for blockchain’s implementation,
though. “But I can tell you that we’re
very excited about it.” Among the
exciting promises of blockchain is
that it will enable seamless tracking
of cargo shipments. “You will be able
to track immediately where a container is in the process, and what
documentation is linked to it,” Ms.
Pinheiro explained. “You won’t have
to send 80 emails to 100 different
parties to track it down.”
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CIFFA expands education offerings, including further
forays into online realms
BY KEITH NORBURY

Students from Toronto’s Centennial College, a CIFFA educational partner,
attend a lecture in the supply chain and logistics program.

About 3,000 learners now enroll
annually in educational programs offered by Canadian International
Freight Forwarders Association, says
Stephen McDermott, CIFFA’s Director
of Education and Marketing. About
half of those are through partner educational institutions and about half
through CIFFA directly. The latter are
now conducted entirely online.
“We don’t just eliminate the paperbased or classroom-based training for
the sake of it,” Mr. McDermott said.
“We really do analyze what makes
sense for the learner and how they
can learn best. And we still do offer
certain courses in class.”
CIFFA courses are now on the calendars of about a dozen colleges
across Canada, about twice as many
as when Mr. McDermott joined the as-

sociation six years ago. The objective
is to sign two new valid educational
partners a year, he said. “Our goal
within the colleges is to have our programs integrated with a lot of college
programs so that when our members
are hiring graduates, they know that
they are also hiring graduates that
have the CIFFA certificate,” Mr. McDermott said.
LANGARA OFFERS CIFFA
TRAINING
One of CIFFA’s newer educational
partners is Langara College in Vancouver, B.C. Graduates of Langara’s
Supply Chain and Logistics Post-Degree Diploma receive a certificate
from CIFFA if they meet the requirements of two associated courses —
Essentials of Freight Forwarding, and

STEPHEN McDERMOTT
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also covers exam fees but not textbooks.
The program has two intakes per
year, with admission for this September already fully booked. Admissions
for January 2019 are now open. “The
number of open spots depends on our
admission review process that is underway,” Ms. To said.
Admission requirements include a
three- or four-years bachelor’s degree
or equivalent, as well as demonstrated
proficiency in English.
EXPERIENCED INSTRUCTOR

Jie (Jackie) Li is the lead
instructor for Langara’s
CIFFA courses.
International Transportation and
Trade — and successfully challenge
the CIFFA exams, said the college’s
Phuoi-Linh To.
“Students complete the exams as
part of the ITT and EFF courses,
which are taken within the program,”
said Ms. To, who is a program manager of accounting, business and
computer technology in the Continuing Studies department. The program, which is full-time over two
years and encompasses six semesters, had its first intake in May 2016;
and it first offered the CIFFA courses
in May 2017. “We’ve had three cohorts completing their CIFFA certification courses, with over 40 students
having the opportunity to achieve
their certification,” Ms. To said.
The program accepts 25 to 30 students per cohort, she said. Students
from the May 2016 intake graduated
this April. Four other cohorts, totalling
about 100 students, are in various
stages of the program, she said. Cost
for the entire diploma program,
which includes a work practicum, is
$13,000 for domestic students. That
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Jie (Jackie) Li, a member of Langara’s continuing studies faculty and a
program head at B.C. Institute of
Technology, is the lead instructor for
the CIFFA courses. A certified CIFFA
instructor, Mr. Li has more than a
decade of experience in international
business and logistics in transportation. He currently serves on the Pacific
chapter Board of Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport International,
and with the Vancouver area council of
the Canadian Institute of Traffic and
Transportation.
“The program has been very well
received by the industry,” Ms. To said,
noting that the college has 15 industry
partners, including CIFFA members,

which provide the eight- to 10-week
practicum placements for the students. The college is looking for new
work-placement partners in Metro
Vancouver for the next practicum sessions in September. Ms. To invites interested organizations to contact the
college.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES PLENTIFUL
“Supply chain jobs are always plentiful, it seems, especially in entry-level
positions,” Mr. Dermott said. He
noted that CIFFA has 260 member
companies in the industry. Including
non-CIFFA members, the freight forwarding industry employs 30,000 to
40,000, he estimates. CIFFA also has
a new jobs link called CareerConnect
on its website.
“If you Google ‘supply chain jobs’
or ‘freight forwarding jobs,’ it’s pages
and pages of jobs,” Mr. McDermott
said. “So there are lots of opportunities.”
CIFFA’s other educational partners
include George Brown College,
Seneca College, triOS College, Eastern College, Brighton College, St.
Clair College, Eastern College, the
National Academy of Health and Business, Universal Learning Institute, Centennial College, and Discovery

Phuoi-Linh To of
Vancouver’s Langara
College says its CIFFA
certificate courses have
been well-received
by industry.
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Community College. “It’s partnerships that we individually
sign with each college and they contribute to the employment of their students,” Mr. McDermott said. “And our
members will occasionally go to those colleges and hire
those students directly.”
The programs vary from college to college. Some offer
the certification as part of a diploma program in supply
chain and logistics. For example, Langara’s program is run
by Supply Chain Management B.C. “But they also graduate with a certificate from CIFFA because we have our own
standards of what constitutes a pass compared to what the
colleges might,” Mr. McDermott said.
TEXTBOOKS TURN ELECTRONIC
CIFFA is moving away from printed textbooks. The association now uses an app called Texidium, which delivers
electronic textbooks to colleges in Canada and the U.S.
Texidium, from Ottawa-based Kivuto Solutions Inc., can be
installed on smartphones, tablets, laptops, and desktop
computers. “It’s a much easier way for us to distribute the
books and keep the books updated,” Mr. McDermott said.
“It even offers a lot of opportunities for instructors to create
groups within the app or give out additional details or answer questions. And, for the student, it’s an entirely searchable textbook. It also has text speech.” CIFFA found out
about Texidium from Sarnia, Ont.-based Lambton College,
one of the association’s newest educational partners.
“They’ve just recently started their enrolment of students,”
Mr. McDermott said.
A requirement with all the colleges is that students must
write and pass CIFFA’s exams independently of the college
programs. “Our contracts and agreements with the colleges are all very detailed and checked by both parties so
that we can ensure that the students get the fairest possible
enrollment and they understand exactly what they have to
do to secure the CIFFA certificate.”
TWO TYPES OF ONLINE LEARNING
For its own programs, CIFFA offers two types of online
courses — e-learning on demand, and virtual classrooms.
The former allows students to work at their own pace. “We
give each course about three months to finish but there are
students that finish it in three weeks,” Mr. McDermott said.
The virtual classrooms are more scheduled and include
live weekly sessions in which the students hear the instructor in real time. “The e-learning on demand gets all of the
educational offerings that the virtual class gets,” Mr. McDermott said. “The only difference is one is live and one is
recorded.”
To earn what is informally known as the CIFFA certificate, a student must complete two introductory freight forwarding courses and the related exams. The fee for each
of those courses — Essentials of Freight Forwarding, and
International Transportation and Trade — is $525 plus tax
for employees of CIFFA members, and $690 plus tax for

SANJAY DHEBAR

non-member employees.
CIFFA’s ultimate educational goal is its Professional
Freight Forwarder designation, or PFF. To achieve the PFF
requires first earning the CIFFA certificate. A second prerequisite is earning the advanced level certificate. The third
is completing the three courses of a CIFFA program designed by the Schulich Executive Education Centre of
Toronto’s York University. “Then you need five years experience working with a freight forwarder, and that gives you
the professional freight forwarder designation,” Mr. McDermott explained.
SCHULICH COURSES NOW ONLINE
Courses in the Schulich program were originally delivered in the classroom. But it proved difficult for people to
take time off work to attend the class, Mr. McDermott said.
Moving it online has enabled students to take part in the
course in the evenings. They can also do it from anywhere
in the country. “We found our enrollment has actually gone
up as a result,” Mr. McDermott said.
Teaching two of the three Schulich courses is Sanjay
Dhebar, an instructor at the Schulich School of Business
who developed the course materials, which CIFFA purchased. His courses are entitled Sales Strategies for the
Non-Sales Manager and Building a Strong Customer Service Culture for Your Organization. I didn’t even know about
CIFFA until they approached us,” said Mr. Dhebar, who has
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an MBA from the University of Leicester and industry experience that includes four years as national sales director with
LifeLabs Medical Laboratory Services.
GETTING TO KNOW THE BUSINESS
He was impressed that CIFFA wanted to partner with
Schulich, which he called “the number one MBA program
in Canada.” However, he admits that he didn’t know a lot
about freight forwarding. “I had to get to know all that,”
Mr. Dhebar said. So he talked with people in the industry,
including at large players like DB Schenker, but also at small
and medium sized firms. “I’ve got to know the business,”
Mr. Dhebar said. However, he realizes that he’s not going
to teach his students, many of whom have years of experience in freight forwarding, any of the bolts and nuts about
their particular profession. “That’s not my role - my role is
more on this is what’s happening in other businesses (and)
what best practices can be applied to freight forwarding.”
CONNECTING VIA ADOBE
“Online you’re limited on the level of dialogue you can
have with people from a live audience,” Mr. Dhebar said.
“One thing I will say is CIFFA made a good investment in
technology. They use Adobe Connect.” Each weekend, he
releases a 45-minute lecture that the students can listen to
on their own schedules. Then each Wednesday evening,
he conducts a live one-hour online lecture with the class,
which typically numbers around 15 students.
For the online lectures, the students can hear him in real
time. However, if they have any questions, they have to
submit them by text through Adobe Connect’s chat function. He can also give quizzes during the lecture and have
the students break off into smaller groups to chat about
certain subjects and then return to the main group. “I do a
blend of academics and some theory, like with some case
studies and academic rigour,” Mr. Dhebar said. “But then I
bring in my experiences and the clients I’ve worked with.”
BUILDING BENCH STRENGTH
Ruth Snowden, CIFFA’s Executive Director, said taking
the Schulich program is an “exciting” move that will help
companies build their “bench strength,” identify “the up
and comers” and invest in the non-technical management
skills of freight forwarding. “Now it doesn’t matter where
you are in the country, you have access to this management
education and training,” Ms. Snowden said.
Mr. McDermott said many member companies use
CIFFA programs as their initial training and pay for their employees to take them. “The best example is Kuehne +
Nagel, which is a massive international company,” Mr. McDermott said. Among the teaching assistants on CIFFA’s
Schulich programs is Bradley Davis, a national trade lane
special with Kuehne + Nagel in Toronto. “He’s really
strong,” Mr. McDermott said. “He’s not just a recent grad-

uate but he finished with highest grades.” He was also the
winner of the 2017 Young International Freight Forwarder
of the Year competition from FIATA, the International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations. Mr. Davis said
his teaching assistant gig with CIFFA “was pretty fun” and
“a nice little change from the day to day of what I do.”
CONTINUOUS LEARNING
Kim Gallacher, ocean freight manager for Montréalbased Delmar International Inc., said CIFFA excels at continuous learning. “Certainly there are other programs
available from community colleges these days. And some
at a university level,” Ms. Gallacher said. “Yet when I started
in the business there was no such thing. There was only
CIFFA.”
She herself took CIFFA certificate programs in the late
1980s. Aside from working for a CIFFA member company,
Ms. Gallacher is also an individual CIFFA member by virtue
of having achieved the professional freight forwarder designation in 2006. Ms. Gallacher has also taught CIFFA
courses, such as an export essentials workshop, as well as
courses at Seneca College on export letters of credit and
international banking. “In a management position at any
company, you’re doing a certain amount of training and internal training with your staff on an ongoing basis, whether
it’s company policies or industry regulatatory changes,” Ms.
Gallacher said. “It’s a continuous learning process and that’s
something that CIFFA supports in a great way.”
QUARTET OF TEXTBOOKS
For its freight-forwarding courses, CIFFA uses four textbooks that were written over the last few decades by subject matter experts, who have taught CIFFA courses and
who volunteered their expertise to certain chapters. “So we
could have a customs chapter written by a customs expert,”
Mr. McDermott said. “We could have our air freight chapter
written by several air freight experts. And over the years it’s
become more and more refined.” One of the authors is
longtime instructor Fred Grootarz, President of Acro Navigation Inc. He wrote some of the textbooks early on and
also for the advanced courses that he teaches today. “But
all that needs to be rewritten because the industry doesn’t
stand still, you know,” said Mr. Grootarz, who started in the
business in 1964 in his native Germany, but has been in
Canada since 1970. He now teaches only advanced classes
on such subjects as vessel chartering, air freight chartering,
and project shipping.
One topic that CIFFA has its eye on for integrating into
its education is blockchain. Another hot topic is marijuana,
which Canada will legalize for recreational purposes this
year. CIFFA is considering a workshop in the near future on
how legal marijuana producers in Canada might go about
exporting their products to other countries. “Finding out
exactly how they do that from a legal perspective and
everything that goes into that would be fascinating,” Mr.
McDermott said.
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Former CIFFA presidents reflect on the early days of
freight forwarding and CIFFA’s founding
BY KEITH NORBURY
On the wall of his office, Chris
Gillespie displays the first budget
that his grandfather established
when he founded Gillespie-Munro
Forwarders Ltd. in 1947. “They estimated gross income of $3,000 a
month, with expenses of about
$2,830 a month. So the estimated
net income was $170 a month.” In
the ensuing years, Montreal-based
Gillespie-Munro Inc. has grown considerably. The company has gone
from nine employees, including his
grandfather and an “extra man,” to
nearly a hundred. “We’re like a $10
million revenue a year company. So
it’s gone up quite a bit,” he quipped.

“My grandfather would
have been pretty
impressed with how the
business had changed.”
— Christopher Gillespie

The Canadian freight forwarding
industry has also changed dramatically in the last seven decades, as has
the association that represents it.
“We could never do the volume of
business we do today without computerization,” Mr. Gillespie said.
CELEBRATING 70 YEARS
A year after founding his company,
Douglas Barwick Gillespie became
the first President of Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association, which is celebrating its 70th
anniversary in 2018. “My grandfather
would have been pretty impressed
with how the business had changed,”
said Mr. Gillespie, who succeeded his
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Christopher
Gillespie
father, Douglas Russell Gillespie, as
President and CEO of GillespieMunro around 1980.
Like his grandfather and father,
Mr. Gillespie also served as CIFFA
President. His dad held the post in
1970 while the younger Gillespie did
the honours in 1987 and 1989, his
tenure interrupted because CIFFA
bylaws at the time prohibited anyone
for holding the office for consecutive
years. “I was honoured by being the
first third generation President of
CIFFA,” Mr. Gillespie said.
Another former CIFFA President
with a familial connection to the
founders is Bill Gottlieb, who led the
association in 1994. His uncle, Arthur
Nathan Kirsch, was the association’s
first Treasurer. Arthur was the son of
David Kirsch, a Lithuanian immigrant
who founded David Kirsch Forwarders Ltd. and was Mr. Gottlieb’s
grandfather. Mr. Gottlieb eventually
succeeded his uncle as Kirsch’ President.
“I joined the company back in
1975 full time, and his advice to me
was if you want to learn the business
or what goes on around you, you
should get involved with the forward-
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ing association,” Mr. Gottlieb said. He
sold his interest in the family business
in 2013 and since 2015 has been the
Eastern Canada Director for ITN Logistics Services Inc.

decided they needed a way to voice
their concerns with port authorities
and steamship companies about the
role of freight forwarders, who often
worked on commission.

Both Mr. Gillespie and Mr. Gottlieb
also served two-years terms as President of FIATA, the international body
of freight forwarders associations. Mr.
Gillespie was FIATA President from
1999 to 2001, while Mr. Gottlieb’s
term was from 2007 to 2009.

BEFORE CONTAINERIZATION
“Remember, there were no containers back then; everything was
loose freight,” Mr. Gottlieb said. “So
they’d get a commission. In some
cases it would be per piece. Other
times it would be a percentage of the
freight.”

EIGHT FOUNDING MEMBERS
CIFFA itself had eight charter
members. Aside from D.B. Gillespie
and A.N. Kirsch, the others were VicePresident J.A. Nuttall of A.W. Kyle
Company; Secretary J.M. Dever of
Wm. H. Johnson Jr. Ltd.; and Directors B.V. Abrahams of Guy Tombs
Ltd.; and J.O. Stratton of Thomas
Meadows & Co. Canada Ltd., according to clippings from the Journal of
Commerce and the Shipping Digest.

Freight forwarders of the day also
had issues with how cargo was handled. In those days, it was all manual,
often by longshoremen using hooks.
“Part of the commodities that we
were moving at the time were textiles
for the garment trade,” Mr. Gottlieb
said. “So you can imagine what one
of those hooks going into a roll would
do to the fabric.”

Those eight names are on CIFFA’s
original articles of incorporation, said
Ruth Snowden, the association’s Executive Director since 2008. “By February 1949, there were 15 paid up
members,” she said.
Today the association has about
260 member companies as well as
about 160 associated members from
outside of freight forwarding. Those
numbers have about doubled in the
decade that Snowden has been at the
association. “Part of the role of the association was to petition Parliament
and to represent the international
freight forwarder,” said Ms. Snowden,
who worked in freight forwarding for
about 25 years before taking on her
current role. “Fast forward over the
years and we have this association,
CIFFA, where we have a very strong
advocacy role.”
CIFFA no longer petitions Parliament and it seldom engages with federal cabinet ministers “except when
we have to,” Ms. Snowden said. For
example, CIFFA wrote to federal
Transportation Minister Marc Garneau
and International Trade Minister
François-Philippe Champagne this

March regarding delays in the movement of intermodal cargo and to ask
the government to address intermodal infrastructure by moving
ahead on spending money pledged
in a $2 billion National Trade Corridors Fund.
“Seventy years ago, these guys
got together and formed this association and here we are fast forward 70
years later and we’re still petitioning
ministers of the Crown to improve the
facilitation of the movement of
goods,” Ms. Snowden said.
According to those yellowed clippings, the association’s objective was
“to support and protect Canadian
freight forwarders and their clients by
establishing uniform trade practices
and regulations and eliminating trade
evils and abuses.”
Mr. Gottlieb said the association
started because those in the industry

The association also enabled
members to air their issues, sometimes in ways that are now frowned
upon by authorities. “Back in the 40s,
I will use the word, they could ‘collude’ like they can’t do today,” Mr.
Gottlieb said. “When I first got involved with CIFFA there were still fee
schedules on the customs broker’s
side and there were also fee schedules on the forwarding side. Those
have since been discontinued many
years ago because they are deemed
to be anti-competitive.”
A FASCINATING BUSINESS
After he finished his studies in international business at Northern Illinois University, Mr. Gottlieb followed
his grandmother’s advice and came
to Canada to give freight forwarding
a try. “I decided what the heck, I’m
young. I came up for a year on the
basis that I’d give it a go for a year
and bottom line is it’s a fascinating
business,” Mr. Gottlieb said. Fortyfive years later, he is still in the business. He is also mentoring the fourth
generation of his family in the profession, his son Brian.
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But how the work of a freight forwarder has changed in the last seven
decades!
Forty-five years ago, the garment
and footwear industries were huge in
Montreal. Today almost all that manufacturing is offshore. “And what we
have left are basically importers and
distributors,” Mr. Gottlieb said. He
has heard stories for years about a
similar death knell for freight forwarding, going back to the early
days of Federal Express. But he considers that obituary to be premature.
“Forwarders do a lot besides just
consumer goods,” Mr. Gottlieb said.
“We’re moving machinery. We’re
moving liquid enzymes. We’re all
over the place. We’re using dangerous goods, explosives, hazardous
chemicals, etc.” Meanwhile, the rise
of electronic commerce giants like
Amazon has renewed worries. Yet it
also presents opportunities for forwarders. “We have several clients
that are supplying the Amazons,” he
said “They’re shipping in bulk, over
to China for Alibaba, as well as trucking to Costco, etc.”
DITTO MACHINE RECALLED
One of Mr. Gillespie’s first jobs

was to run the ditto machine, or spirit
duplicator, to fill the machine “with
that great smelling” (alcohol) liquid.
Meanwhile, the women who typed
the documents “became very skilled
with razor blades,” Mr. Gillespie said.
“Instead of having to correct the
whole text if they had typed something incorrectly, they’d go in and
chip away at the ink that had been
imprinted on the back of the page.
They’d remove that section, then retype over that section (with) the correct information.” Typing a letter from
dictation was a different matter. If his
grandfather or his father wanted
changes made to a letter, the secretary “had to go back and type it all
over again,” Mr. Gillespie said.
His father, Douglas Russell Gillespie, became President of the company in the late 1960s and ran it for
about a decade. Earlier, D.R. Gillespie
had gone to work for a vessel agency
that one of the two Munros in Gillespie-Munro had hived off of the original company.
“My grandfather was still working
when I first started with the company
working summers as an office boy,”
said Mr. Gillespie, who was born in
1949. He can’t say whether his grandfather would be “impressed or distraught” by the myriad security

Congratulations CIFFA on your
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regulations that freight forwarders
now have to deal with but that didn’t
exist when the company and CIFFA
were founded. “Nor did they exist
when I first started in the business,”
Mr. Gillespie said.
He was referring specifically to
global security measures implemented in the aftermath of the Sept.
11, 2001 terrorists attacks in New
York City and Washington, D.C. “I’m
talking about systems where governments want to know exactly what is
coming into Canada” Mr. Gillespie
said, and making sure such information is available and understandable,
he said, citing dangerous goods as
an example. “We’ve had instances in
the last few years of ships catching
fire and almost every instance of this
happening can be traced back to either improperly packaged or incorrectly declared dangerous goods,”
Mr. Gillespie said. For that reason, he
always advises his clients to have adequate marine insurance. “For one
reason, if you are on a ship that
catches fire, or worse case scenario
ends up being salvaged, there is a
huge, huge amount of money that’s
going to be involved in the bond
that you’re going to have to put up
to get your cargo released,” Mr.
Gillespie said.
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BREAKBULK SHIP PARTIES
Containerization was still taking its baby steps by the time
he joined the industry in the 1960s. “I can still remember
going to ship parties onboard breakbulk ships that would
come into the port of Montreal and they’d be there for a
week or more loading and discharging, whereas nowadays
these ships turn around in a day or two. And they have to
because the costs are just phenomenal,” Mr. Gillespie said.
When his father took over the company, the evolution to
containerization was picking up steam and he took the business to the next level. “We always handled a lot of breakbulk cargo but all of that breakbulk cargo eventually moved
to and is now for the most part carried in containers,” Mr.
Gillespie said.
One of the driving forces behind the move to containerization was that it greatly reduced the risk of cargo damage
and pilfering. “For example, the risk of damage to newsprint
in breakbulk ships is much greater than if it’s been loaded
stowed and secured by the shipper in the container at his
premises, or by others that know how to do that,” said Mr.
Gillespie, whose company still does much of its work with
forest products.
ADVOCACY EFFORTS
Much of CIFFA’s work, meanwhile, still involves advocat-

SHIPPING DIGEST, New York
January 3, 1949

A group of Canadian freight forwarders
recently received Le ers Patent from the
Department of the Secretary of State,
O awa formally incorpora ng the Canadian
Interna onal Freight Forwarders Associa on
Inc.
It is hoped that this group will eventually
include all bona de Canadian freight
forwarders in its membership. The principal
object of the Associa on will be to support
and protect Canadian freight forwarders and
their clients by establishing uniform trade
prac ces and regula ons and elimina ng
trade evils and abuses.
The charter members of the Associa on
recently held their rst mee ng, at which
the following were named as the execu ve
commi ee for the current year.
President, D.B. Gillespie, Gillespie-Munro
Forwarders Ltd.; Vice President, J.A. Nu all,
The A.W.W. Kyle Co.; Secretary, J.M. Dever,
Wm. H. Johnson, Jr., Ltd.; treasurer, A. N.
Kirsch Convoys, Limited; directors, B.V.
Abrahams, Guy Tombs Limited and J.O.
Stra on, Thomas Meadows & Co., Canada
Ltd.

ing for improvements to Canada’s transportation infrastructure. For example, in a recent letter to federal Transportation Minister Marc Garneau and International Trade Minister
François-Philippe Champagne, Ms. Snowden and current
CIFFA President Gary Vince cited such problem areas as
congestion at CN terminal operations in several central and
western cities. “We felt that the federal government had to
be made aware that the problems were not just in the
movement of grain but that export containers and import
containers were very much delayed,” Ms. Snowden told
Canadian Sailings.
Meanwhile, CN Interim President and CEO J.J. Ruest responded promising improvements in dwell times and alleviation of congestion. CN also recently completed “a series
of strategic investment decisions,” including ordering 38
cranes and 37 shunt tractors, and spending $250 million to
increase track capacity between the West Coast and
Chicago, not to mention significant additions and replacements of its fleet of grain and lumber cars. Ms. Snowden
said part of the problem was that nobody expected such a
huge jump in the movement of containers in 2017, such as
the 11 per cent increase at the port of Vancouver. “The railroads, yes, they were prepared for a 2 or 3 or 4 per cent
growth but they weren’t prepared for double digit growth
and it hit early in the year,” Ms. Snowden said. “and they
didn’t make the investments early in the year that they
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needed to in additional cranes, for example, building some
longer sidings, and getting more rail cars and locomotives.”
THE EMANIFEST SAGA
Another area of advocacy that CIFFA has been involved
with is the Canadian Border Services Agency’s electronic
manifest system, or eManifest, for filing customs documents.
The eManifest system, the third phase of CBSA’s Advance
Commercial Information program, has been dogged by numerous missed deadlines and delays. CIFFA is waiting for
CBSA to fix security gaps in its systems, she said. However,
by the time the enhancements have been made and tested,
she doubts that CBSA will be able to make the eManifest
mandatory before the end of 2019.
A GREAT DECADE
Ms. Snowden has been with CIFFA for a decade. “I came
for five years in 2008, January 2008,” she said. Before that
she worked in freight forwarding for 25 years, including as
a Vice-President at UPS Supply Chain Solutions. She also
did some consulting, including for Transport Canada. “I
knew how to run a freight forwarding company,” Ms. Snowden said. “But I didn’t know much about managing an association. So I’ve learned a lot about managing an
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“Part of the role of the association was to
petition Parliament and to represent the
international freight forwarder. Fast
forward over the years and we have this
association, CIFFA, where we have a very
strong advocacy role.”
— Ruth Snowden
association. And, you know, we’ve had a great decade, I’ll
tell you.”
The membership of CIFFA is always changing as companies merge, big ones absorb smaller ones, some go out of
business, and new ones start up. Every year the association
loses about four or five per cent of its membership, Ms.
Snowden said. But then it acquires new members. To qualify
for membership, a company has to have been in business
in Canada for at least 36 months. A company also has to
meet insurance and training requirements. “A lot of the
small, new freight forwarders don’t meet our eligibility requirements,” she said.
WHAT THE FUTURE PROMISES
Looking ahead, Ms. Snowden anticipates that blockchain
— a subject on the agenda for the CIFFA conference in
Toronto this October — “is going to enable us to transfer
data and documents securely, and that’s going to, we hope,
take away some paper out of the current paper system, and
eliminate unnecessary data entry duplication.”
Blockchain is something Mr. Gillespie has been trying to
wrap his head around.
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“I guess one of the most interesting things I read somewhere was blockchain is great where you have high value,
high security requirements, but that it’s probably not realistic
to look at its application to commodities, per se,” Mr. Gillespie said. “I really don’t understand how it applies to transportation. I know that the carriers themselves are looking at
using it but they don’t seem to be looking at using it for the
actual fulfillment of their transportation function as much as
other aspects of their operations.” Mr. Gillespie also has
trouble imagining that self-driving vehicles will take over the
roadways any time soon, noting some of the highly publicized troubles Tesla Motors has encountered.
What he does expect to see is more consolidation in
transportation industries as well as more companies trying
to be “all things to all people,” such as by doing warehousing and trucking. But whatever the future holds for transportation, he imagines a role in it for freight forwarders.
“The manner in which you move it, or the approach you take
to moving the cargo, is always going to be dependent on
somebody — a human being who has the creativity and the
knowledge to understand what that cargo is going to face.”
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Calgary-based logistics firm marks milestone
BY KEITH NORBURY

DERRICK SONES
When Don Lucky got into the
transportation business in 1956 with
the company that eventually became
Cole International, containerization
was still in its infancy.
Most cargo was still transported by
breakbulk in individual boxes, crates,
or cases that were discharged in nets
from ships. By land, meanwhile, cargo
arrived predominantly by railroad because trucks weren’t sufficiently reliable then. “The quality of the engines
and the running gear was less than it
is by a long shot in today’s world,” Mr.
Lucky said in an interview. “And with
that change came the advent of the
sea can, the cargo container. That really made the big change in the
movement of goods, specifically on
the offshore.”
SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS
Another major transportation milestone early in his career was the
opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway
in the late 1950s, which enabled
ocean-going ships to travel all the
way to the Lake Superior port now

known as Thunder Bay, where Cole
was initially established. “That was a
real achievement,” Mr. Lucky said.
Now headquartered in Calgary, his
company has undergone its own significant achievements over the years.
Back in 1956, it had only four employees. Today Cole International employs about 550 in Canada, from
coast to coast, as well as another 50
in such U.S. locales as New York,
Texas, North Dakota, and Washington
state.
The company began as Cole McCubbin, named for its founder who
had established it in the late 1930s at
Port Arthur, Ont., which in 1970 became part of the city of Thunder Bay.
Originally a sole proprietorship, the
company became Cole McCubbin
Limited in 1958. So this year, it is celebrating its 60th anniversary as an incorporated entity. The occasion also
happens to coincide with the 70th anniversary of the Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association.
In 2005, Mr. Lucky served as CIFFA’s
President. “You’ve got to give back to

the industry if you’ve got any interest
in it.” Mr. Lucky said.
By the time Cole McCubbin incorporated, Mr. Lucky was a part-owner.
He became the sole owner in 1961
and remains the majority shareholder
to this day. In fact, at age 84, he is still
active in running the company.
FIRST IN THE OFFICE
“I’m in here at 5:30 in the morning
every day,” Mr. Lucky said. Derrick
Sones, Cole International’s Director of
Freight, said his boss is always the
first one in the office. “It’s a passion
and he’s not just here to make coffee
first thing in the morning because he’s
certainly engaged with the topics of
the day,” said Mr. Sones, who has
been with the company since 2002.
When Mr. Lucky started in the
business, documentation was handwritten or by typewriter “and a calculator was a machine that you cranked
by hand.” Only later did the photocopier come into play, and the initial
machines were quite rudimentary by
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True success can be
measured in decades.

In a world where businesses come and businesses go, longevity and experience count for quite
a bit. CIFFA’s seven decades as an association of Canadian freight forwarding ﬁrms says a lot
about the organization’s commitment and value. So too do the 60 years Cole International has
been a part of the global logistics landscape. Loudly, proudly and with immense gratitude to the
customers who choose us, we say, in no uncertain terms, “Logistics. It’s what we do.”
Congratulations CIFFA on your 70th anniversary!
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today’s standards. “The transition from then to where we
are today, when so much is done electronically has been
so substantial that it’s hard to conceive,” Mr. Lucky said.

said. “There were numerous capital projects being built in
the oil sands of northern Alberta.”

“People were content to know that it would take time
for things to happen,” Mr. Lucky said. “It doesn’t even
compare with what we are faced with in today’s day and
age when somebody wants it yesterday but they aren’t
going to order it until tomorrow.”

Further dampening that optimism is the lingering dispute over the future of the proposed twinning of Kinder
Morgan’s Trans Mountain pipeline project that would triple
the amount of Alberta bitumen transported to tidewater
near Vancouver. “So long as we can’t get product to tidewater, that doesn’t send a very good message, and it also
allows the U.S. to see us as a bit of a captive market,” Mr.
Sones said.

CALGARY CONNECTIVITY

“SMART DIVERSIFICATION”

The company moved to Calgary in 1990 and in 1992
changed its name to Cole International. “We were just
growing and we knew that in order to facilitate that growth
we had to be in a more sustainable economic community,”
Mr. Lucky said of the decision to relocate to Calgary.
“Thunder Bay was pretty well locked in. It didn’t have a
major airport. It didn’t have financial institutions. It missed
a lot of connectivity. It just made more sense to be in
someplace else.”

Not all of Cole’s business is in the energy basket,
though. The company has clients in mining, manufacturing,
aerospace and “countless other industries,” its website
notes. Mr. Sones said that such “smart diversification”
helped make the economic downturn of 2008 and 2009
“a little less painful” for Cole. In the wake of the financial
crisis, oil was one of Canada’s stronger industries at a time
when manufacturing in Toronto and Montreal was struggling. But when energy prices collapsed from 2014 to
2016, the economies of Ontario, Quebec, and B.C. rebounded. “That’s helped us,” Mr. Sones said. “And since
late 2016 or early 2017, we’ve seen a bit of a turnaround
here in Alberta. We’re not back to where we used to be,
but we’re getting pretty darn close.” Two key contributors
to Cole’s fortunes are a 100,000 square foot pick-and-pack
warehouse in Mississauga, which services retail customers,
and a 35,000 square foot facility in Montreal for more industrial equipment.

But with instantaneous electronic communication has
come higher expectations.

Mr. Sones said Cole situated in Calgary to cater to Alberta’s oil and gas industry, which accounts for a major part
of its business. The move came shortly after Cole acquired
Lawrence Customs Brokerage in 1987. That company,
which had operated in Western Canada since the 1950s,
had a large oil-and-gas presence, Mr. Sones said.
Also around that time, in 1985, Cole acquired an international air freight agency, which led to the establishment
of a freight forwarding division. That area of the business,
which Mr. Sones now oversees, employs about 95 people
in its Canadian operations alone, from St. John’s to Vancouver.
“He’s grown the company through a blending of smallto medium-sized acquisitions combined with organic
growth through reinvestment into the company,” Mr.
Sones said of his boss.
On the freight forwarding side, the company serves
ocean and air freight customers, as well as cross-border
and domestic truck, rail, and intermodal customers. The
division also offers warehousing and distribution, supply
chain consulting, and project logistics.
OFFERINGS EXPANDED
“We’ve been very fortunate to have been able to develop an extremely good reputation in the logistics industry as it pertains to the technical ability to service importers
in Canada,” Mr. Sones said. “And that has allowed us to
expand the service offerings to some of the largest oil-andgas customers here in Canada.”
The Alberta oil patch has slumped in recent in years, as
oil prices dropped, particularly for crude produced in
Western Canada. “The optimism is certainly not there as
much as it was in the late ’90s and early 2000s,” Mr. Sones

Cole has other irons in the fire for future growth, although Mr. Sones wasn’t at liberty to reveal them in any
detail. “We’re always looking for opportunities,” Mr. Sones
said. “There’s always a desire to grow and to ensure that
we’re able to fulfill the needs of our customers and continually bring on board more talent.”
LOOKING TOWARD THE FUTURE
Technological advances will also have an impact. Asked
about that, Mr. Lucky pointed to the Dick Tracy comic strip
of the 1960s in which the detective wore a wristwatch radio
that presaged Apple’s iWatch. “They thought about this
and presented this in a comic strip in those days. What did
they know that we don’t know now?” Mr. Lucky said.
While he acknowledges that the former slower pace of
life had its benefits, he also welcomes the advantages that
come with the faster pace that new technologies enable.
“I’m always looking at future things — where can we go
from here, what can we do better, easier, faster, safer,
smarter,” Mr. Lucky said.
He doesn’t, however, foresee automation and artificial
intelligence replacing human workers. “With automation
you still have needs for hands-on,” Mr. Lucky said. “A machine doesn’t do everything on its own. It has to be
guided.”
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If we could just learn how to stop re-keying data!
BY RUTH SNOWDEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CIFFA
Just as Robert Keen predicts there will be a BIFA in 10
years’ time (see subsequent article), I can confidently predict
that there will be a CIFFA in 10 years’ time. This year we are
celebrating 70 years of representing the international freight
forwarding community in Canada – over seven decades of
change, some gradual and some rapid-fire. One of CIFFA’s
mandates is to ‘represent and support’ the industry in providing the highest level of quality and professional services
to their clients.” And we take that to mean helping forwarders prepare for the significant – even transformational
change – that is coming their way.
Yes, that means providing the sector training that employees and entrants to the business need to survive in international transportation and global trade: College level
certificate courses, targeted workshops, management training. It also means providing context to these changes –
preparing members on what to expect over the next 18
months, let alone the next decade. Exactly what is
blockchain and how will it impact marine bills of lading and
the marine intermodal business? How will blockchain eliminate non-value added activities from the air cargo supply
chain? How can forwarders use new technologies to deliver
the transparency and speed of service that Canadian importers and exporters rightly expect? How can 3PLs position
themselves as critical ‘value add’ suppliers to their customers? That is the challenge of the association over the
short -term, staying relevant and ensuring that forwarders
are ahead of that learning and investment curve.
Let’s not kid ourselves. The next couple of years may not
be easy. And not every 3PL will prosper. However, those organizations that grasp the opportunity to embrace this
tsunami of change, will do more than survive, they will thrive.
Look at Canada’s air export supply chain today – a fragmented market with many small companies shipping occasionally by air. [In April, Transport Canada lists some 10,899
Account Consignors plus 691 Known Consignors across the
country.] An exporter keys data into its operating system and
generates a commercial invoice which it sends, along with
any packing lists, certificates of origin or other ‘documents’
to its customer, in all likelihood by email. In rare cases, an
exporter may send data EDI to its freight forwarder, it may
perhaps more frequently re-key data into the forwarder’s operating system via a portal although unfortunately, in most
cases, it will send scans of its commercial documents to the
forwarder by email – who re-keys the same data into its operating system. If the forwarder sends eAWB data by EDI to
the carrier and if the air carrier accepts eAWB to that destination, perhaps the re-keying stops there. If not, the forwarder re-keys the data into an airline portal or creates a
paper air waybill. And it doesn’t stop there. Export reports
can be filed on a paper B13A declaration because electronic
exporter reporting has not been made mandatory and that

RUTH SNOWDEN
amending legislation probably won’t be place before the
end of 2019 or early 2020. So CBSA can risk assess exports
on paper. Data is re-keyed or documents sent by email to
destination ground handlers, destination and in-transit Customs organizations, interline carriers, insurance companies
… What a cost of quality. What an inefficient system.
Think of how new technologies will allow us to create additional value. Think of the opportunity if we are able to stop
re-keying data. Think of how those employees could be redeployed talking to customers, developing new solutions,
seeking more customers. Think of how much faster data
could be made available to customers. Think how speed and
transparency will improve by those forwarders who embrace
new technologies and use technology to improve their business. CIFFA is committed to bringing its members and the
industry critical information on staying ahead of the curve.
Register today to attend the CIFFA 70th Anniversary Conference Global Supply Chains in a Digital Future: Innovation
and Inspiration where more than 35 speakers will bring
home the message and deliver the future. https://ciffaconference2018.com/
[Toronto Pearson ranks 49th on IATA’s list of eAWB
compliant airports and Canada is not in the top 10 countries.
Canada ranks 23rd with 44.1% eAWB penetration.
www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/e/eawb/Documents/e-awbmonthly-report-r17.pdf ]
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AGENDA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2018

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
JOINT OPENING PLENARY
Digital Transformation- Brave New World or New
Normal?

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Breakout Session B
Understanding the Sharing Economy: A trend Report

7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Registration

11:00 a.m. -11:15 a.m.
Grand Opening of TIACA and Multimodal
Tradeshow

11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
Official Opening of CIFFA 70th Conference
Executive Update – Fireside chat with industry
leaders
12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
CIFFA luncheon and Keynote

Keynote Speaker: Nora Young, Host and Creator of CBC
Radio’s Spark and Author of The Virtual Self

2:20 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Panel Discussion
Emerging, “disruptive” technologies. Speakers will
define and explore practicalities and liabilities of
technologies such as blockchain
3:30 p.m.- 4:15 p.m.
Keynote address.
Keynote speaker, Stephen Tapp, Deputy Chief
Economist, EDC. EDC’s Outlook for the Global
Economy
4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
CIFFA reception

Breakout Session A.
Delivered by Drone: the technology, the testing, the regulatory environment. A look at the future of drone deliveries.

10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Networking and Refreshment Break

10:30 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.
Breakout Session A
Orchestrating the Digitized Supply Chain. The evolution of freight forwarding, relationship-building,
transparency and technology.

10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
Breakout Session B
Risk and the Resilient Supply Chain. A look at what
it takes to stay compliant in an ever-changing risk
dynamic and global trade arena
11:45 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Networking on Tradeshow Floor

1:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.
Panel Discussion
Goods bought via ecommerce are a huge part of
freight forwarder volumes and this trend is expected
to increase.
2:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.
Networking Break

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2018

3:15 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Closing Plenary and Keynote Address
Speaker Dr. Nick Bontis. Transforming Yourself for
Increased Productivity and Peak Performance.

8:00 a.m. – 8:45 a.m.
Networking Breakfast

4:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Miami Airport Reception on Tradeshow Floor

7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Registration

4:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Prizes and Closing Remarks
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CIFFA elects new President at Montreal AGM
Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association (CIFFA) announces the election of Bruce Rodgers,
representing Vandegrift Canada ULC, as the President
of the National Board of Directors. Rodgers was elected
in Montreal during CIFFA’s 69th Annual General Meeting
on June 14. He has served on CIFFA’s Executive Committee in various capacities since 2012, including two
years as Treasurer.
CIFFA also announces the election of the following
Directors at the AGM: Paul Glionna, Universal Logistics
Inc., Toronto, Paul Hughes, Agility Logistics, Co., Montreal, Flavia Iuston-Blair, Country Head of Human Resources Canada, Panalpina, Toronto, Karl-Heinz Legler,
GM, Rutherford Global Logistics, Montreal, Paul Lobas,
ITN Logistics Group, Calgary, Barry Murphy, Country
Manager – Canada, BDP International, Inc., Toronto,
Arnon Melo, MELLOHAWK logistics, Toronto, and Larry
Palmer, UPS Supply Chain Solutions, Montreal.
CIFFA’s AGM was followed by a gala dinner celebrating the Association’s 70th anniversary in the city where
CIFFA has its roots. Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association was founded September 1948 in
Montreal by a small group of freight forwarders who saw
a need to create an industry association to meet the professional demands of its members.
As part of its Annual General Meeting CIFFA held a
tabletop exhibit and an Industry Leaders’ Panel on the
topic of Fluidity: Unlocking Canada’s Potential to Keep
Goods Moving. Speaking on the panel were Magali
Amiel, Director, Strategy and Projects, CargoM, Robert

BRUCE RODGERS

M. Bassett, Market Manager & Business Development,
Intermodal, International, with CN, and Patrick Bohan,
Director, Supply Chain Solutions, Halifax Port Authority.
The panel was moderated by Julia Kuzeljevich, Public Affairs Manager, CIFFA. Following the AGM, CIFFA’s Eastern Region FCA held a cocktail event and gala dinner
attended by some 290.

RORO SERVICES

RATES: rates@cargomaxintl.com
BOOKINGS: bookings@cargomaxintl.com
DOCUMENTATION: documentation@cargomaxintl.com

908B ST-JOSÉ, LA PRAIRIE, QUEBEC, J5R 6A9, CANADA
Tel: (450) 619-6034 • Toll Free: +1 (800) 535-6385

CUBA SERVICES

FCL SERVICES

www.cargomaxintl.com
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E cient market entry
into Canada for the
perfect online shopping
experience.
Get your products into Canada
from anywhere in the world and
in the hands of your Canadian
customers faster by taking
advantage of Purolator’s Global
Expedited Service.

Unparalleled
reach

Best delivery
experience

Convenient
returns

Access to every
address in Canada

End-to-end
service

Easy
returns

With our strength in courier
service and coast-to-coast
network, we have unmatched
access to deliver your shipments
to all Canadian addresses – from
city centres to remote locations.

Beyond streamlined customs
clearance, you can rely on us
for warehousing, freight and
courier shipping, integration
into your e-commerce platform,
returns and reverse logistics.

Customers can return items
by printing labels online,
or using a pre-printed return
label included with the
original package.

To learn more about Purolator’s Global Expedited service,
visit purolator.com/logistics or contact
your Business Development Executive today.
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Forwarders face extinction in 10 years if they don’t ‘go
digital’, says report
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
Forwarders are still reluctant to fully
embrace the digital revolution, with
some 25 per cent failing to provide
adequate online contact and sales
forms. A survey of the world’s 20
largest forwarders, conducted by
booking platform Freightos, also
found that Kuehne + Nagel was the
only one to prominently display a
quote request form.
Principal analyst Nigel Fenwick
from Forrester Research warned forwarders against failing to digitalize.
“Your company is likely to face extinction in the next 10 years, and while you
may see it coming, you may not have
enough time to save your company.”
Despite the prevalence of online
B2B sales, only 15 of the top 20 forwarders have an online contact form,
nine of which provide instant quoting
or an ad hoc request for quotation

forms. And just two – Agility and K+N
– had an instant less-than-containerload quoting system, although the report notes that Geodis has added this
since.
“Customer-centric online sales can
hardly be considered cutting edge
when 64 per cent of U.S. households
subscribe to Amazon Prime,” the report continues. “In the U.S., e-commerce now accounts for 9.1 per cent
of total retail sales.”
The report found many forwarders
were missing out on business as a consequence of their digital reticence, the
ocean sector in particular highlighted
as a weak spot. According to the report: “There has been more progress
with digital freight sales in the air than
on the ocean. Three top 20 forwarders
now provide instant door-to-door air
freight quotes, and two more are join-

ing soon.” While this shows a slight
improvement since 2016, the report
claims six of the online offerings are
“too general” and fail to explicitly request everything required for quoting.
“In fact, four were only generic inquiry
forms, and the remaining five companies [those that lacked an online request form] only provided an email
contact,” says the report.
“Although these results are disappointing, there has in fact been a
tremendous improvement since the
first survey [2015], and quote requesting has become much more customerfriendly.” Even so the report found
there was “some way to go”, with five
forwarders failing to confirm that
quote requests had been submitted.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Digitization of supply chains will happen in three years,
boosting efficiency 30 per cent
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE
The digitization of container supply chains is likely to happen far
faster than many freight transport
and logistics service providers realize. One leading Asia-based supply
chain head has argued that the next
three years would be a significant
turning point for the industry..
Tommy Liu, head of North Asia for
healthcare supply chain specialist
IDS Medical Systems, told delegates
at the TOC Container Supply Chain
event in Singapore at the end of
April that a rapid digital transformation was underway in the provision of
healthcare services in China, which
provided a template for how the logistics serving the industry was also
likely to evolve. Healthcare provision
in China has been utterly transJune 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 39
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formed in the past couple of years, according to Mr. Liu,
as the government sought to overhaul a system on the
verge of collapse.
To do this, it first digitized the previously heavily manual
processes between patients and doctors, such as making
appointments online, and then improving medical services
themselves through greater use of technology such as robotics and artificial intelligence (AI). “These things all happened in the past couple, of years, and if they can happen
in such a way then why not also in the freight industry?”
Mr. Liu asked. “In fact, it will,” he added, “digitization’s
tipping point is getting nearer, and it is being pushed by
consolidation.”
He predicted the digitization of container supply chains
would take place over the next three years, and begin with
the widespread adoption of online booking platforms,
which would be made freely available and be character-

ized by user-friendly automated processes. This would
then allow freight rates to be more closely aligned with
the realities of demand and supply – in today’s environment, demand and supply tend to be more based on perception than data.
“Prices will be optimized, and bids and orders will be
based on real-time demand and supply data,” he said. “A
new breed of powerful players will emerge, offering smart,
integrated services, while AI will be much more in control
of daily freight operations. “This will further mean that
shipload, truckload and warehouse flows will be much
more highly optimized, with robots increasingly deployed
to move shipments. “And this will be to all our benefit – I
think that container supply chain efficiency can be improved by at least 30 per cent,” he said.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Forwarders far more ‘digitally aware’ than industry
disruptors believe, says BIFA DG
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
Digital disruptors will no more kill-off today’s forwarding sector than the advent of European rail did in the
1800s, according to Director General of the British International Freight Association (BIFA), Robert Keen, who described reports suggesting the rise of software start-ups
spelled the end for forwarders as “PR puff”. He told The
Loadstar: “There’s this idea that if forwarders do not
adapt, they will die – but you just need to look back at

the sector’s history, it has always adapted. “One forwarder I know – a family-owned European firm – has a letter from a grandparent proclaiming the company’s
demise with the arrival of rail in the 1800s… it’s still
going.”
While Mr. Keen admitted that BIFA lost 50-60 members each year, he said it gained the same number, maintaining a membership in the 1,400s. And he said the
losses weren’t always linked to bad business decisions –
many were due to acquisitions or smaller operators opting to sell their companies. “We keep hearing the usual
guff from companies on how their presence in the sector
will lead to the death of traditional forwarders,” said Mr.
Keen. “It’s a load of rubbish. We have strong empirical
evidence showing both what [our members] are up to and
the emergence of new companies.” He added that what
“really irritates” him is software providers “preaching”
about systems that will kill forwarders, without recognizing that forwarders are already using them.
Despite having a reputation as technology laggards,
Mr. Keen said forwarders were “incredibly adaptive”, citing one company developing systems comparable
with those of digital disruptors. “A company I visited this
week is developing electronic communications and its
own solutions,” he said. “They’re not only hiring forwarders, but IT staff – and some of the bigger operators
are making a fantastic effort to embed themselves in their
customers’ entire supply chains.”
Mr. Keen said the industry was at something of a cross-
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roads, with the rise of Amazon and
its ilk over the past half-decade shifting the boundaries. But, he noted,
forwarders were not blind to this.
“There is a massive change on the
way – although I think it will be
slower than anticipated – and firms
are seriously looking at how to compete,” he said. “From our side, we
are liaising with FIATA on development of an industry-wide global solution to the digitization process.” At
first, this will focus on the development of digitized bills of lading before moving on the wider picture of
supply chain visibility. He said he
could not know whether forwarders
would take on these developments,
there having always been those that
“failed” to adapt and then disap-

peared.
“We do foresee a different outlook in the years to come, and there
will be changes,” he added. “But I’m

certain there will still be a BIFA in 10
years’ time.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Telephones and emails the main hurdles as shipping
steams towards digitization
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
Manual processes like emailing and telephoning are the
biggest challenge to Inttra’s plans to digitize the container
shipping sector. The digital booking platform’s Chief Executive, John Fay, said this week: “We face no great competitor, other than phone and email in terms of critical
mass.
“There are smaller systems providers, but the real challenge is manual processing.”
Mr. Fay said the past year represented something of “a
tipping point” for the industry, with just over half of all shipments now being digitally processed. And Inttra handles
more than half of these, around 26 per cent of digitally
processed movements. He added: “In 2017, we handled
some 43 million containers, up 12.6 per cent on 2016 –
which matches the level of growth we have seen over the
past four years. We also offer booking for around 80 per
cent of global container capacity and track close to 40 per
cent of all movements.”
The challenges the industry still faces in its migration to
digitization were relayed to delegates at a summit held in
Hamburg, organised by Inttra. Delegates, who represented
ports, carriers and forwarders, cited data sharing, analytics,
and dealing with no-shows as areas technology needed to
address. Chief Operating Officer Inna Kuznetsova said another issue was bringing digitization to the “many” points

that required it. “We see the industry rapidly digitizing, but
there are multiple points that need to undergo this
process,” she said. “Doing it one piece at a time can be
costly, but bringing it all under one roof can be easier,
cheaper, and can better optimize business processes.”
However, some forwarders have criticised Inttra’s pricing,
telling The Loadstar the company’s platform and services
are “too expensive”.
Mr. Fay disagreed. He told The Loadstar the market set
the price and pointed to the company’s growth levels as
indicative of its affordability. “Price negotiations are normal
and part of the industry, and forwarders also need to consider the cost of manual processing, which itself is high,”
he added. Mr. Fay also challenged a suggestion that consolidation could be bad for business. Over the past 12
months, there has been significant M&A activity among
ocean liners, but, he said, this had not had a negative impact on Inttra. “There is still significant choice in the industry, and while the top 10 providers make up 82 per cent of
our volumes, before this period of consolidation they represented 70 per cent,” he continued. “So, yes there’s consolidation at the top end, but even before this the numbers
show that volumes at the top end were high.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Canadian forwarders call for end to ‘appalling’ costs and
‘broken’ inspection model
BY IAN PUTZGER IN TORONTO
The port of Vancouver is building
a new facility for container inspections near its Deltaport terminal complex. Importers and forwarders hope
the inspection station, which is scheduled to come on stream next year, will
cut down on inspection times. But
they remain resigned to ongoing
problems and painful costs at all
Canadian ports. “We hope the new
facility will create efficiencies and
speed up inspections,” commented
Ruth Snowden, Executive Director of
Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association (CIFFA).
She has doubt, however, that the
new facility will end the woes that
container inspections at Canadian
ports have spelled for importers.
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These woes translate into tangible
hits on their balance sheet. While
Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA) itself does not charge for examinations, the costs associated with
the process have been going up –
and they can exceed C$10,000 for an
inspection. Last year the highest
charge was C$14,148.
“C$14,000 is not average – but is
certainly not unknown,” remarked
Ms. Snowden. The record amount
was largely the result of storage and
demurrage charges for a large number of containers that arrived on the
same bill of lading, reported the forwarder whose client was presented
with the invoice. According to CIFFA,
when one container is called for ex-

amination, the other units on the bill
of lading will usually be held and
therefore incur demurrage.
Using data from its members, the
forwarder organization found that the
average cost of inspections stood at
C$2,964 last summer. In Montreal the
average was C$2,395, while inspection costs in Vancouver averaged
C$3,440. These numbers are higher
than corresponding figures for the
previous year, where the average cost
across Canada stood at C$2,346.
Demurrage makes up the lion’s
share of these costs. As for the
charges levied by container inspection facilities, the picture is murky,
since they are under no obligation to
publish their tariffs. Ms. Snowden
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called the rise in inspection costs appalling, but added that the lack of
transparency around the process was
even worse. There is no standardization of costs and no requirement to
post costs. Nor are operators or customs officers required to give any details of the unloading and inspection
process, or the time lines involved.
“The whole process lacks transparency,” she commented.
The only proof that an inspection
has taken place is the invoice the importer receives from the shipping line
or forwarder, after the line has received an equally undetailed invoice
from the examination facility operator, she added. What exacerbates the
problem further is the fact that customs officers are not accountable for
delays. According to CIFFA, there
have been several instances where
containers were called for examination before a long weekend or a public holiday and not examined until
days and sometimes weeks afterwards.
A fundamental change seems
overdue. The legislation under which
CBSA is mandated to carry out container inspections and the associated
regulations and policies were formulated in an era of limited global trade
and before the transformation of customs into an agency charged with securing Canada’s border after the
events of September 11, 2001. “The
Customs Act is antiquated, but a lot
of this could be covered by policy,”
argued Ms. Snowden.
In a dialogue with CBSA that goes

PORT OF
VANCOUVER

back to the year 2009, CIFFA has
called for changes to make the
process more transparent. Among a
long list of suggestions, it has proposed the implementation of service
level agreements for operators of
container examination facilities, and
that they should be held accountable
for the timely pick-up and return of
containers to the port. Operators
should also be mandated to publish
rate sheets. CBSA officers should be
required to sign examination time
sheets and provide evidence that the
examination has taken place.
CBSA has rejected calls for it to
take action, by describing the issues
raised as ‘industry issues’. But CIFFA
argues that the problem has been

created by the agency, pointing to
lack of transparency, lack of accountability, lack of standardization and an
absence of competition between examination facility operators.
“The current examination model is
broken,” CIFFA has stated in a letter
to CBSA. Moreover, the cost rests
squarely on the shoulders of importers whose containers are called
for inspection, as charges are fully allocated to those units that are inspected. “I think the costing model
is wrong. This is a security issue. All
Canadians should bear the costs, or
at least all importers,” Ms. Snowden
said.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

The future of project logistics
BY GUY M. TOMBS
At a recent Port of Montreal
evening, I approached an industry
veteran with a lot of experience in
project cargoes and asked him, “What
is the future of project logistics?” He
wryly answered, “It’s not me.” Time to
move on. I circled the sumptuous ta-

bles of hors d’oeuvres and felt in
some of the faces I recognized, and
friends I re-met, a sense of the seismic
changes that are occurring in the shipping industry. The past we think we
know – the present we are negotiating
- the future is less familiar.

‘Project cargo’ is typically out-ofgauge freight – these large units are
often integral parts in large projects.
The term ‘project logistics’ covers all
the aspects of what needs to go right
- from the wide perspective of the
shipper that is undertaking a project.
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Project logistics requires management – the two key criteria being forever measured against are: budget and schedule. Projects are well-known in infra-structure, oil & gas,
hydro, mining and other sectors.

geography, environment, time-zones, cultures.” I ask, what
is the future of project logistics? The answer from this aficionado, “They want data – I can only teach knowledge.
What is your Plan B? What is your Plan C?”

I recently met a consultant in Ottawa at a Government
function. I asked, “What do you do?” He said, “I’m in project management.” I said – that’s interesting, so am I. I
asked, what is the future of project logistics? He said: “I
launch products – that’s new product development – and
I do IT projects, information technology.” What about Logistics projects? We had little time, but he began by saying, “the stories I could tell you – about expensive
mistakes!” and then the crowd moved us apart.

Another colleague in the industry gave me a very wide
view. Within the large, prime customer, Procurement and
Logistics generally go together. Procurement has to manage the over-all budget. The engineers develop the specifications for the machinery to be shipped and will highlight
any special needs from the shipping perspective. With
good management, budgets rarely go out of whack. When
selecting a firm like a freight forwarder, the selection
process generally looks at the candidates in this way: first,
capability, then ability and lastly: cost. The advantage of
the freight forwarder being on-site means they are ‘on top
of the situation’ all the time; it is understood a premium is
due for their presence.

In the current culture an apt comment might be – “project logistics, it obviously requires an app on the smartphone – there has to be a better way than the way we’ve
be working!” When I looked for an app that was in any way
useful, I was not successful. There is of course well-known
project management software – which is very valuable in
collating and sharing a lot of project information within organizations, across borders.
Projects are initiated by firms that from our industry
perspective are seen as ‘the shipper’ or ‘the customer’.
On large projects they generally select an engineering
firm or firms to manage aspects of the project, through a
tough selection process. The engineering firm may be
asked to take charge of the shipping or project logistics –
and they tend to outsource the shipping to an international freight forwarder through a separate selection
process. The engineering company may recommend the
freight forwarder they prefer to the shipper, who then
makes the final decision. All three firms – prime customer,
engineers, and freight forwarder – will in various ways be
much involved and concerned with the entire logistics of
the project, as outcomes in logistics are so crucial to the
project’s success. From observation, logisticians often migrate from one of these three firm types to the other – and
also amongst engineering firms! What does this tell us? It
tells us that their project experience is deemed valuable
and is relatively rare.
Is the future of project logistics then to be found on the
small screen, in digitization? Is the so-called Amazon effect
going to move in and topple key players? I believe digitization is disrupting the industry by enabling us to communicate instantly, by improving access to opportunities and
vendors 24/7, by levelling the playing field in new ways,
and by opening us up to far more competition.
Sitting in front of a screen provides data – but knowledge is quite different.
Some potted wisdom from another illustrious friend:
“You need logistic intelligence. On a large project, daily
meetings at 8:30. Key new issues, if any, should be brought
up by 7:00. Budget – engineering – logistics – they are all
intertwined. Logistics starts at the design stage. Risk management must always be in view. There is little knowledge
of project logistics in the market – covering aspects like
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What is the impact of digitization on their work, I asked
this industry colleague. He said, “90 per cent of our procurement decisions are now automated. Our time during the day
is spent monitoring exceptions.” He went on, “Everyone
needs experience. Everyone needs to gain experience.”
Clearly, meeting commitments and shipping deadlines
is crucial – and enforceable penalties for late deliveries are
a driver in the relationships amongst the shippers, engineering firms and freight forwarders. It is important to have
direct access to the engineers to best understand the shipping implications of their schematics of key units. Better
safe than sorry. From our experience these schematics can
go through multiple iterations – and it is important to work
with the latest one.
What is the future of project logistics? As students enter
the workforce, they will be inclined to deploy tools like a
‘Project Check List’ I was recently taught from. Students
have long since mastered Excel. They’ll expect to be mentored from a vast, amassed ‘Project logistics toolkit’ that
will empower them to more confidently face an array of
movements in the market — heavylift moves, barge transport, rigging, rail transport, over-dimensional truck jobs
and air charters – this training often touching on illustrative
stories. This more structured programmatic approach will
be their departure point – rather than the ‘oral tradition’
of times past. So the coveted experience of industry veterans, on which many careers may have been built in a
largely pre-digital age, where a lot of things could be
closely guarded, will soon get shared more widely. The
move for more firms to advertise themselves as projects
specialists will continue apace, affecting pricing.
Still, the quizzical projects customer must ask and will
continue to ask, “But do they really have the capability
they say they have?” And which young person will say, “I
am the future.”
Guy M. Tombs is President of Guy Tombs Limited, Montreal international freight forwarders and shipbrokers, established in 1921

Oil pipeline approval also generates Federal initiatives
to protect and restore B.C.’s coast
Little did Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
realize in November 2016 as he stood before
a crowd of reporters in Vancouver announcing his government’s $1.5 billion Oceans
Protection Plan, that he would ultimately
have to declare in May 2018 the government
would be spending a further $4.5 billion to
purchase the Trans Mountain pipeline and all
of Kinder Morgan Canada’s core assets.
With construction costs of the new
twinned pipeline added, the entire project
cost is estimated to rise to well over $13 billion. While the OPP may have given British
Columbians a signiﬁcant boost to Paciﬁc
costal environmental protections, they’ve
also included an increased capacity Alberta
oil pipeline that many do not want.
With so much attention focused on
Canada’s Westcoast over oil pipelines and
potential oil spills, the federal government
moved to implement actions which it
believes will reduce environmental dangers
and at the same time, focus on restoring
marine eco-systems along the coast. When
he announced the Ocean Protections Plan,
the Prime Minister said, “The $1.5 billion
Oceans Protection Plan (OPP) unveiled
today, will make Canada a world-leader in
marine safety and takes a powerful step
toward co-management of our coasts with
Indigenous and coastal communities.” The
plan’s stated priorities were to increase the
ability to respond to marine incidents including hazardous ones; preserve and restore
marine eco-systems and habitats; as well as
strengthen partnerships with Indigenous and
coastal communities.
The follow-up to approving the Kinder
Morgan Pipeline Expansion also included a
crude oil tanker moratorium on British
Columbia’s north coast. In May, 2018, the
House of Commons passed a bill that regulates oil tankers moving along B.C.’s
northern coast. The Act prohibits oil tankers
carrying more than 12,500 metric tons of
crude oil or persistent oil (things such as fuel
oils, partly upgraded bitumen, synthetic
crude oils and No. 6 bunker fuel) from the
northern tip of Vancouver Island to the
Alaska border. Transporting this oil between
tankers or from ports or marine terminal will
also not be permitted. The tanker ban immediately found praise from environmental
groups, and condemnation from others,
including some First Nations engaged in a
First Nations-led effort to construct the Eagle
Spirit “energy corridor” from Alberta to tidewater in Northern B.C. The Eagle Spirit
Energy Group says the government has no
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business telling it what it can do in its territories and that the decision to enact legislation
will harm indigenous economic development. (see subsequent article)

OPP increases response times in
search and rescue incidents, takes
on derelict vessels
OPP is a complex undertaking, and ﬁrst
steps to implement the plan follow a year of
signiﬁcant consultation, involves dozens of
local organizations and a number of federal
departments. In a June 2017 sequel
announcement, Federal Fisheries Minister
Dominic LeBlanc declared a $108.1 million
expenditure over ﬁve years for the Canadian
Coast Guard to establish seven new lifeboat
stations, at Victoria, Hartley Bay, Port Renfrew and Nootka Sound near Gold River, plus
three in Newfoundland and Labrador. The
$108.1 million investment over ﬁve years
with ongoing funding of $12.2 million will
staff 56 new positions to increase response
times in search and rescue or hazardous incidents. The stations will address needs and
identiﬁed gaps in service for ocean rescue
areas in areas of marine trafﬁc growth.
Lifeboat station construction is scheduled to
begin this summer.
Another $6.85 million over ﬁve years
will be used to remove derelict boats and
educate boaters to prevent vessels from being
discarded. “Dealing with problem vessels and
structures can be highly complex due to the
mix of provincial ownership of land, federal
jurisdiction over navigation and shipping and

sometimes conﬂicting federal and provincial
laws,” says a B.C. Provincial guide on the
subject. The announcement of the Abandoned Boats Program comes after a long
history of advocacy from numerous provincial organizations that have worked for years
to get the attention of the Federal Government to fund and support the clean-up of
discarded and abandoned vessels of all sizes
along the 25,725 kilometres, and 40,000
islands along British Columbia’s coast. A
2014 report prepared for Transport Canada
by a B.C.-based consulting ﬁrm identiﬁes 147
derelict vessels located in the Gulf Islands,
Vancouver Island, the Sunshine Coast and
B.C.’s Lower Mainland. Another report for
Transport Canada indicates more than 600 of
these hazardous sites exist across Canada.
The federal government’s new Wrecked,
Abandoned or Hazardous Vessels Act can
impose ﬁnes on individuals who abandon a
boat up to $300,000, and a six-month jail
term, while corporations can be ﬁned as
much as $6 million.
Although a moot point now, LeBlanc
said at the time, the federal funding of the
announced programs will be allocated
whether or not the Trans Mountain Expansion Project moves forward. “The
investments we’ve made are not contingent
on one particular natural resource project.
They are done after careful analysis, including scientiﬁc analysis, of what are the best
marine protections,” LeBlanc said. He said a
separate $1.4 billion would be used to “rehabilitate” the federal ﬁsheries department and
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Canadian Coast Guard after years of cuts.
The boost includes a 15 per cent increase in
coast guard staffing within the next two
years, and upgrading fleets, communications
equipment and technology. “No longer will
our scientists be working under leaky roofs or
using dial-up Internet and no longer will our
coast guard staff have to go on vessels that
haven’t been properly maintained.”

Habitat rehabilitation for salmon
and First Nations participation in
monitoring conditions for killer
whales
The $75 million Coastal Restoration
Fund supports projects that will conserve and
protect the overall health of the northern
Pacific Ocean, including rebuilding habitat
for species at risk, such as the southern resident killer whale. The investment will help to
rehabilitate some of British Columbia’s most
important marine ecosystems and address
threats to marine species by focusing on historically degraded areas and supporting
projects that contribute to coastal restoration.
Pilot programs are being launched for
the Enhanced Maritime Situational Awareness initiative on B.C.’s North Coast,
investing in measures to reduce the underwater noise impacting southern resident killer
whales. Starting fall 2018 until fall 2019, the
Haida and Gitga’at Nations are the first of up
to nine communities that will host pilot versions of the new system across Canada’s three
coasts. The two First Nations will work with
Transport Canada, the Canadian Coast Guard
and other federal departments on the projects. Approved 2018 Budget funding allows
the Government to take the next steps,
addressing the impacts of human activities
that are threatening endangered whales. The
system will provide coastal partners, including Indigenous peoples, provincial
governments and scientific non-governmental organizations, with essential maritime
information, including near real-time data on
ship traffic.
Minister LeBlanc announced $9.1-million to develop technology which could
detect the presence of orcas in southern B.C.
waters, also allocating $3.1 million for underwater noise testing. The University of Victoria
will receive nearly $1 million to examine
behaviour and vulnerability of southern resident killer whales and their prey. Only 76 of
the whales remain in existence, and biologists say serious issues with food abundance,
pollution and marine traffic have significantly
impacted the species’ ability to reproduce.
President of Haida Nation, kil tlaats ‘gaa
Peter Lantin, said the initiative gives access to
the best coastal marine information available
today. “We’ll be aware of all shipping traffic in
near real-time, be able to make informed decisions if there is a crisis or accident and better
plan for the future; such as, keeping vessels
well offshore. By incorporating our Nation’s
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deep ocean knowledge into the system, all
users in the future will have a better understanding of Haida Gwaii and the reasons we
insist on its protection,” Lantin said.

A major Westcoast conservation
organization responds to OPP
Misty MacDuffee, biologist and program
director, Wild Salmon Program at Raincoast
Conservation Foundation tells Canadian Sailings, “The Ocean Protection Plan has its
strengths and weaknesses. On one hand, it is
a long overdue investment in the restoration
of some severely degraded salmon habitats habitats that are the basis for culturally and
economically important B.C. fisheries. It further provides funding to begin addressing
derelict vessels that litter the coast. It also
invests in non-governmental research that is
important to better understand coastal
ecosystems.” Ms. MacDuffee notes that the
value in these pursuits is that they inform
decisions about how to manage ecosystems
and economies differently in the future. “This
is where the OPP comes up short. The OPP
is being implemented, in great part, to reassure British Columbians that more ships and
oil tankers can safely transit coastal waters.”

appears to be central in the federal government’s spill response plan despite reliable
knowledge on the full extent of its toxicity.
In response to the question ‘Does the
OPP actually increase protection on the
Pacific coast?’ MacDuffee responds, saying,
“The OPP will not reduce current threats to
species and ecosystems, and this is what atrisk, vulnerable species from whales to
salmon need: threat reduction.” She continued, adding that the plan does not reduce
threats to southern resident killer whales, the
B.C. coast’s most revered, iconic and critically
endangered group of marine mammals. “If
the federal government was committed to a
future where healthy ecosystems and habitats
served as the basis for a strong economy and
vibrant communities, true ocean protection
would look very different.”

Shipping industry independent
research group says OPP will take
collaboration to implement
Clear Seas Centre for Responsible
Marine Shipping is an independent research
centre that promotes safe and sustainable
marine shipping in Canada. Seed funding to
establish the organization in 2015 came

Dominic LeBlanc

“In terms of marine oil spills, recovery
of more than 10-15 percent of spilled oil is
highly unlikely, especially with diluted bitumen,” (the Alberta oil referred to within the
industry as “dilbit’). It is worth noting that
the recovery of dilbit is one of the points of
sharp controversy and often disagreement
between environmentalists, industry and science. MacDuffee continues, saying “Spill
response then turns to dispersants like
Corexit, a product raising growing concern
regarding its significant effects on the
humans and animals exposed to it.” While
countries like the U.K. and some within the
European Union have banned Corexit, it was
recently approved for use in Canada and

through three equal contributions of $3.7
million from Transport Canada, the Government of Alberta (Alberta Energy) and the
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers
(CAPP). When contacted by Canadian Sailings asking how the organization viewed
OPP, Executive Director Peter Ellis says, “The
Oceans Protection Plan is a wide-ranging plan
which will enhance the safeguarding and
stewardship of Canada’s oceans and coastlines. It is the first initiative of such
magnitude. It is a long-term plan with many
initiatives scaled to be implemented over a
five-year time frame. It will take time, consultation and collaboration to move this large
amount of programme.” Mr. Ellis declined to

speculate what might happen to this large-scale program in the event
that the Kinder Morgan project does not proceed as planned.
Clear Seas Centre commissioned a 2016 Angus Reid Institute poll
on Canadian’s views towards marine shipping. Asked what kind of
overall safety rating they would give to the shipping industry and its
activities, a large majority of Canadians opt for safe – 21 percent say
“very safe” while the bulk (73 percent) choose “generally safe”. The
rest – only seven percent – view the Canadian shipping industry as generally or very unsafe. When it comes to risks associated with shipping
in Canadian waters, oil or fuel spills top the list, while the next tier of
anxieties largely consist of the potential consequences of shipping
petroleum products – issues such as water pollution, endangering
marine life and fisheries depletion.
While oil spills’ top the ranking on Canadians’ list of shipping
safety concerns, it is accompanied by an over-estimation on the part of
the public regarding the frequency of such spills. Asked to estimate
how many “major” oil spills have occurred in Canadian waters in the
past 10 years, roughly equal numbers (approximately three-in-ten)
guessed “one or two”, “three to five”, or “six or more” major spills.
One-in-seven (14 per cent) opted for the correct answer: no major oil
spill has occurred in Canada in the last decade. While it’s a matter of
public record that several smaller spills and fuel leaks of less than 700
tonnes have occurred, the survey question specifically asked about (and
briefly defined) major oil spills.

Oceans Protection Plan includes modernizing oil spill
response for Canadian Coast Guard
In January 2018, the Canadian Coast Guard issued Requests for
Proposals for new spill response equipment for use on its marine vessels. The equipment will be used to contain and remove oil and other
contaminants from the water in the case of a spill, and will be the first
equipment acquired under the Environmental Response Equipment
Modernization Initiative of OPP. The equipment will include curtain

booms, high-speed sweep systems, and small, portable multi-cassette
skimmers, will bring the Coast Guard “in line with and beyond current
standards” regarding environmental spill response.
In mid-March, Vancouver-based Aqua-Guard Spill Response Inc.
was awarded the first contract under the program; a $1.2 million deal
to supply twenty-three oil skimming systems to four key regional bases
with additional systems to be supplied coast to coast over the course of
the next three years. Nigel Bennett, co-founder and principal of AquaGuard tells Canadian Sailings, “I formed the company in 1992; we
design and manufacture state-of-the art oil spill response equipment for
the global market, now having supplied equipment to about 104 countries around the world.”
Bennett explains how he became involved in the field of oil spill
response, “I worked for my father’s company for ten years, a consulting company that did oil spill emergency response planning around the
world, and had developed national response plans for nine countries
at that time. In 1992, I formed Aqua-Guard, where we focussed on
the equipment side of the business.” Bennett says that his contacts
from earlier days began coming to Aqua-Guard, and the company
began to flourish internationally. The business has since established
solid partnerships with major petroleum companies and government
organizations world-wide, and the patented RBS TRITON oil skimming technology has been involved in combatting most of the world`s
major oil spills in recent history. In 1994, the company took its skimmer prototype to a trade show in Seattle, where they made contact
with a company that conducted a major share of the Valdez spill cleanup. “They said they could sell these units, and became our
distributor.” Shortly after, Aqua-Guard received a contract to supply
over 30 skimmers to the Alyeska Trans Alaska Pipeline System, and
Bennett says, “That got us going.” Today, Aqua-Guard manufactures
and sells a dozen different models with widely varying capacity volumes, as well as providing full on-site training and commissioning
services to clients anywhere in the world.
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Vancouver Island city of Nanaimo lands European auto
manufacturer vehicle processing centre for Western
Canada
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

At first glance, the Vancouver Island
city of Nanaimo may seem to be an
unusual location for a yet un-named European auto manufacturer to establish a
vehicle processing centre (VPC) for Western Canada. However, Ewan Moir,
President and CEO of Nanaimo Port
Authority, assures us that is exactly what is
taking place. “Historically, the way European autos reach Western Canada is after
unloading from ships at Eastern Canadian
ports, they are shipped across the country
by rail, then moved into holding yards and
moved again by truck to the dealerships.
Logistical challenges, delays, and costs
coming across Canada opened people’s
eyes to the need for change.” Moir mentions land prices in the Vancouver area as
a further issue. “Dealerships were turning
to the manufacturer and expressing concern about holding large inventories which
were becoming an expensive proposition.”
Moir notes that with the opening of
the expanded Panama Canal and the
advent of pure car and truck carriers
(PCTC’s), which carry approximately
8,000 vehicles per load, it became economically viable to sail from European
ports to the western North American
seaboard. He suggests that initial plans
called for the VPC to be established in
Seattle, with autos then trans-shipped to
the British Columbia market, but capacity
at the terminals in Vancouver were unable
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to handle more volume. Thus was born the
plan for new European-built vehicles to be
delivered and processed into Canada at a
facility being prepared on Nanaimo Port
Authority land, in partnership with SSA
Marine, a Seattle, Wa based company that
owns Western Stevedoring. Vehicle Processing Centres provide more than merely
a place to unload cars, but also a location
at which auto manufacturers customize
standard cars with language-appropriate
stickers and other detailing relating to
country-of-sale requirements.

Initial trial in British Columbia,
more manufacturers expected to
join
Asked to define “western Canada”,
Moir says that B.C. and B.C.’s Lower
Mainland is the geographical trial point,
and depth of distribution will grow from
there. “We’re starting with one manufacturer, and that manufacturer has given SSA
and Western Stevedoring the green light to
seek other deals with other manufacturers.
We know there is considerable interest,
since the problems are universal. With the
PCTC ships’ ability to deliver European
cars on the Eastern seaboard, then move
on to Mexico and then Western U.S.A.,
and finally reaching Nanaimo, there’s a
change in the way these cars are being
moved around the world.”
“Where do you find 17 acres of

industrial land, adjacent to the water,
where a vehicle processing centre could be
established?” Moir continues, saying,
“There isn’t a lot of industrial land sitting
in the Lower Mainland, and what there is,
is expensive.” He notes that this topic
came up in meetings with Western Stevedoring’s parent company, SSA Marine, a
Seattle-based operator of marine terminal
and rail yard operations in more than 250
locations around the world. “The idea
came from a combination of Western
Stevedoring and SSA looking for a place to
bring in European cars. It was our relationship with Western Stevedoring that started
the conversation off, because we had the
acreage.”

Nanaimo is a rapidly growing midisland economic hub
Nanaimo’s Assembly Wharf historically was home to lumber and bulk wood
products. Moir notes that there were two
sawmills on site, both now gone, creating
a 36-acre open space. “We were looking
for a 17-acre site with space to grow,”
adding that the new vehicle processing
centre does have a plan for a Phase Two
which would add approximately 10 acres
to the original 17. The Assembly Wharf
area contains two deep sea berths, which
are 182.8 m in length with depth alongside of 12.4 m (40.7) and 11.7 m (38 ft.)
respectively. The berths have ISPS certification. The estimated $18 million VPC

project is set to open in January 2019, as the large car-carrying
ships disembark between 400 and 500 vehicles at a time. Moir
explains that capacity of Phase One, year one, will reach 10 to 12
thousand units, growing to 25,000 vehicles and phase two will
enable handling approximately 45 to 50 thousand vehicles per
year. He adds the new centre will also become an inventory site for
dealers to call upon for specific colours or accessories. SeaSpan’s
commercial ferry system along with BC Ferries provides speedy
service from Nanaimo to the mainland.
The mid-island area which is located in the heart of Vancouver Island is primed for development and is emerging as a centre

of technology and innovation. Compared to other metropolitan
areas such as Vancouver and Victoria, the mid-island region is
exceptionally affordable while still being highly accessible. During
the past decade, local population changes and global economic
trends have influenced the strength and diversity of Nanaimo’s
economy. The mid-island area is diversifying, through the introduction of a service-based “knowledge” economy where value added
services and manufacturing are gaining in importance, with less
reliance on the traditional commodity-based economic model
dependent on exploitation of coal and forest products. The City’s
business community has grown by almost 25 per cent since 2002.

First Nations Eagle Spirit project offers an alternative
to the troubled Kinder Morgan proposal
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER
While the public and the national
media have been focused on the controversy over the Kinder Morgan Pipeline
Expansion, another, quite different, proposal has been gaining considerable
attention. A venture lead by noted B.C.
First Nations writer and entrepreneur
Calvin Helin, is proposing a $16 billion project to carry Alberta oil to tidewater in
British Columbia. Five years ago, Eagle
Spirit Energy Holdings Ltd., began investigating the notion of creating the Eagle Spirit
energy corridor, whose concept is to move
Alberta bitumen, B.C. natural gas and B.C.
hydroelectricity along a route from Alberta
to northwestern B.C. terminating near
Prince Rupert. The acrimony over the
Kinder Morgan expansion has brought the
focus of their idea directly onto the oil
pipeline portion of the plan.
Although details still are light, according to published reports, the plan is to have
the pipeline carry one million barrels of
Alberta oil a day – about 100,000 barrels
greater than the capacity of the approved
but not yet built expanded Kinder Morgan
pieline – to a site once considered a potential terminal for LNG exports near Prince
Rupert. Helin has expressed the view that
the northern Grassy Point terminal site is a
better choice than the Kinder Morgan Burnaby terminal, situated along the southern
shore of the highly populated Burrard Inlet.
Helin says Grassy Point’s deep-water site
would be capable of handling tankers called
very large crude carriers, which are well
suited for oil exports to Asia.
This contrasts with the southern
Kinder Morgan site, which would be less
efﬁcient, since smaller tankers designated
Aframax class, will be required to navigate
under two high-trafﬁc bridges and through
the shallower and busier waters of Vancouver’s Port of Vancouver, making potential
Asian shipments less economic. In a May
2018 article in the Globe & Mail, Mr. Helin

CALVIN HELIN

is quoted as saying that the roots of the
impasse over Kinder Morgan’s project can
be traced back 40 years, to a comprehensive
1978 study by the federal government. It
concluded that Grassy Point would be the
best export location in British Columbia,
with much better ratings than Burrard Inlet
in categories such as cleanup potential in
the event of an oil spill.

Environmental concerns over CO2
and oil spills
It’s ironic that environmentalists, several Greater Vancouver mayors and
municipalities, the B.C. Government and
other Kinder Morgan opponents have raised
concerns over the amount of CO2 from
added oil sands production enabled by the
pipeline, while tonnes of U.S.-mined thermal coal are exported from terminals at the

port of Vancouver, without any questions
being asked about the CO2 levels (not to
mention sulphur emissions) caused by combustion of this fuel. Vancouver remains
North America’s largest exporter of coal,
with 2017 volumes reported by the Port
showing B.C. metallurgical coal volumes of
12.3 million metric tonnes, and thermal
coal volumes increasing 43 percent over the
last year. The largest coal terminal, Westshore Terminals, loaded 29 million tonnes
of coal in 2017, nearly triple the combined
coal exports of the entire U.S. West Coast.
Vancouver’s coal terminals have also accommodated a massive increase in exports of
thermal coal, which is used for the production of electricity, and much of which
originates from the U.S. Powder River Basin
of Montana and Wyoming.
After 64 years, during which the
TransMountain pipeline has been delivering
oil to the Westridge Terminal in Burnaby,
there has never been a spill, and despite the
fact that for nearly 50 years, tankers transit
the B.C. coast daily from the State of Washington to Alaska with no incidents,
opposition to oil tankers remains high.
Recent B.C. spills do include a fuel system
rupture of the freighter Marathassa in Vancouver’s English Bay in 2015, leaking nearly
3,000 litres of bunker fuel. In 2016, the tug
Nathan E. Stewart ran aground and sank,
contaminating the waters of British Columbia’s Central Coast with more than 100,000
litres of fuel.
With Imperial Oil’s reﬁnery at Port
Moody long dismantled, the last remaining
source of reﬁned fuels in southern B.C.,
owned by Parkland Fuel Corp., is near the
Trans Mountain Burnaby terminal. Parkland, a Red Deer-based company that also
owns Columbia Fuels on Vancouver Island,
acquired the Burnaby reﬁnery from
Chevron in April 2017. The $1.5 billion
purchase included more than 100 Chevronbranded ﬁlling stations in B.C., marine
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fuelling stations and an aviation fuels business supplying Vancouver International
Airport. Trans Mountain, one of few
pipelines in North America used for shipping reﬁned fuels and crude oil in batches,
also supplies the Parkland reﬁnery.

Conflict over pipelines and tanker
bans splits First Nations

Photo: Kinder Morgan

A new dynamic is emerging in oil
pipeline politics – First Nations disagreeing
with First Nations, but the Eagle Spirit project claims its proposal has the support of 95
per cent of First Nations along the route.
With numerous court actions underway,
opposing Kinder Morgan and opposing the
federal tanker ban, it illustrates the difﬁculty in obtaining “social licence”, a test
increasingly demanded by First Nations, but
tough to meet given the different interests
of the 634 recognized First Nations in the
country. According to Trans Mountain, of
the more than 133 Aboriginal communities
and groups with an interest in their pipeline
or interests potentially affected by it, 43
have signed beneﬁt agreements. Thirtythree of those groups are in B.C.
While billions of dollars will have to be
raised from a wide range of sources, the
Eagle Spirit group has the early backing of
the Aquilini Group, owner of the NHL Vancouver Canucks and a major real-estate
developer in Vancouver. Mr. Helin says he
has secured Indigenous consent along Eagle
Spirit’s northern route from Alberta to
British Columbia and, crucially, approval
from the Lax Kw’alaams Band – where
Helin’s brother is mayor - at the proposed
export terminal site at Grassy Point. By contrast, the Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First
Nations oppose Trans Mountain’s expansion plans for the Burnaby terminal on their
traditional land along Burrard Inlet in the
Vancouver region.

Months after participating in a
GoFundMe campaign to challenge the Oil
Tanker Moratorium Act, the Lax Kw’alaams
Indian Band has ofﬁcially taken the provincial and federal governments to court. The
court documents reportedly state that the
nine tribes of Lax Kw’alaams, represented
by its mayor John Helin, claim Aboriginal
title and rights over a section of land north
of Prince Rupert including Dundas Island,
Grassy Point, Lax Kw’alaams, the Nasoga
Gulf, the Khutzeymateen Inlet and the Nass
River. The claim further states that in pursuing the Oil Tanker Moratorium Act,
otherwise known as Bill C-48, the federal
government “discriminates against the plaintiffs by prohibiting the development of land
in the claim area, being an area that has one
of the best deep-water ports and safest
waterways in Canada.” The Lax Kw’alaams
Band made headlines in the spring of 2015
when the vast majority of its members voted

against exports of liqueﬁed natural gas from
Lelu Island by Paciﬁc NorthWest LNG. By
the summer of 2016, many members
changed their minds, but Paciﬁc NorthWest
LNG cancelled the project last year.
Quoted in published news reports, Tim
McMillan, President of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers says, “We
see a lot of First Nations supporting the
northern project that Calvin and his team
are moving forward,” Oil producers Cenovus Energy Inc., MEG Energy Corp. and
Suncor Energy Inc. have expressed interest
in signing up for capacity on Eagle Spirit,
while AltaCorp Capital Inc. has been tapped
as a ﬁnancial adviser. Helin said that if the
only hurdle remains the tanker ban, Eagle
Spirit will re-locate its export terminal from
the big natural harbour at Grassy Point to
Hyder, Alaska. The state of Alaska, unlike
the province of British Columbia has
already said it would welcome the project.
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Chamber of Marine Commerce: Federal government
should modernize costly Canadian pilotage system
The Chamber of Marine Commerce (CMC) welcomes the submission of the Canadian Pilotage Review’s recommendations and
will review these in detail to ensure that it contains the signiﬁcant
changes that are needed to improve a service that has not been overhauled in over 45 years.
“We will be carefully reviewing the recommendations in the
report. Canada’s pilotage regime is stuck in the 1970s and signiﬁcant
changes are needed to the Pilotage Act and its regulatory framework
to support a modern transportation network that is both safe and
efﬁcient,” said Bruce Burrows, President of the Chamber of Marine
Commerce.
“Pilotage costs in Canada are out of control and have a long history of increasing at rates that far exceed inﬂation. The government’s
Pilotage Review process is an important ﬁrst step towards creating a
pilotage system that not only promotes safety as its ﬁrst priority but
also meets users’ needs, uses sound risk management practices and
is accountable and transparent. We look forward to participating in
stakeholder discussions going forward.”
Marine pilotage is a government-mandated service where a
marine pilot must be given the conduct of a vessel to navigate
through designated ports, straits, lakes, rivers and other waterways.
It is managed by four separate federal Crown corporations despite
there being only about 400 pilots across Canada. Each Crown corporation has its own set of regulations, operational procedures and
management practices, which is inefﬁcient, overly complex and
unnecessary. In some cases, Crown Corporations are only permitted
to use the services of pilots in monopoly, for-proﬁt, pilotage corporations. And in many of the pilotage zones, archaic and cumbersome
rules make it almost impossible for domestic ship masters and mates
to be certiﬁed to pilot their own vessels – despite having similar local
knowledge and expertise and having access to state-of-the-art navigation and trafﬁc control management systems.
On the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway, where domestic
ship masters and mates have been certiﬁed to pilot their own vessels,
they have a safety record that exceeds that of their government-mandated counterparts.
CMC members strongly believe that Canada’s outdated
pilotage governance and operational model has led to out-of-control
costs and a service that often does not meet the needs of its users.
Fees, salaries and beneﬁts paid to licensed pilots averaged
$376,500 per pilot in 2016 – well in excess of inﬂation during the
last ﬁve years. On the St. Lawrence River, for example, the hourly
cost of pilotage exceeds the TOTAL cost of the entire crew of a
vessel.
“Out of control costs of this kind are added to the marine transportation bill for Canadian industries and drive business away to
other less environmentally-friendly transportation modes or worse,
to other geographic regions – meaning the potential loss of revenues
and jobs for Canadians,” says Burrows.
During the Pilotage Review consultations over the past few
months, CMC made the following key proposals, among others:

• That the Pilotage Authorities be amalgamated into one
national authority. CMC supports having one national pilotage
authority with regional operation centres – which would ultimately lead to a more cost-efﬁcient structure that would be an
enabler for improvements into the future.

• That regulatory authority of pilotage be transferred to
Transport Canada. CMC believes it is crucial that regulatory
authority be separate from service delivery, to address potential for
conﬂicts of interest and this should be accomplished within ﬁve
years to ensure Canada has a nationally consistent and harmonized pilotage regulatory framework. CMC also supports a neutral
National Advisory Committee with representation from all key
stakeholders.

• That the Pilotage Act have a statement of purpose and clear
objectives. CMC believes that this purpose should be line with
other legislation applying to marine transportation; to promote a
safe, efﬁcient and competitive marine transportation system, meet
users’ needs in a cost-effective manner, take advantage of modern
technology and sound risk management practices, and is accountable and transparent.

• That pilotage authorities should be able to choose their
own work model. CMC supports that authorities be able to hire
their own pilots, contract with individual pilots and/or use the
service of pilotage corporations.
• That pilotage corporations (which provide the pilots for
service) have greater transparency and accountability. CMC
supports that pilot corporations must be required to make public
their ﬁnancial statements, service contracts and be subject to
audits.
• That Transport Canada review and standardize the pilot
certiﬁcation process and allow ‘certiﬁed’ masters and mates
to operate ﬂeet-wide. Qualiﬁed masters and mates on Canadian
domestic ships who hold pilotage certiﬁcates pilot their own vessels while in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway regions.
Research shows they have an exceptional safety record that is
better than their government-mandated pilot counterparts. CMC
supports the current Great Lakes Pilotage Authority certiﬁcation
program to be used as a model for a national system with the proviso that certiﬁed masters and mates be able to work on any vessel
in their company’s ﬂeet. We also believe that pilotage certiﬁcation
should be overseen by Transport Canada to eliminate any potential
conﬂict of interest.
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Report on proceedings of Shipping Federation of
Canada conference
BY BRIAN DUNN

STEPHEN TAPP
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increase by 1.3 per cent, compared to 5.4 per cent for non-U.S.
exports.
More of Canada’s trade has shifted from road and rail transportation, to marine and air, with marine growing from 14 to 20
percent of the total since 2000. Part of the shift is the result of an
increase of exports to non-U.S. ports during the period, noted Mr.
Tapp. Canadian exports to emerging markets have also climbed from
ﬁve to 13 per cent since 2000.
There are still challenges facing the shipping industry, including
low shipping rates due to excess capacity, industry concentration
and new emission standards, which may affect the amount of cargo
some vessels can transport.
While Canada has signed trade deals with the EU and AsiaPaciﬁc and infrastructure spending is continuing (all positive signs
for the shipping industry), some growth potential may be hampered
by inland transportation bottlenecks. But overall, trade diversiﬁcation is beneﬁtting Canadian shippers, Mr. Tapp concluded.
All the shipping industry is talking about is January 1, 2020,
when sulphur levels in bunker fuel have to drop from 3.5 per cent
to .05 per cent, noted Jason Silber, Global Head, Platts Ocean Intelligence, a New York-based independent maritime credit analysis
company. There are about 54,000 vessels of over 1,000 DWT globally that burn 300 million tonnes of mostly high sulphur fuel oil
(HSFO) annually, he noted. The IMO expects 3,800 scrubbers to be
installed by Jan. 1, 2020, but there are only 380 scrubbers installed
today, making IMO’s target almost impossible to meet, Mr. Silber
added. “Bunker will be replaced by blends, distillates, LNG and
other assorted cocktails that could be harmful to ship engines.” The
price of distillates versus HSFO could jump from between $150-
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A resurgence in global trade will beneﬁt Canada’s shipping
industry, with export growth expected to continue, according to a
leading Canadian economist. And he expects trade tensions between
the United States and China will be resolved. “Canadian exporters
are worried that NAFTA may be cancelled, but I believe cooler heads
will prevail,” Stephen Tapp, Deputy Chief Economist, Export Development Canada, said at the annual conference of the Shipping
Federation of Canada in Montreal on May 23. Labour markets in
Canada and the U.S. are improving, economic slack is being
absorbed, while historically low interest rates and inﬂation are rising,
both positive signs for the economy, he added.
“According to the World Trade Organization, global container
shipping had increased by 5.1 per cent in March, 2018 relative to
March 2017. Relative to its longer-run trend, this component was
doing the best.”
Since 2014, three major strategies have been pursued by Canadian manufacturers as a hedge against any trade disruptions. About
six per cent of those surveyed by EDC are considering moving their
operations to the U.S., another ﬁve per cent are looking to diversify
beyond the U.S., a plus for the shipping industry, noted Mr. Tapp,
while another three per cent are delaying planned investments and
hiring.
Advanced economies are expected to grow an average of 2.5
per cent over the next two years, while emerging economies are predicted to grow at twice that rate. China and India combined
accounted for half of all global growth in 2017, noted Mr. Tapp.
Canadian export growth is expected to average ﬁve per cent
over the next two years, compared to an average of 2.6 percent
between 2002-2016, said Mr. Tapp. Exports to the U.S. will only

$200 a tonne to $450, or roughly $3,700 extra per ship per day, Mr.
Silber calculated. “If (South Korean shipping company) Hanjin can
go bankrupt in a low-cost bunker environment, what will happen
when prices spike?”
“More importantly”, he asked, “how will bunker suppliers
cope”? They will be more selective in who they deal with and
choose margin over volume, said Mr. Silber. They might also move
from 30 to 20 day terms or use their own revolving credit line. In
addition, they could diversify their business or keep costs down by
laying off employees or by closing satellite ofﬁces.
Suppliers could diversify their business by marketing fuel to
other sectors such as aviation or trucking, sell other products like
lubes or by looking for business in new niche ports or under-served
ports which may have lower volume, but offer higher margins,
offered Mr. Silber.
And what will customers do? They could ask suppliers for
extended terms, which could lead to more disputes, suggested Mr.
Silber. They could also dispute fuel quality potentially made from
questionable blends. Or companies could merge, be bought out or
close.
Ship operators also face challenges as 2020 approaches and
they have several options to consider, according to Mr. Silber. They
can focus on proﬁt rather than market share, operate fuel efﬁcient
vessels by adding scrubbers if necessary and be familiar with what
kind of fuel is being loaded. “Keep voyages as short as possible and
spend less time in port. One to four hours less time in port can
reduce fuel costs by eight per cent. Hire knowledgeable crew (familiar with fuels being loaded) and keep tabs on spare parts and
supplies. And shipowners and charterers need to do their due diligence.”
The known unknowns include U.S. sanctions, a trade war with
China, territorial disputes which could add extra shipping costs to
circumvent disputed territories such as the South China Sea, a spike
in interest rates and shifting preferences in fuel choices, Mr. Silber
pointed out. “While we know that in the short run, ship operators
are going to distillates, we still don’t know what direction shipping
will go in the long run. Will it be towards blends? The problem is
there are no standards. For example, Chevron has one blend and BP
may have another and some unknown supplier in the Far East may
have a third, but your engine can’t use all three, never mind all 30
blends that might be available. Some could even harm the
engine. “But a real intriguing known unknown is a black swan
event. I’m referring to the sudden boycotting of diesel fuel from
many German (and other European) cities, which seems to be
spreading. What if this becomes a major issue which leads to a real
decline in diesel use which would have a massive effect on the
tanker business?”
The third and ﬁnal presentation of the day looked at port
automation and the rise in popularity of blockchain, a shared ledger
for recording all transactions that cannot be altered. Today, several
transactions take place from orders, payments, accounting and tracking of products with each process traditionally using a separate
ledger, which could lead to errors, inefﬁciencies and potential fraud.
Blockchain’s shared ledger is designed to reduce those errors.
“Port automation impacts the whole supply chain which may
be more efﬁcient for shipping. But there may be less demand for
shipping as labour becomes less and less important (in the manufacturing process), which allows manufacturers to set up their
businesses closer to their markets,” suggested Jean-Paul Rodrigue,
professor of Geography and Global Studies, Hofstra University, New
York.
There is such a thing as an automation ceiling and Mr. Rodrigue
wondered in which context further automation make sense,
whether in yard management, gate operations, tracking, horizontal
transport or dockyard cranes.
There are four unexpected consequences of automation for
maritime shipping, namely a segmentation and rationalization of
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shipping networks, fewer multiterminal ports, new types of container terminals and new entrants into the industry. And as
automation equipment becomes more affordable, it can be applied to
smaller and more numerous terminals.
In addition to automation changing processes, it’s also changing
locations of businesses, noted Mr. Rodrigue. Sectors offering the
most automation potential are manufacturing, food services and
hotels, retail and distribution. Less attractive sectors include education, healthcare and management.
“Thousands of manufacturers globally are looking at their cost
structures, since labour is no longer a major part of their costs. This
puts downward pressure on global shipping if you end up with more
efﬁcient terminals which may convince manufacturers to change the
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location of their operations.”
More and more shippers are hoping to
up their game by incorporating blockchain
in their operations, noted Mr. Rodrigue,
although it does not perform anything new
for the industry. “Blockchain does not
change the cost structure, but increases the
velocity of freight with less friction in transactions (documentation). It won’t have
much impact on existing trade structures,
although developing countries could beneﬁt.
Nor is it expected to be a generator of
value.”
The expected beneﬁts of blockchains
on supply chains, which Mr. Rodrigue challenges, include faster transactions, the ability
to track shipments along an intermodal
transport chain and identify issues causing
delays, while counterfeiting and the use of
sub-par materials will be easier to detect and
proof that cargo was handled by speciﬁc
modes, carriers and distribution centres.
Blockchains can also accurately calculate
energy use and environmental footprint.
“However, there is no proof
blockchain will improve supply chains, but
it will help calculate a company’s carbon
footprint,” suggested Mr. Rodrigue. “There
are a lot of test beds and pilot projects
taking place and duplications of platforms.
Why not simply use a centralized system?
At this point, shipping lines are in the experimentation phase and do not see
blockchains as effective value generators.”

THE SHIPPING FEDERATION OF CANADA TEAM

Political commentator Chantal Hébert
was the luncheon speaker who said that the
period between now and the next federal
election in 2019 will be one of the rockiest
in years, with four provincial elections being
decided before then.
“When Prime Minister Trudeau was
elected in 2015, there were mostly Liberal
premiers around the table. But Rachel
Notley, (Alberta), Kathleen Wynn (Ontario)
and Philippe Couillard (Quebec) are facing

uphill battles.
“Trudeau’s biggest challenges have
been dealing with President Trump and
NAFTA and he brought a lot of people in
from labour and the Conservatives to help.
Unfortunately, those challenges have
sucked a lot of political energy out of Liberal
policies. The more problematic ﬁles are the
environment and pipelines. The next ballot
box question could well be on federalprovincial relations.”

Maersk expands service to and from Canada
To accommodate the growing
demands of importers and exporters on
both sides of the Atlantic, Maersk Line
announced expansion of its service offerings with new direct service to Montreal
and Halifax, with integrated transshipment
options in Algeciras and Valencia via
Maersk’s APM Terminals.
The Maersk-operated weekly service
will be a ﬁve-vessel rotation stopping in
Salerno and La Spezia (Italy), Fos-sur-Mer
(France), Algeciras (Spain), Montreal and
Halifax, and Valencia (Spain). The ﬁrst
departure from Salerno will take place on
July 2, and will arrive in Montreal on July
9.
Jack Mahoney, President of Maersk
Line Canada, stated “With one agreement
in effect to fuel Canadian imports and
exports in the Atlantic and another one in
the works for the Paciﬁc, this represents
only favourable wind behind the expansion
of our services in Canada and enable our
customers to reach new markets in Europe
and Asia.”
For 2018, Maersk forecasts a growth
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rate of 7 per cent in Canadian maritime
container volumes, with CETA and CPTPP
accords expected to further support transatlantic and paciﬁc trades. In addition,
Maersk expects to see another year of
healthy growth for Canadian East Coast
imports from the Middle East, India, Pak-

istan and the Far East, which increased by
more than 9 per cent in 2017.
The new service will call Montreal’s
Cast Terminal, operated by Montreal Gateway Terminals. In addition, the service will
make an Eastbound call in Halifax, catering
to the important Eastern Canadian market
for export of perishables.

Halterm ready for new business from Maersk’s expanded service
Commenting on the new Maersk Line string, Halterm CEO & Managing Director
Kim Holtermand noted: “At Halterm we are investing to meet the demands of all our customers. Maersk Line is the largest ocean carrier in the world, and it is a customer that we
know well from years of service and a close working relationship. We are delighted that
Maersk Line has selected Halterm as the base in Eastern Canada for its expanded Europe
service offerings.”
With ﬁve ship-to-shore cranes offering container handling on vessels up to 22-wide
and no navigational restrictions, Halterm International Container Terminal offers shippers
and carriers efﬁcient export connections from the U.S. Midwest, Toronto, Montreal and
across the Atlantic Provinces. The terminal is in the middle of a $10 million expansion of
its container and reefer handling capabilities, with increased reefer capacity now on-line
and one of three new Rubber-Tired Gantry cranes (RTG) already delivered. The remaining
two RTGs are expected to be delivered in October 2018, allowing Halterm to stack containers ﬁve-high across import and export zones – an effective increase in yard capacity of
60,000 TEUs, up 40 per cent overall.

CN plans to acquire 1,000 new generation high-cube grain
hopper cars over the next two years to rejuvenate the aging equipment needed to serve increasing annual crop yields.
“This substantial investment in higher capacity payload hopper
cars, with up to 10 per cent more capacity than the older generation,
demonstrates our commitment to safely, efﬁciently and reliably
moving the steadily increasing Prairie grain crop for our customers,”
said JJ Ruest, Interim President and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of CN.
“We clearly understand how important having an effective grain
supply chain is to our nation’s reputation as a stable trade partner.
With this week’s news of regulatory certainty, we can now make
decisive long-term investments that will beneﬁt the entire grain
industry.”
“I am very pleased to hear that CN is using the positive conditions brought in by Bill C-49, the Transportation Modernization
Act, to invest in new hopper cars. This decision will help grow the
agricultural sector by ensuring farmers are able to reliably get their
products to market,” said Canada’s Minister of Agriculture and AgriFood, Lawrence MacAulay.
CN is buying new, 55-foot eight-inch jumbo hopper cars with
5,431 cubic feet of capacity. CN’s 12,000-car Western Canadian
grain ﬂeet is comprised of CN-owned hoppers, leased cars and private customer equipment. The new hopper cars will allow the phase
out of older, lower-capacity cars from the CN-owned and leased ﬂeet,
which has an average age of more than 30 years.
“Canada’s grain hopper cars are rolling toward the end of their
lives,” said Kyle Jeworski, President and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of
Viterra. “Over the last several years, Viterra has made signiﬁcant, targeted investments in its country grain elevator network, and we
welcome this major investment and commitment by CN to get
Prairie grain to world markets.”
The cars will be built by National Steel Car Ltd. at the company’s Hamilton plant. Gregory J. Aziz, Chairman and Chief
Executive Ofﬁcer of National Steel Car commented “We are very
pleased that CN recognizes the beneﬁts of our industry leading, high
efﬁciency, 5,431-cubic-foot grain hopper car. As a result of this order
commitment from CN, National Steel Car’s Hamilton assembly operations will add over 300 new full-time employment opportunities.
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CN investing in new grain, lumber and boxcars,
as well as infrastructure

Coupled with CN’s order for 350 centrebeam lumber cars, this additional 1,000 grain car purchase will result in the hiring of more than
550 additional people at our Hamilton facility, which currently
employees over 1,500.”
As part of CN’s $3.4 billion capital program in 2018, the company is investing in new trade-enabling infrastructure this spring and
summer, including building $400 million worth of new track and
yard capacity to more efﬁciently handle increased trafﬁc across CN’s
West Coast to Chicago corridor. In recent weeks, CN has announced
speciﬁc infrastructure spending projects in different provinces,
notably $340 million for BC.,$320 million for Alberta, $130 million
for Manitoba, and $210 million for Quebec.
CN recently purchased 200 new GE locomotives to expand
capacity for all customers, the ﬁrst 60 of which will start to come
online in June. Also, this year CN is acquiring 350 new lumber cars
and leasing 350 new boxcars to boost our ﬂeet serving forest products and metals business.
CN continues to hire, and approximately 1,250 more qualiﬁed
train conductors will be in the ﬁeld before next winter, compared to
the number of conductors available heading into this past winter.

CN locomotive engineers in Canada ratify
new contract
CN announced that the company’s 1,800 locomotives engineers in Canada have successfully ratiﬁed a new collective
agreement.
The ﬁve-year contract with the Teamsters Canada Rail Conference (TCRC), which runs through Dec. 31, 2022, provides wage
and beneﬁt improvements in each year of the agreement, in line
with similar contracts in the industry, and modiﬁes work rules that
were of concern to both CN and engineers.
“This new contract demonstrates CN’s on-going commitment
to working together with our employees and the TCRC to address
workplace issues, in a respectful and mutually beneﬁcial manner,”
said Mike Cory, CN Executive Vice-President and Chief Operating
Ofﬁcer. “CN is very pleased to have renewed collective agreements
with TCRC without any impact on the service we provide to cus-

tomers and the North American economy.”
CN recognizes the assistance of Peter Simpson, head of the federal mediation and conciliation service, and his staff, during the
collective bargaining process.
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Canadian Paciﬁc Railway announced
plans to invest more than a half-billion dollars on new high-capacity grain hopper cars
as part of its commitment to the North
American agricultural sector. CP grain shippers can expect to see more than 500 of
these new cars in service before the end of
2018, enabling CP to transport more grain
in each dedicated train.
“For more than 100 years, grain has
been embedded in CP’s DNA,” said CP President and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer Keith
Creel. “We know farmers depend on us to
transport their product efﬁciently, safely and
reliably to market. It’s the largest sector of
CP’s business by revenue, and we’re committed to continuous improvement for the
beneﬁt of our customers and the North
American economy. These new railcars will
revitalize our ﬂeet and help cement our
status as an industry leader in grain transportation for decades to come.”
CP’s plans for revitalizing its grain
hopper ﬂeet begin with an initial order for
1,000 cars from National Steel Car of Hamilton, Ont. Over the next four years, CP plans
to order approximately 5,900 hopper cars in
total, enabling a complete removal of all
low-capacity hoppers, including all Government of Canada cars, from the ﬂeet. The
investment is made possible by changes to
the Maximum Revenue Entitlement formula
through the passage of the Transportation
Modernization Act, Act C-49, which provided CP the certainty needed to place the
order. CP will be the ﬁrst Class 1 railway to
receive hoppers as a result of the Act’s
changes.
“CP’s investment in new hopper cars
will directly beneﬁt Canada’s farmers, grain
shippers and the economy as a whole,” said
Canada’s Minister of Agriculture and AgriFood,
Lawrence
MacAulay.
“This
investment results from the positive conditions recently brought in by the
Transportation Modernization Act and will
improve the efﬁciency of the freight rail network in Canada, which will help ensure
farmers are able to reliably get their products
to market.”
The new car design is shorter, lighter
and can carry more grain than the cars being
retired from CP’s ﬂeet. The new cars feature
a three-pocket design that can be loaded and
unloaded more efﬁciently than the old fourpocket government cars. The new hopper
cars can handle more than 15 percent
greater volume and 10 percent greater load
weight than the cars being retired, while featuring a shorter frame that enables more cars
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CP announces plans for half billion dollar investment
in future of grain supply chain with railcar order

in a train of the same length. The cars will
feature newly manufactured components
that are more reliable, signiﬁcantly reducing
maintenance-related delays.
The order comes as CP is working
toward an 8,500-foot-long, power-on model
for its dedicated grain trains. Under this
model, CP’s high-efﬁciency dedicated trains
will stretch from the current 112 cars, creating efﬁciency and capacity within the grain
handling system. With the new shorter and
lighter hopper-car ﬂeet, CP will be able to ﬁt
118 cars within the current 7,000 foot, 112car unit train deﬁnition, adding
approximately 16 percent more capacity per
train. CP will eventually be able to ﬁt 147 of
the new cars within the 8,500-foot train
design, each carrying more grain than the
retired cars. This translates into more opportunity for the movement of grain in the
future, supporting the anticipated continued
growth in crop production across the
prairies. The future of grain at CP is one of
increasing efﬁciency that will beneﬁt grain
shippers, farmers, port terminals and CP’s
network.
“We are excited about this signiﬁcant
enhancement to CP’s ﬂeet,” said Andrew
Paterson, President and CEO of Paterson
GlobalFoods. “With our growing network of
facilities capable of handling 8,500-foot
trains, this highly efﬁcient hopper car capacity will beneﬁt our supply chain and support
the growth in volumes that we are pursuing
in the competitive western Canadian marketplace.”
“National Steel Car is very pleased that
CP has committed to this signiﬁcant investment in our industry-leading, 5,431 cubic
foot, high-efﬁciency, Covered Hopper Grain
Car. This newly designed and manufactured

National Steel Car equipment will provide
huge beneﬁts to CP, our economy, and the
entire grain delivery supply chain,” said Gregory J. Aziz, Chairman and CEO of National
Steel Car. “Our history with CP dates back
to the founding of our Company in 1912
when CP placed the ﬁrst order ever built by
National Steel Car. We are certain that our
founders celebrated then almost as much as
our team members are today! As a result,
National will have the opportunity to hire
and train several hundred additional personnel, who are seeking permanent long-term
careers, in a variety of disciplines. Thank you
CP for extending, yet again, our 106-year
partnership in progress.”
CP continues to add employees and
locomotives to meet the needs of our customers across North America. More than
700 new employees are now in various
stages of training system-wide, and 100 locomotives will join the ﬂeet before summer’s
end. These include remanufactured highhorsepower General Electric locomotives.
CP continues to deliver for the Canadian agricultural industry, with total volume
of the 2017-18 crop year delivered through
early June at nearly 22 million metric
tonnes, or 1 per cent ahead of the prior
year’s pace.
“I applaud Parliament for its passage of
the Transportation Modernization Act,
which supports the supply-chain innovation
we’re announcing today,” Creel said. “It’s a
bill notable not only for this grain enhancement, but for enabling the use of data from
locomotive voice and video recording equipment as a proactive measure to improve
railway safety. This act is truly a step forward
for efﬁciency and safety in Canada’s rail
sector.”

CP and IBEW reach a tentative three-year agreement;
TCRC-T&E and CP reach tentative, four-year agreement

Canadian Paciﬁc Railway Limited and
System Council No. 11 of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW)
are pleased to announce that they have
reached a tentative three-year deal.
CP President and CEO Keith Creel
thanked the IBEW bargaining committee
for their hard work and their creativity. “We
have come through a number of challenging years to become an operational leader,”
Creel said. “I look forward to working with
this union to become the employer of
choice.”
Senior General Chairman Steve
Martin expressed that while negotiations
were difﬁcult “in the end we have reached
a good deal for our membership and we’re
looking forward to building on the momentum of the last few days.”
The tentative agreement ensures that
IBEW employees remain on the job and passenger operations are not impacted.
CP announced a tentative four-year
agreement was reached with CP conductors
and locomotive engineers and a ﬁve-year
agreement with KVR conductors and locomotive engineers, ending both strikes.
Details of the agreement will be presented to the TCRC membership for
ratiﬁcation. Approximately 3,000 engineers
and conductors are represented by the
TCRC.
“This is a positive result for our TCRC
employees and their families, the 12,000strong CP family, our customers and the
entire Canadian economy,” said Keith
Creel, CP President and CEO. “It is especially meaningful to achieve a four-year
tentative agreement with our valued locomotive engineers and conductors, providing
long-term stability for all parties involved.

This is a signiﬁcant step toward a renewed
positive relationship growing forward
together serving our customers and the
Canadian economy.”
“We have had the discussion that
needed to take place. This is a solid step in
re-establishing a positive business relation-

ship and moving forward,” said Doug Finnson, President TCRC.
Both parties wish to acknowledge the
efforts of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services throughout this process.
No further details will be released at
this time.
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Océan signed a 10-year contract with Port of
Kingston, Jamaica, for harbour towage services
Groupe Océan signed a 10-year contract with the Port Authority of Jamaica for
providing harbour towage services at
Kingston Harbour. The new contract represents the initial step into a new direction,
namely, exporting harbour towing services
beyond Océan’s domestic base, and pursuit
of Océan’s development plans in the
Caribbean.
State-of-the-art equipment and personnel will be deployed in the port area of
Newport West, Kingston, to meet the growing demand for harbour towing services.
Three latest generation tug boats from
Océan’s ﬂeet will be in service and will ofﬁcially start operations at the end of June. In
total, some 40 jobs will be created.
“Océan has been growing and developing over the last few years. The
announcement is much more than a contract for harbour towing services in the
Caribbean. It’s a new page in our history
with the launch of a new place of business
in Jamaica. This project is in line with our

business vision of being a world-class organization and a trusted partner for all our

customers”, said Jacques Tanguay, President
and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer.

International delegation on city-port relations
in Trois-Rivières
Port of Trois-Rivières, the City of
Trois-Rivières
and
Innovation
et
développement économique Trois-Rivières
hosted an international delegation of
nearly 100 participants on June 14th. This
event was organized as part of the International Association of Cities and Ports 16th
World Conference (IACP) held this past
week in Quebec City.
Founded in 1988, IACP is the only
international organization dedicated to
the advancement of port cities. Over the
last 30 years, it has brought together both
public and private sector actors interested
in a best practices approach to city-port
relations. In this regard, IACP expressed
its interest in learning more about the
Trois-Rivières experience.
This visit provided an opportunity for
participants to discover the efforts made
by the City and Port to enhance the TroisRivières waterfront. Some of the issues
discussed included the development the
City’s Trois-Rivières sur Saint-Laurent
project, the Port’s On Course for 2020
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Plan and the creation by the two partners of the Industrial Port
Zone (IP Zone). The program also included a visit to the Boréalis
Museum, Old Trois-Rivières, the Harbour Park, the Port’s facilities
and the IP Zone. A meeting with various business and socio-cultural community representatives as well as with actors from the
Trois-Rivières political arena completed the day’s program.
As Mr. Gaétan Boivin, President and CEO of the Trois-Rivières Port Authority explained, “The Trois- Rivières community
can be proud of the interest shown by other port cities in our
achievements in terms of city-port relations. It demonstrates our
success and the potential for collaboration between the City and

the Port in the realization of projects to promote the advancement
of our community”. Mr. Mario De Tilly, Executive Director for
Innovation et développement économique Trois-Rivières, thanked
the guests for their visit to Trois-Rivières, adding that “We are confident that it will allow us to initiate lasting relationships between
our communities to support our respective development efforts.”
IACP President, Mr. Philippe Matthis, added that he was
delighted by this visit and impressed by the level of partnership
between the City and the Port of Trois-Rivières. “The results are a
source of inspiration for other port communities around the
world.”

Port of Johnstown continues to expand, win new
business
Port of Johnstown ofﬁcials reported that the Eastern Ontario
port continues to grow and diversify. In May, “we received wind
farm components for a project near Picton. More imported steel
beams will arrive in July for regional construction projects. The Port
will be developing another six acres of land near our new dock for
future lay down space for these kinds of breakbulk and project
cargos arriving by ship,” said Robert Dalley, General Manager. “We
are also receiving several inquiries on other dry-bulk cargoes, such
as imported salt and dry fertilizer.” Mr. Dalley also noted that the
port has boosted its grain storage capacity by almost 30 per cent,
paving the way for new product such as non-GMO corn by Ingredion, and also for improved soybean exports through the port. The
port moves 1.2 million tonnes of cargo annually.
Township of Edwardsburgh/Cardinal Mayor Pat Sayeau added
that cargo processed at the port has increased by 50 per cent over
the last decade. “The port is a huge asset for the Township of
Edwardsburgh/Cardinal.
The Port contributes over three quarters of a million dollars
each year to the township’s revenues. It also has broader community
impacts such as helping support the local hockey arena with contributions that will total almost $675,000 dollars over an eight-year

Edwardsburg/Cardinal's Mayor Pat Sayeau

period.”
Mayor Sayeau was joined by a roster of speakers at the Port of
Johnstown’s 3rd Annual Port Day including Chamber of Marine
Commerce President Bruce Burrows, who reported an overall positive outlook for Great Lakes-St. Lawrence shipping. “Last year
cargo volumes were up 9 per cent and with the recovery, there is
now an opportunity to build on this momentum. While we did
have a later start to the Seaway opening in 2018 and a slow April
due to ice conditions in the Great Lakes, I’m pleased to report that
business has bounced back in May. There is once again strong
GAÉTAN
demandBOIVIN
for ships to transport Canadian export grain, construction
(LEFT)
WITH
PHILIPPE
materials
and inputs for manufacturing. We continue to see further
Bruce Burrows, President of the Chamber of Marine
MATTHIS
diversiﬁcation
of cargo and many of our Canadian ship operators
Commerce, speaking at Port of Johnstown’s 3rd
are
fully
booked
for the year.”
Annual Port Day.
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Two institutional fund managers to join Ontario
Teachers’ as equity partners in GCT Global Container
Terminals Inc.
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan
(“Ontario Teachers”), IFM Investors
(“IFM”) and British Columbia Investment
Management Corporation (“BCI”) have
announced that they have entered into a
transaction whereby IFM and BCI will
each join as equity partners in GCT Global
Container Terminals Inc. (“GCT”), a leading container terminal operator in North
America. Ontario Teachers’ will continue
to hold 37.5 per cent of GCT, with IFM
acquiring a 37.5 per cent holding and BCI
acquiring 25 per cent. The transaction is
subject to customary and required regulatory approvals and consents.
Headquartered in Vancouver, GCT
operates four Green Marine certified terminals in two principal North American

ports. Through GCT USA on the East
Coast, the company operates two awardwinning facilities: GCT New York on
Staten Island, NY and GCT Bayonne in
Bayonne, NJ. On the West Coast, GCT
Canada operates two gateway terminals:
GCT Vanterm and GCT Deltaport in Vancouver and Delta, BC.
IFM Investors is a global institutional
funds manager with US$81 billion under its
management as of March 31, 2018. IFM
was established more than 20 years ago and
is owned by 27 Australian pension funds.
With $135.5 billion of managed net
assets, British Columbia Investment Management (BCI) is one of Canada’s largest
institutional investors within the global
capital markets, based in Victoria, BC.

BCI’s infrastructure program, valued at
over $11 billion as at December 31, 2016,
includes a portfolio of regulated companies
in the energy generation, transmission/distribution, water and wastewater sectors, as
well as transportation.
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan
(Ontario Teachers’) is Canada’s largest
single-profession pension plan, with
$189.5 billion in net assets at December
31, 2017. It holds a diverse global portfolio
of assets, approximately 80 per cent of
which is managed in-house, and has
earned an average annualized rate of
return of 9.9 per cent since the plan’s
founding in 1990. Ontario Teachers’ is an
independent organization headquartered
in Toronto.

Grain exports mitigate a slow start at the Seaway
Robust grain exports through the St.
Lawrence Seaway this spring were not
sufficient to overcome declines in other
product categories resulting from a slow
start due to difficult ice conditions in the
Great Lakes. Canadian and U.S. grain
shipments via the St. Lawrence Seaway
totaled 2.2 million tonnes, up 8.6 per cent
compared to the same period last year.
Overall cargo tonnage from March 29 to
May 31 reached 7.9 million tonnes, down
close to four per cent over the same
period in 2017.
“Strong traffic in May enabled the
Seaway to overcome a slow start, due
principally to cooler temperatures and icy
conditions in the Lake Superior region
during the first part of April. Looking
ahead, we foresee momentum continuing
as ships transport Canadian grain exports
and a wide variety of dry bulk cargoes
including construction materials,” said
Terence Bowles, President and CEO of
The St. Lawrence Seaway Management
Corporation. “We are optimistic that economic growth will translate into an
increase in total Seaway cargo volume,
with the potential to reach 40 million
tonnes by the end of the year.”
Year-to-date iron ore shipments are
down 25 per cent, primarily because
exports from Minnesota to Asia lagged in
April due to ice conditions. These exports
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have resumed and are expected to continue in the coming months.
Cargoes that performed well in the
spring include stone (up 162 per cent),
cement (up 14 per cent) and low-sulphur
coal (up 43 per cent) which is used for
some power generation but mainly as a
raw input for steel production. Despite

strong gains for stone and cement, aggregate “dry bulk” cargoes declined by 19 per
cent, primarily because of a sharp drop in
salt shipments. Liquid bulk shipments,
including refined petroleum products and
asphalt, were up 19 per cent.
“Our ships are fully booked for the
year,” said Gregg Ruhl, Chief Operating

Officer for Algoma Central Corporation, the largest Canadian ship
operator in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence region. “We had two
brand new self-unloading vessels, Algoma Sault and Algoma Innovator, arrive this spring, as well as two vessels purchased and
reflagged from the U.S. side of the border. All are already hard at
work delivering products for our customers in the manufacturing
and construction sectors.”
Algoma’s JV partner NACC (NovaAlgoma Cement Carriers) is
also expecting the arrival of NACC Argonaut this month, a
recently converted pneumatic cement carrier that will transport
cement products on behalf of Lafarge-Holcim primarily within
Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.
Ian Hamilton, CEO of the Hamilton Port Authority, said:
“2018 is off to a great start at the port of Hamilton. Now with
three grain terminals running at full capacity, exports of Ontario
grain were lined up and ready to go from day one. More than half-

a-million tonnes of Ontario grain have been exported overseas
through the port already this season.”
The month of May was also a strong one at the port of Thunder Bay, the highlight being the variety of shipments moving
across port docks. Commodity shipments of grain, coal and potash
were consistent, with over 1.0 million tonnes of bulk cargo being
loaded for outbound shipment. Tim Heney, CEO of Thunder Bay
Port Authority, said: “Thunder Bay is the primary Seaway export
port for Western Canadian bulk commodities; potash shipments
have been well above average for the past year due to increased
direct overseas exports, and this trend continued in May. Grain
volumes were bolstered by large shipments of wheat, which is up
year-over-year in the port. Large quantities of soybeans also contributed to the grain tally; volumes of soybeans have increased
steadily at the port in recent years and a record volume of
387,000 metric tons was set last year.”

U.S. Coast Guard sets pilotage rates for 2018
The U.S. Coast Guard published its ﬁnal 2018 rates for Great
Lakes pilotage services. The new hourly rates are estimated to generate a total of $25,156,442 in revenue for the three Great Lakes
pilot companies, representing an increase of $2,830,061 from 2017
- or 12.7 per cent increase in total cost over last year.
The Coast Guard maintains a regulated monopoly structure for
Great Lakes pilotage - similar to a utility. The agency revises the
hourly rates for Great Lakes pilotage service annually through a federal rule making process. In its initial proposal last January, the Coast
Guard recommended a 5.2 percent increase in overall revenue for
2018. Instead, the agency implemented a 12.7 percent increase.
The Coast Guard had originally proposed revising pilot target
compensation from its 2017 level of $332,000/year down to
$319,000/year for 2018. This adjustment was in response to successful legal challenges to the nature in which the agency had earlier
determined the $332,000 compensation level. In its ﬁnal rule, the
Coast Guard failed to follow through and ultimately decided to set

pilot compensation at $352,485/year. The new 2018 pilotage rates
represent the fourth consecutive year of double digit cost increases
implemented by the Coast Guard as shown below:
2018
2017
2016
2015

-

12.7 per cent increase in total cost over 2017
14 per cent increase in total cost over 2016
24 per cent increase in total cost over 2015
20.1 per cent increase in total cost over 2014

In 2014, the total proposed cost of U.S. Great Lakes pilotage
was $12.7 million. Four years later, the Coast Guard has doubled it
to $25.1 million. All of this cost is recovered from Great Lakes vessel
operators in hourly charges for pilotage services. No federal funds
subsidize this system.
While pilots provide an important service to ensure safe navigation, skyrocketing pilotage costs threaten the competitiveness of the
Great Lakes navigation system. Vessel delays, service problems and
customer abuse has been common throughout 2017 and into 2018.

Rand Logistics vessels receive AMVER awards for
the 2017 sailing season
Rand Logistics, Inc., a provider of bulk
freight shipping and ship repair services
throughout the Great Lakes Region,
announced that three of the Company’s
U.S. ﬂagged vessels have been recognized
by the United States Coast Guard for their
commitment to safety at sea as part of the
Automated Mutual Assistance Vessel
Rescue (AMVER) System Program for the
2017 Sailing Season. The AMVER System,
sponsored by the United States Coast
Guard, is a ship reporting system used
worldwide by search and rescue authorities
to arrange for assistance to persons in distress at sea. Rand’s Calumet and Manitowoc
received the AMVER Blue Pennant for the
vessels’ ﬁrst year of participation with
AMVER. Towing vessel Defiance was honJune 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 61

ored for the third year and will continue to ﬂy the AMVER Blue Pennant.
“Rand Logistics is honored to have been recognized by the U.S.
Coast Guard as part of the prestigious AMVER Award Program,”
stated Michael C. Farrell II, Director of Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE). “The safety of our employees, customers, vendors and
members of the communities in which we operate is our top priority
and is one of our Rand Corporate Values.”

The AMVER Awards Program was inaugurated in 1971 to recognize those vessels which regularly participate in the AMVER
system and the merchant shipping companies that volunteer to be
available for maritime emergency response. Vessels in the AMVER
Program commit to a minimum of 128 days on the system annually.
Rescue coordinators are able to identify participating ships in the
area of distress and divert the best-suited ship or ships to respond.

Prince Rupert Port Authority appoints
Shaun Stevenson as CEO
The Board of Directors of Prince
Rupert Port Authority (PRPA) announced
that Shaun Stevenson has been selected as
the organization’s next President and
CEO. The selection is the result of an international search that began in October,
following the retirement of long-time President and CEO Don Krusel.
Mr. Stevenson is currently PRPA’s
Vice-President of Trade Development &
Public Affairs, where he has worked extensively with industry partners, shippers and
marine carriers, and development proponents, as well as local First Nations and a
variety of government and community
stakeholders. He has more than 20 years of
strategic and operational experience at
PRPA, and has played a key leadership role
in the development and implementation of
several successful strategies that have
driven the growth and diversification of
the Port’s business.
“I’m inspired and humbled to be
given this opportunity to work with our
dedicated PRPA team as we advance into a

very bright future,” said Stevenson. “The
port of Prince Rupert’s importance to the
country’s trade agenda and economic
future has never been more relevant. We
have the opportunity to be truly progressive and innovative in our port
development plans, and we can’t wait to
keep doing our part to build a better
Canada.”
PRPA Chair Bud Smith thanked Joe
Rektor for his service as interim President
and CEO. “Thanks to Joe’s steady leadership, the Board had the opportunity to
engage deeply in the recruitment process,
providing us with the utmost confidence
that Shaun is the right choice to be the
Port’s leader into the future.”
“Shaun has played an integral role in
the Port’s development from a relatively
small concern to a North American Gateway that is playing a vital role in delivering
and expanding market access to Canadian
shippers, industries, and their communities,” said Smith. “Shaun’s deep
understanding of the Port’s role in adding

SHAUN STEVENSON

value to global trade is outstanding, as his
ability to communicate and develop strong
relationships with our partners.”

Next phase of Prince Rupert Fairview Terminal
expansion unveiled
Port of Prince Rupert and DP World
have agreed on terms of a project development plan that outlines the next phase of
expansion for the DP World Prince Rupert
Fairview Container Terminal. The Phase 2B
expansion will increase annual throughput
capacity at Canada’s second largest container terminal to 1.8 million TEUs when
complete in 2022.
DP World Group Chairman and CEO,
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, said: “Canada
is an important part of our global network
and we are delighted to conﬁrm these
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plans, which underline our commitment to
Prince Rupert, which plays a major role in
enabling trade in the region and across the
west coast with rail connections inland to
the rest of the country and the United
States.”
The Phase 2B project follows the 2017
completion of Fairview Phase 2A, which
increased the terminal capacity by 500,000
TEUs to its current capacity of 1.35 million
TEUs. Construction on Phase 2B will begin
in mid-2019. There will be an initial gradual
release of capacity to 1.6 million TEUs, in

2020 following the completed expansion of
the container yard to the south. The project
will expand the container yard from its current 32 hectares to 41 hectares and add two
new rubber-tired gantry (RTG) cranes as
well as an eighth dock gantry crane.
Port of Prince Rupert Chair, Bud
Smith, said: “This project will provide critical trade-enabling infrastructure for
Canada’s west coast, a timely response to
forecasted growth in trans-Paciﬁc trade and
supportive of Canada’s efforts to diversify
markets through new free trade agreements

such as the CPTPP.”
CN Interim President and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, JJ Ruest, said: “Together with
our supply chain partners, this expansion,
combined with CN’s investments in B.C.
and across its rail network, positions us to
drive this unique trade gateway success
story forward.”
ILWU Local 505 President, Glen
Edwards, said: “We’re ready to meet new
demand while continuing to provide an
exceptional service.”
Lax Kw’alaams
Mayor, John
Helin, said: “The continued expansion of
the Fairview Container Terminal is welcome news and represents further
economic participation and shared prosperity for our members and the entire
region.”Metlakatla Chief Councillor,
Harold Leighton, said: “We are excited to
continue playing a significant role in the

development and successful operation of
intermodal activities in Prince Rupert,

which have a positive impact on the lives
of so many.”

Grimaldi’s Grande Halifax christened in Halifax
BY TOM PETERS
The massive, green decks of Grande
Halifax were glistening on a cool May day
in Halifax Harbour. It was a rare occasion
in the Nova Scotia port as representatives
of the marine industry and government
gathered for the christening of the
Grimaldi Group owned vessel. The christening of a commercial hasn’t occurred in
Halifax in several years.
Karen Oldfield, President and CEO of
Halifax Port Authority, who will serve as
the ship’s Godmother, christened Halifax
Grande with the traditional bottle of
champagne. Oldfield said it was a great
honor for her to be named the ship’s Godmother plus a great honor to have the
vessel named after the Port of Halifax.
Grande Halifax is a pure car and
truck carrier and the latest addition to the
Grimadli Group’s fleet. Docked at CN

Autoport for the ceremony and to discharge several vehicles, Grande Halifax is
a sister ship to Grande Baltimora and
Grande New York, also new ships recently
brought into the Grimaldi fleet. Costantino Baldissara, Commercial, Logistics and
Operations Director of Grimaldi Group,
told those at the ceremony that Grimaldi
plans to add another seven vessels of this
type in the upcoming months.
Italian-flagged Grande Halifax is
deployed on the Mediterranean-North
America weekly ro/ro service operated by
Grimaldi serving the ports of Halifax,
Davisville, New York, Baltimore, Jacksonville, Houston, Tuxpan, Veracruz,
Antwerp, Valencia, Savona, Livorno,
Salerno and Gioia Tauro.
Halterm, which operates the port’s
Southend container terminal, provides
stevedoring for Grimaldi, the parent com-

pany of Atlantic Container Line (ACL)
which has been continuously calling the
Port of Halifax for 50 years. ACL recently
introduced five, new container/roll on,
roll off ships to its North Europe-North
America service.
Sixty-three thousand gross tonne
Grande Halifax, built in the Chinese shipyards of Jinling, has a length of 199.9
metres or nearly two football fields, a
width of 32.26 metres and a cruising
speed of 19 knots. The ship has a capacity
of 6,700 CEU (Car Equivalent Units) or
alternatively 4,000 linear metres of rolling
freight and 2,500 CEUs. She is equipped
with four hoistable decks which make her
able to transport any type of rolling cargo
with a height of up to 5.2 metres.
Grande Halifax has a side ramp and a
quarter stern ramp, the latter allowing the
loading of freight with a weight up to 150
tonnes. The configuration of the various
decks and the system for the internal
ramps reduce to the minimum the risk of
damage during the loading/unloading
operations.
On the environmental side, Grande
Halifax is fitted with an electronically-controlled (Man Diesel & Turbo) main engine
that allows compliance with the new regulations for reducing NOx emissions,
while the installed scrubber reduces sulfur
oxide (SOx) emissions. Grande Halifax is
also equipped with a ballast water treatment unit which will allow her to meet
future international regulations.
The vessel, under the command of
Capt. Salvatore Aiello, has a crew of 27.
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Carrier hopes for price hikes tumble with spot rate
declines on major routes
Container spot rates seem to have
shrugged off carriers’ attempts to add an
emergency bunker surcharge (EBS). And
there are doubts emerging as to whether
the lines can secure peak season surcharges
(PSSs) this year. The Asia to U.S. components of the Shanghai Containerized Freight
Index (SCFI) saw rates on the transpaciﬁc
tumble again during the week ended June
15. Spot rates for the U.S. west coast fell
another 6.8 per cent, to $1,266 per FEU,
and for east coast ports there was further
decline of 5 per cent, taking the short-term
rate down to $2,236 per FEU. Meanwhile,
for Asia to North Europe, the SCFI this
week recorded another slight dip in rates of
0.9 per cent, to $862 per TEU.
CMA CGM this week announced a
$100 hike in its FAK rates to North
Europe from 1 July, to $1,050 per 20ft
and $2,000 per 40ft – other carriers have
announced similar increases. Some have
also issued announcements of a PSS, also
from 1 July, in the expectation of strong
forward bookings. But on the Asia to
Mediterranean route, there was better
news for carriers. The SCFI put on
another 1.2 per cent, to $915 per TEU,
stretching its rate lead over the much
bigger North European trade.
But elsewhere, there was a further collapse of rates from Asia to Latin America, as
the spot index slumped a massive 15.9 per
cent on the week to drive the rate down to
$1,673 per TEU. It is hard to believe that,
in the same week last year, the SCFI
recorded rates to Santos of $3,551 per TEU.
The tradelane appears to have become
the latest battleground for carriers jockeying
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BY MIKE WACKETT

for market share after the restructuring of
alliances caused by Maersk Line’s acquisition of Hamburg Süd. As before, when rates
on the tradelane plunged to sub-economic
levels, due to a toxic combination of weak
demand and chronic overcapacity, services
will need to be blanked, or perhaps culled,
in order to regain stability.
And with the reported net losses by
carriers in the ﬁrst quarter at more than
$1.2 billion, and even MSC admitting it lost
money, drastic action on the Latin American tradelane, or any others that are losing
heavily, is likely to come sooner rather than
later. As the row over the short-notice imposition of the EBS by carriers looks likely to

be put before the European Commission,
even though it has not been implemented
across the board, oil and bunker prices
eased back a little more this week to some
$423 per tonne for IFO380 heavy fuel oil.
This was from a peak of $445 on 22 May,
when the carriers, led by MSC, announced
that they were imposing an EBS on all
global shipments from 1 June, and U.S.
shipments from 1 July.
Maersk Line, which set its EBS at $60
per TEU, is so far the only carrier to publish
the level at which the surcharge would be
withdrawn: $370 per tonne for IFO380.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Good times still rolling for container lessors as carriers
shy away from buying
BY MIKE WACKETT
Container lessors are enjoying a purple patch, as demand
remains strong, driven by solid growth in global container trades
and shipping lines opting to hire equipment rather than buy.
In its latest review of the market, Drewry says the move by
carriers towards leasing boxes and away from ownership “continues unabated”. “Leasing companies accounted for 55 per cent of
container purchases in 2017, which continues the trend seen for
most of this decade. With the fleet of containers owned by transport operators growing by a mere 2.4 per cent, the leased fleet
added 6.7 per cent and the share owned by lessors is now nearing
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52 per cent.” Drewry’s Director of Research products, Martin
Dixon, said he expected the trend to continue over the next few
years. “We estimate that the leased share of the fleet will reach 54
per cent by 2020,” said Mr. Dixon.
The world’s biggest container lessor, Triton, with 5.7 million
TEUs at its disposal, said it also expected market conditions to
“remain favourable”. “Our customers are indicating they expect
trade growth will remain solidly positive, and the supply of containers remains well controlled, with a moderate amount of new
container inventory and very limited inventories of available used
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containers,” said the firm.
There has been a deliberate move
from purchasing containers by ocean carriers under pressure to rein back capital
expenditure
and,
as
a
consequence they are relying more on
leased containers for additions to their
fleet. Meanwhile, Textainer, with more
than 3 million TEUs, said it anticipated
growth this year in excess of the forecast 4
per cent, “as container trade expands at an
even faster rate”.
Container manufacturing has recovered from the dramatic downturn in 2016,
which saw orders slump to virtually none,
staging a 55 per cent rebound last year.
Leading box manufacturer China International Marine Containers (CIMC)
“consolidated its position” last year, building 88 per cent more boxes, noted Drewry,
while MCI (Maersk Container Industry)
made 118 per cent more and Dong Fang
143 per cent more. Indeed, MCI’s contribution to Maersk Group last year was an
EBITDA of $87 million, an impressive
turnaround from an operating loss of $31
million the previous year.
Drewry expects newbuild container
prices to remain stable over the next
couple of years, at some $2,000 for a standard 20ft and $3,500 for a 40ft. As a
consequence, resale prices are also
expected to remain high, not least due to
the limited amount of available equipment.

All of which represents very good news for
the container leasing industry badly stung
by the bankruptcy of Hanjin Shipping in
August 2016, and the general market
downturn that year.
Announcing a record quarterly profit
of $95 million and net income of $17 million for the first three months of this year,

Victor Garcia, President and Chief Executive of leasing company CAI said: “The
fundamentals of the business remain
strong. Our results continue to be driven
by the ongoing momentum in our container leasing business.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Middle East transshipment business set to change after
Abu Dhabi signs MSC deal
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE
The future shape of transshipment hub patterns in the Middle
East Gulf looks set to undergo signiﬁcant change after Abu Dhabi
Ports Company signed a 30-year concession agreement with MSC to
establish a new container terminal in the UAE located at Khalifa
Port, in a move that will pose an unprecedented long-term challenge
to Dubai’s status as the established transshipment hub in the region.
MSC’s port operating subsidiary Terminal Investments Ltd (TIL)
will invest some AED4 billion (US$1.1 billion) in expanding the container capacity of Abu Dhabi from its current 2.5 million TEUs to 8
million TEUs over the next ﬁve years, according to Captain
Mohamed Juma Al Shamisi, Chief Executive of Abu Dhabi Ports.
“The agreement with MSC is yet another remarkable milestone in
Abu Dhabi Ports journey and the region as a whole. This agreement
comes with multiple strategic beneﬁts to customers and companies
working shipping and logistics, including faster and more efﬁcient
services, easier access to more markets in the region and the world.
In addition to, attracting more foreign direct investment to Abu
Dhabi and the region, especially in the Khalifa Industrial City and
KPFTZ, the largest of its kind in the Middle East.”
“Abu Dhabi Ports has successfully attracted two of the world
largest companies in the ﬁeld of shipping and container handling to
develop a regional hub at Khalifa Port. Over the next ﬁve years, the

capacity of two container terminals at Khalifa Port will increase to
more than 8.5 million TEUs annually,” he said. Developments
include an increase in the current 12 ship-to-shore cranes to make a
total of 25 of some of the most technologically advanced cranes in
the world, over the next two years. Additionally, a berth deepening
project will make Khalifa the ﬁrst port in the region capable of
receiving the largest bulk shipping vessels in the world.
However, it was also clear that the real driver for the project is
to provide capacity for MSC and, by implication, its 2M partner
Maersk Line at a key junction point in the world’s shipping lanes.
Ammar Kanaan, Chief Executive of TiL, said: “TiL welcomes the
opportunity to co-invest with Abu Dhabi Ports in further developing
Khalifa Port, in order to provide MSC and its shipping alliance partners with efﬁcient terminal capacity in this strategic location. We
look forward to collaborating on the project in the coming years.”
Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber, UAE minister of state and chairman of
Abu Dhabi Ports, added: “These agreements cement the UAE and
Abu Dhabi’s position as a global trading, shipping and logistics hub.
This agreement will also promote economic growth and increased
investment through the rise in container trafﬁc. The UAE has been
successful in implementing large infrastructure projects, and this has
been due, to a large extent, to the presence of the world’s most techJune 25, 2018 • Canadian Sailings • 65

nologically advanced ports, modern and integrated transportation
networks, as well as its strategic location as a central hub between
Asia, Europe and Africa.”
The upshot could well be the development of a regional hub
rival to Dubai and Salalah in Oman, and according to a statement
from Abu Dhabi Ports, “MSC plans to gradually shift some of its container handling in the region to Khalifa Port, starting July 2018”.
Diego Aponte, President and Chief Executive of MSC, added:
“The UAE has a rich history in international trade and after two
decades of operating in the country, MSC is pleased to continue to
support the growth of the local maritime economy. We are conﬁdent
that with this investment we will continue to ensure a high level of
service for our customers and have the capacity to grow the scale of
our operations in the UAE.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Shortage of ships for charter could force carriers to
shelve new services
BY MIKE WACKETT

An acute shortage in the availability of
charter tonnage could force carriers to shelve
their plans to launch new liner services this
summer. And a big hike in daily hire rates for
container ships that do become available,
combined with spiralling fuel prices, will
force a rethink on the economics of the
planned new and enhanced ventures. In particular, the hitherto workhorses of new
service links, the classic panamax ships of
4,000-5,300 TEUs are “virtually sold out”
according to the latest report from Alphaliner.
The consultant noted that just three
panamax units remain ‘open’ for employment around the world after a ﬂurry of
charter activity in the past few months with
a further three ships classiﬁed as unavailable
due to technical or statutory reasons.
Unsurprisingly, hire rates for panamax
vessels have soared to over $13,000 per day,
which is in stark contrast to their sub-economic lows of 18 months ago of
$4,000-$5,000, when around 100 ships of
this size were ﬁghting for employment. But,
if and when panamax tonnage comes back
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onto the market those rates could skyrocket.
Indeed, one Hamburg broker told The
Loadstar this week that he had cargo on his
books prepared to pay up to $20,000 a day
for a young 4,000 TEU ship. What is tough
news for cargo is good news for shipowners
that are now achieving rates that are at levels
well above operating costs. With a typical
operating expense of $7,000 per day for a
panamax, healthy returns on investment are
being achieved once again by owners in the
sector. Consequently, asset values are spiking
in this sector and according to a report from
vesselsvalue.com, which said a typical ﬁveyear old panamax vessel has appreciated in
value by around 40 per cent in the past year
alone. Alphaliner said that only one panamax
ship has been scrapped since November
2017, and this, along with shortages in other
sizes, has all but killed off the box ship demolition market.
Carriers have long used the charter
market as a ‘tool from their toolbox’ that
they could turn off and on during peaks and
troughs. In fact, top-ﬁve carriers MSC, CMA
CGM and Cosco all charter-in more than 60

per cent of their operating ﬂeet.
According to the weekly demolition
report by Braemar ACM, just 15 vessels for a
capacity of 27,500 TEUs have been sold for
scrap so far this year, compared to 81 ships
for 247,000 TEUs during the same period of
2017. Alphaliner’s idle tonnage list has
shrunk to a new low of only 83 ships with a
capacity of 224,243 TEUs, representing just
1 per cent of the global cellular ﬂeet of 21.65
million TEUs. “The active ﬂeet (total ﬂeet
minus idle capacity) currently stands at
21.43 million TEUs, representing a growth
of 8.2 per cent compared to a year ago,” said
Alphaliner.
The containership growth has been
fuelled almost entirely from the top heavy
delivery of newbuild ultra-large tonnage by
carriers desperate to achieve the lowest unit
costs in the market. Ironically, as vessels get
bigger, the frequency of direct calls tends to
reduce, requiring more feedering.
And given the current shortage in the
smaller sizes, combined with the focus
almost entirely on ordering ULCVs in the
past few years, analysts are ﬂagging up concerns of a looming shortage in feeder vessels.
A recent report by SeaIntel predicted that in
a worst case scenario there could be a shortage of 400 to 1,200 feeder vessels by 2020.
Commenting on the data, SeaIntel Chief
Executive Alan Murphy said: “It is clear that
in the absence of any additional feeder vessel
ordering, we will very likely see an increase
in the premium for feeder tonnage – and this
in turn will place further pressure on the
pricing strategies for the carriers.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

China still powers ahead as Asia-Pacific captures more
contract logistics
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
The Asia-Paciﬁc region will take an
even bigger share of the global contract
logistics market, as the developed
economies of Europe and the U.S. lose
ground. According to Ti’s Global Contract
Logistics 2018 report, contract logistics
providers in Asia-Paciﬁc will see their
market share increase by almost 7 per cent
in the next four years, with China the big
winner. “China’s contract logistics market
continues to expand at an unrelenting pace,
with a 2017 real growth rate of 13.7 per
cent,” says the report.
“The economy grew at a stronger rate
than the previous year, up 0.2 percentage
points to 6.9 per cent… China continues to
power ahead as the region’s largest
market.” Those numbers saw the
country account for almost half the regional
growth rate, with expectations that, by
2022, it will account for 41.8 per cent of
Asia Paciﬁc contract logistics activity.
Despite the market’s strength, the report
notes that growth rates in the Chinese
market itself fell 0.9 per cent last year, but
while the U.S. saw an increase, the report
points to “warning signs on the horizon”.
“The threat of import tariffs in order to
reduce the U.S. trade deﬁcit is causing tensions with not only China, but other key
trading partners, such as the EU, Japan,
India, Russia and Turkey,” it says. “And

NAFTA’s existence could be in the balance
following months of negotiations which
have not provided signiﬁcant breakthroughs.”
As such, Ti forecasts, North America’s
contract logistics sector will see its share of
the contract logistics market fall by some
2.7 per cent in the next four years. In
Europe, the picture is equally as precarious,
with Brexit looming large and clouding any
forecasts for the region’s economy, leading
Ti to suggest a 4.1 per cent drop in its global

share. “The UK had a marginally weaker
year [in 2017], with Brexit-related uncertainty and stagnant productivity growth
undermining the prosperity of multiple sectors of the economy,” it continues. “[Our
forecast] reﬂects the potential downside
risks to the European economy, including
the uncertain outcome of Brexit and the
growth of populist movements.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Investors worry as major box lines still falter on
strategy for low-sulphur laws
BY MIKE WACKETT
Investors are increasingly concerned
that, with only 18 months to go until IMO’s
0.5 per cent sulphur cap regulations, container lines still have no clear strategy on
how they will comply, and how the
change will be paid for. This ‘wait and see’
approach is regarded as a red ﬂag by
investors who worry that the lines will
stumble into the default solution, in January
2020, of burning the 50 per cent-moreexpensive low-sulphur fuel oil (LSFO) in
their ships without proper compensation.
Ocean carriers have a track record of
rolling out surcharges to recover additional
costs and, ultimately, absorbing the extra
expense into their freight rate. This was the

case with the SECA (Sulphur Emission Control Areas) enforced in the previous decade
in the North and Baltic Seas and North
American and Canadian coastlines, requiring LSFO when entering the regions.
The looming 2020 fuel issue was
raised several times during Hapag-Lloyd’s
ﬁrst-quarter investor presentation Q&A session yesterday. CEO Rolf Habben Jansen
told investment bankers that a policy decision on fuelling its 230 ships post-2020 had
still not been agreed, but was likely to be
decided in August. He said the carrier was
“still evaluating all options”, and that “some
combination” was likely.
The most expensive option to comply

with the 0.5 per cent sulphur cap would be
for vessels to bunker with LSFO, currently
around $650 per tonne. This is around
$230 per tonne more expensive than HFO
[heavy fuel oil] and, with big containerships
using some 100 tonnes a day at sea, the unit
costs would dramatically increase. For
example, in 2017 Hapag-Lloyd’s bunker bill
was $1.4 billion, at an average price per
tonne of $318 – just 13 per cent was spent
on LSFO.
The second option is to retroﬁt its own
vessels with exhaust gas cleaning systems
known as scrubbers, and to request the
same from the owners of its chartered-in
tonnage. Scrubbers allow ships to continue
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to burn HFO, but according to Mr. Habben Jansen they would
require a capex of $7-10 million per vessel to install, and scrubbers
are generally not viewed in the industry as a long-term
solution. Moreover, operators could face issues with the availability
of HFO post-2020, and tougher IMO regulations restricting the carriage of the fuel by barge.
Hapag-Lloyd inherited 17 LNG-ready ships from the merger of
UASC and thus has the possibility of compliance with IMO regulations of the third option –although accommodating LNG tanks would
require the sacriﬁce of up to 500 container slots on its biggest 19,000
TEU vessels. And retroﬁtting containerships to run on LNG would
appear to be out of the question, given that Mr. Habben Jansen sug-

gested that this could cost between $20 and $25 million per ship.
On the passing-on to shippers of signiﬁcant fuel cost increases
after 2020, Mr. Habben Jansen maintained that “customers understood” that it was not possible for the carriers to absorb it all and
that they had to pay more. However, Hapag-Lloyd and the other
top-ranking carriers will be looking over their shoulders at smaller
rivals, such as HMM, which has announced it will be ordering new
ULCVs with scrubbers, thereby potentially enjoying cheaper unit
costs from 2020.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Hapag-Lloyd stays bullish despite
loss in first quarter
BY MIKE WACKETT

After sliding back into the red in the
ﬁrst three months of the year, and predicting
a “tough” second quarter, Hapag-Lloyd is
bullish about the prospects of a recovery in
the second half. The German carrier loaded
2.9 million TEUs in the ﬁrst quarter, which
is 48 per cent higher than the same period
of 2017, however excluding the merger of
UASC, on a like-for-like basis volumes grew
at a below market level of 2.5 per cent.
With the inclusion of UASC, revenue
at $3.2 billion was up by 42 per cent on the
previous year, while the average freight rate
slid 2.6 per cent to $1,029 per TEU,
although on a pro-forma basis there was
actually an increase of 7.1 per cent, reﬂecting the lower rates of UASC’s business.
Hapag-Lloyd recorded a net loss of $42
million in Q1, reversing a proﬁt of $28 million achieved in the last three months of
2017. Explaining the setback in an investor
presentation, Chief Executive Rolf Habben
Jansen said: “We have had a solid start into
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the current year, but the market environment is challenging.” Mr. Habben Jansen
said that freight rates had been “under pressure”, while bunker, charter and trucking
costs were all up. The average cost of
bunker fuel paid by Hapag-Lloyd in the ﬁrst
quarter was $372 per tonne, compared
with $313 in the same period last year, but
since then the cost has spiralled to over
$400 per tonne with oil prices increasing
daily. Mr. Habben Jansen conﬁrmed that it
typically takes “one to two quarters” to
recover fuel increases from customers.
So far the carrier has not felt the full
impact of the spike in vessel charter rates on
its bottom line, but as extensions to time
charters are negotiated Mr. Habben Jansen
said that the carrier would “sadly start to
incur higher rates”. Nevertheless, the executive pointed out that Hapag-Lloyd’s
percentage of chartered-in tonnage at some
35 per cent of its ﬂeet was signiﬁcantly
lower than many competitors, with for

instance CMA CGM and COSCO leasing
around 62 per cent and 69 per cent of their
vessels respectively.
Mr. Habben Jansen said he based his
H2 recovery expectations on the current
strong demand boosting freight rates,
underpinned by predictions of “a decent
peak season”.
In terms of contract business he said
that rates from Asia to Europe were agreed
“well above spot rates” and up on 2017
deals, but that for the transpaciﬁc it was still
“too early” to call, also whether the
increases so far obtained would be sufﬁcient
to mitigate the extra cost of fuel. Overall,
Mr. Habben Jansen said that he expected
the carrier’s performance in both Q3 and
Q4 to be “materially better” but added the
caveat, “the proof of the pudding will be in
the eating”.
In regard to the looming low-sulphur
regulations, Hapag-Lloyd is “still evaluating
all options” ahead of the enforcement from
January 2020, but expected that its ﬂeet
would be powered by a combination of
higher costing low-sulphur fuel (LSFO),
cheaper heavy fuel oil (HFO) on ships with
scrubber systems installed, and LNG, given
that it inherited 17 vessels from UASC that
are ‘LNG-ready’. The extra cost for ships
that burn LSFO, said Mr. Habben Jansen,
would need to be passed onto the customer
as it was “not possible to absorb”. He added
that from early discussions with some major
accounts “customers understood” that they
had to pay more from 2020.
Hapag-Lloyd’s Q1 performance is in
keeping with its peers who have reported
their results so far. COSCO saw its proﬁts
slump by a third to $28 million, while Taiwanese carrier Yang Ming also fell back into
the red posting a net loss of $67 million for
the ﬁrst quarter. But despite the rocky start
to the year, analysts at investment banker
Jefferies supported the cautious optimism of
Mr. Habben Jansen. In an upbeat note to
clients today it said: “We continue to
believe the container shipping sector is set
to beneﬁt from a rapidly improving market
balance.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Maersk sets course for cost-cutting programme after
unveiling first-quarter loss
BY MIKE WACKETT
Maersk Line will cull unproﬁtable services, cut capacity and
reduce feedering in an urgent bid to stem losses caused by a toxic
mix of low freight rates and soaring fuel costs. The refocused Maersk
Group recorded an net loss of $239 million in the ﬁrst quarter across
its Ocean, Logistics & Services, Terminals & Towage and Manufacturing & Others business divisions. Chief Executive Søren Skou said the
result was “unsatisfactory” and that “a number of short-term initiatives are being implemented to improve proﬁtability”. For Maersk
Line, Chief Operating Ofﬁcer Søren Toft added: “We have put a
number of plans in place. We will implement a number of capacity
reductions over the next two quarters on trades that are not yielding
the desired results.” He advised that the carrier would also reduce
the amount of feedering and, instead, endeavour to channel cargo to
directly served ports, while further cost-saving would involve network optimisation and empty container positioning.
Mr. Toft conﬁrmed Maersk Line had no plans to order any new
ships “for at least the next 12 months”, and said capacity could be
reduced in the next two quarters due to the emergency rationalization measures. Q1 revenue for Ocean, which comprises Maersk
Line, Hamburg Süd, Sealand, MCC and Seago, along with APM Terminals’ transshipment hubs, was up 38 per cent on the same period
of the previous year, to $6.8 billion, although excluding Hamburg
Süd the growth was just 10 per cent. Liftings jumped 24 per cent to
6.4 million TEUs, but excluding Hamburg Süd, the volume growth
was a modest 2.2 per cent, compared with a market par of 3-4 per
cent. Average freight rate per FEU was up 7 per cent, to $1,832,
boosted by a 9 per cent uplift in north-south rates and a 21 per cent
hike on intra-regional trades, but negated by a 0.9 per cent decrease
in east-west rates.
But unit costs were up 12 per cent, driven by higher fuel costs
and adverse rates of exchange. “Hamburg Süd brings into the mix a
business with higher rates, but also higher costs to serve,” said Chief
Commercial Ofﬁcer Vincent Clerc. The average cost per tonne paid
by Maersk for its bunker fuel was 19 per cent higher at $382, with
total consumption at 3.1 million tonnes, up 28 per cent due to the
inclusion of Hamburg Süd’s ﬂeet.
Meanwhile, for Terminals & Towage’s gateway terminals – sepa-

rate from Ocean’s hub terminals – APMT won 13 new contracts in the
quarter but lost four, producing a 15.6 per cent increase in throughput, to 4 million TEUs, again partly attributed to the inclusion of
Hamburg Süd. Logistics & Services, which includes forwarder Damco,
saw “strong” growth in the quarter, but continued investments in digital solutions and return-on-equity (ROE) losses dented proﬁts.
Investor analysts expressed concern that fuel increases were
not being recovered from shippers and Mr. Clerc admitted that “it
had been difﬁcult to pass on the full amount to contract customers”.
He also conceded that, in the short-term or spot market, it had been
“especially difﬁcult in some areas where we have faced a strong
capacity injection”.
Denying that the business was “out of control” and that its
executives were “distracted” by the restructuring, Mr. Skou said the
company was “more disciplined on capex than in the past”, adding
“we believe the year will improve”, citing better supply-demand predictions for the second half. However, analysts remain unconvinced
that the group can achieve its guidance of an underlying proﬁt that
beats the $356 million recorded in 2017.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

No free pass for shippers as box lines forced to
implement new bunker surcharges
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN
Shipper hopes that carriers will not
impose fuel surcharges have been shot
down as Maersk and CMA CGM became
the latest to implement a bunker surcharge.
Drewry’s Simon Heaney, senior manager
supply chain research, told The Loadstar
the emergency fuel surcharge announced
by MSC earlier would be just the ﬁrst of
many, rather than an outlier. “This is no isolated event; other carriers will have to

follow this, with bunker costs spiralling and
rates dropping, you have the ingredients for
losses,” said Mr. Heaney. “MSC may have
grabbed the headlines by coming out ﬁrst
but it is going to be pushing to recover these
ever-increasing bunker costs.”
Maersk Line joined MSC in implementing an emergency bunker surcharge
(EBS) to address what it described as “significantly higher than expected” prices. CMA

CGM joined in a few days later, announcing
an EBS, although it has not yet stated the
rate or date of implementation.
A statement released by the Maersk
said prices had hit $440 per tonne in
Europe – the highest rate since 2014 – and
20 per cent up on prices at the start of the
year. “This unexpected development means
it is no longer possible for us to recover
bunker costs through the standard bunker
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adjustment factors,” the statement continued. “Due to the unsustainable nature of the situation, Maersk Line has decided to
introduce an EBS as a necessary action to ensure a continued sustainable service.” Maersk said the EBS would take effect from 1
June, warning of an increase if bunker costs hit $530 – although it
also said the EBS would be removed if prices dropped to $370.
Mr. Heaney said with all carriers facing the same pressure it will
be much easier for them to collectively enforce payment from shippers. However, he acknowledged that some shippers may be able to
avoid the additional costs, with larger shippers likely having negotiated such eventualities into their contracts. “Of course, how they are
implemented will often depend on the carriers’ customer mix, with
higher volume shippers likely getting a free pass,” he continued.
“But the smaller shippers won’t get any sort of free pass as far as the
steep rise in fuel prices are concerned, with these costs passed on to
them.” Despite this, Mr. Heaney said the carriers would always
make a loss when it comes to fuel, but this surcharge would enable
them to recover more.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

MSC tries ‘last-resort’ emergency surcharge to offset
rising cost of fuel
BY MIKE WACKETT

MSC is the ﬁrst ocean carrier to react to diminishing returns
caused by soaring fuel costs and announce an emergency bunker surcharge across its services. It said that, with oil at now around $80
per barrel, the situation was “no longer sustainable without emergency action”. In a customer advisory, it added: “The continued
surge in bunker prices has greatly impacted the operating environment for container shipping lines. MSC is therefore introducing a
worldwide temporary emergency bunker surcharge on all ocean and
land-based cargo carriage with immediate effect. “Fuel prices are up
more than 30 per cent this year, and almost 70 per cent since last
June.”
MSC did not state the quantum of the emergency surcharge, or
whether it would also apply to its contract business which generally
has BAF mechanisms built in. The privately owned carrier does not
report ﬁnancial results and it is unusual for it to react to cost pressures – which evidences the parlous situation it and its peers ﬁnd
themselves in this year. Both Hapag-Lloyd and Maersk attributed
poor ﬁrst-quarter results to costlier fuel and the situation will have
worsened in the second quarter. The German carrier posted a $42
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million Q1 net loss and Maersk Group a $239 million loss across its
combined sectors, suggesting that the result for Maersk Line was
even worse. During an investor results conference last week,
Maersk Line Chief Commercial Ofﬁcer Vincent Clerc admitted it
had been “difﬁcult to pass on the full extent of the fuel cost increase
to customers”. Conﬁrming that it generally took one to two quarters
for bunker surcharges to kick in, Mr. Clerc also alluded to some
areas where BAF surcharges were more difﬁcult to implement,
“where we have faced strong capacity injection”.
Maersk Line paid around $3 billion for bunker fuel for its 750
or so ships and is on course to pay at least one-third more this year,
which will come straight off of its bottom line. Its inability to obtain
compensation for rising fuel costs was the biggest concern voiced by
investor analysts covering the results conference.
Analysts are predicting oil prices to go even higher as a result of
OPEC cuts and looming Iran sanctions. Even with slow-steaming,
ultra-large container vessels consume over 100 tonnes of bunker fuel
a day at sea.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

HMM targets 1 million TEUs as it confirms orders
for mega-containerships
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE
South Korea’s remaining deepsea container shipping line, Hyundai Merchant
Marine, is to join the ranks of carriers operating the largest class of vessels. The carrier
selected the shipbuilders, and plans to sign
letters of intent imminently.
The imminent ﬁrm order is part of
HMM’s strategy to build its ﬂeet capacity to
1 million TEUs.HMM said it had signed an
agreement to order ﬁve 23,000 TEUvessels
from Samsung Heavy Industries and seven
similar-sized ships from DSME. At the same
time, it has also agreed to order eight
14,000 TEU vessels from compatriot shipbuilder Huyundai Heavy Industries.
The 23,000 TEU vessels are expected
to be delivered from the second quarter of
2020 onwards, and the 14,000 TEU
ships from the second quarter of 2021.
Prices have yet to be ﬁxed for the ships, the
line said, but will be before it reaches ﬁnal
agreement with the yards.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Seafood the dish of the day as Canadian perishables
exports drive airfreight growth
BY IAN PUTZGER IN TORONTO
Canadian lobsters have pulled DHL’s
dedicated freighter, linking the U.S. with
Asia and Europe, slightly off course. The
global forwarding giant expanded its
bespoke lift early this month with a second
round-the-world freighter, a B747-400F,
routed from Shanghai to Cincinnati, back
across the Paciﬁc to Incheon, on to Wuxi
and Frankfurt, before returning to Shanghai.
According to DHL Global Forwarding
(DGF) management, the additional capacity
was deployed to meet rising demand across
a variety of sectors, mostly out of Asia.
But lobster exports from the Canadian
east coast have prompted diversions
through Halifax to pick up the live crustaceans heading for cooking pots in China,
a programme that has been very successful,
reported Gary Vince, DGF’s head of air
freight, Canada.
And he indicated that more such services would follow, describing the
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perishables segment as “something we can’t ignore”.
The forwarder’s interest in seafood is no surprise. In September,
it deployed a weekly B747-400F ﬂight from Oslo to Incheon and
Shanghai to meet increasing demand from the Norwegian seafood
industry.
At Halifax Stanﬁeld International Airport, lobsters and other
seafood have been a huge driver of airfreight growth, which climbed
2.2 per cent last year. Seafood exports to China went up dramatically, especially live lobsters, reported Glen Boone, Director of cargo
& real estate.
The CETA free-trade deal with the European Union is also beneﬁting lobster exports from Nova Scotia, thanks to the demise of an
8 per cent tariff on this trafﬁc entering the EU, he added.
A growing Asian appetite for seafood has fuelled frequent 747
freighter visits from Korean Air and spells of charters by Suparna,
Qatar Airways and Atlas Air. Mr. Boone hopes to boost his lobster
exports further and has his sights on trafﬁc that leaves Nova Scotia
by truck to the U.S. for subsequent lift to international destinations.
To accommodate the increased activity of widebody freighters, the
airport opened a new apron in December 2016. Now the airport

authority is looking to ramp up its warehousing capacity, particularly
cool chain facilities, Mr. Boone said.
Edmonton International Airport has similar needs. Projects to
build a substantial cooler are in the pipeline, reported Alex Lowe,
Manager of cargo business development.
“Exports to Asia are dominated by perishables,” he said.
Edmonton is frequently served by 747 freighters from Korean Air
and Nippon Cargo Airlines, which stop there en route from U.S.
gateways to Asia.
Canadian exports of perishables have been buoyant,
agreed Brendan Harnett, CEO & chairman of Flying Fresh Air
Freight, the country’s leading forwarder in this segment last year.
“We’re expecting continued growth. It is a strong market,” he said.
While the rising volumes are cause for cheer, margins are a different matter. Despite the increased trafﬁc, margins have declined,
which Mr. Harnett attributes to increased competition in the perishables arena. More players have entered the market, notably
multinational forwarders that used to ignore the perishables business
in the past, he said.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Box terminals fare better financially than their carrier
customers, but can it last?
The container terminal industry has been able to navigate
around a predicted ‘perfect storm’ in Q1, but are there more dark
clouds on the horizon? While reported losses by ocean carriers in
the quarter were north of $1 billion, their service provider container
terminal operators were able to reap the beneﬁt of a third consecutive quarter of volume growth in excess of 6per cent.
Presenting a snapshot of Drewry’s latest Ports and Terminals
quarterly review, senior analyst Neil Davidson said the industry had
largely avoided the ‘perfect storm’ of softening demand, higher costs
and a squeeze on rates from the formation of larger more powerful
alliances. Although a rush of M&A activity resulted in terminals
being obliged to bill stevedoring on a lowest common denominator
basis, in instances of carrier deals, the bigger ships and alliances now
have less choice of terminal facilities, said Mr. Davidson.
Moreover, he noted that available terminal capacity was “actually being shrunk by volume peaks”. Nonetheless, carriers heading
for further heavy losses in Q2 will keep trying to reduce their costs,
including terminal charges, so the next annual contract discussions
will be especially tense.
Meanwhile, notwithstanding the steady decline in return on
invested capital, which Mr. Davidson said could partly be attributed
to “the inevitable maturing of the industry”, the container terminal
sector also faces a risk from market volatility, along with threats to
volumes from looming trade wars and sanctions. Mr. Davidson
noted that in order to protect itself from adverse developments outside of its control, the sector was being proactive in developing
strategies to mitigate exposure, which include: liner
afﬁliation, including joint-venture agreements; terminal alliances;
and diversiﬁcation into other business areas.
The analyst explained that the rationale behind terminal operators looking to diversify their activity beyond the terminal gates was
not necessarily about generating an additional source of revenue,
“but about getting closer to cargo owners”.
On the subject of challenges relating to terminal alliances, Mr.
Davidson said: “Unlike ships, which are in general terms homogenous, terminals are all different, making them harder to share. Also,
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BY MIKE WACKETT

all terminals in the same port may well suffer the same peaks and
troughs in demand, and so an alliance may not solve one of the key
issues.” The best solution, he believed, was full-scale merger of terminals. Failing this, however, the sub-contracting of a speciﬁc
customer to another terminal, which already happens in some ports,
was the next best option.
Elsewhere, the latest Global Port Tracker north Europe six
major hub port analysis is predicting imports to increase by 3.5 per
cent this year on 2017, to 15.7 million TEUs, while it expects
exports to rise by 5.7 per cent to 13.9 million TEUs.
Co-author of the report Ben Hackett notes that if the predictions are correct, it would represent ﬁve years out of the last six
where imports have been positive, and for exports, it marks seven
years of growth.
However, Mr. Hackett cautioned that in today’s world: “nothing is what it seems to be”.
“We are navigating through a mineﬁeld of contradictory trade
policies and statements from the U.S., the EU and China,” he said.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Automated invoice and payment systems in shipping
could wipe out billions of extra costs
BY MIKE WACKETT
A new white paper from Drewry claimed
that as shipping costs are further squeezed
more attention should be diverted to “inefﬁciencies” in payment processes, where it
calculates some $31 billion in transaction costs
is incurred annually. The maritime consultant
estimated that the global container shipping
industry earned revenues of $166 billion in
2017, generated from the movement of 207
million TEUs across 400 liner services, requiring the raising of a staggering 1.26 billion
freight invoices.
“We conclude that the prevailing inefﬁciencies pose a signiﬁcant market opportunity
for technological disrupters,” said Drewry. It
added: “In particular, we believe that tremendous efﬁciency gains can be achieved through
technological solutions.” It cited the “simpliﬁcation and/or automation of invoicing and
payment practices, especially for small and
medium sized shippers and forwarders” as a
prime target to boost invoicing efﬁciency and
thus cut back administration costs.
Drewry noted that for shipping lines
invoicing was still “largely a manual activity”
apart from for a few large BCOs where selfbilling and EDI solutions are in use. According
to the white paper survey, smaller shippers that
use the spot market experience an error rate of
up to 30 per cent, whereas for larger shippers
that work on annual contracts the error rate
comes down to between 2 and 5 per cent.
“Additionally, invoices from forwarders tend to
be much more accurate (95 – 98 per cent)
than from shipping lines, because of more standardized pricing structures and lower freight
rate volatility,” said Drewry. Container lines
generally set a target in the mid-90s for invoice
accuracy, but for many carriers the actual performance is much lower.
Indeed, proliﬁc billing errors by carriers is
a complaint often raised by forwarders in discussions with The Loadstar, along with delays

in receiving invoices and a slow response
to queries. A key “pain point” for carriers,
says the white paper, is the manual reconciliation of invoices when they are
disputed by customers. It lists the most
frequent causes of invoice disputes as:
B/L fees, demurrage and detention,
freight rates and surcharges such as BAF
and CAF. The subject of credit extended
by carriers is also tackled by the white
paper. This ranges from zero for small
shippers to 45 days or more for the large
freight forwarders.
The white paper lists a selection of
carriers’ average trade receivable (days
outstanding), extracted from 2015 balance sheets, ranging from 37 days for
CMA CGM to just 12 days for Wan Hai.
Moreover, carriers have been known
to use “ﬂexible” credit terms as a com-

mercial tool to attract new customers.
Prior to the bankruptcy of Hanjin Shipping in August 2016, anecdotal reports
suggested that the South Korean carrier
was allowing credit terms of 90 days or
more; although at the same time, it subsequently transpired, Hanjin was not
paying its creditors on time, including
shipowners who have had to write off
millions of dollars for time charter
defaults.
The white paper noted that since the
demise of Hanjin, “shippers increasingly
run credit ratings on their shipping lines”
as well as following the trade news and
“avoid shipping lines reported to be struggling”.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Asian ports under pressure after China ban on plastic
and paper waste
BY SAM WHELAN, ASIA CORRESPONDENT
Port operations in South-east Asia have come under increasing pressure from a build-up in scrap cargo, following China’s
crackdown on imported waste. In Vietnam, a dramatic increase in
scrap-laden containers forced Ho Chi Minh City’s overloaded Cat
Lai port to temporarily stop receiving plastic and paper waste on 1

June. In a letter to customers, terminal operator Saigon Newport
said handling operations had been “seriously impacted” by 8,000
TEUs of uncollected scrap cargo, resulting in temporary overcapacity. The terminal had previously restricted imports for a month
in a bid to clear the backlog, but to no avail. The problem appears
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to be a lack of valid import permits for the cargo, with the customs
department clamping down on an increasing number of import
violations this year, according to local media.
One local forwarder told The Loadstar the containers were
being “re-routed via Vietnam and then smuggled via road into
China”. He claimed: “This has caused a big problem as not all containers could be transferred to China. Some traders are waiting to
shift the containers to other countries. For example, Chinese companies have opened or are building factories in other ASEAN
countries, like Malaysia.”
Roy Chau, General Manager CH Robinson Vietnam, said the
scrap shipments were exacerbating existing port congestion at Cat
Lai, one of Vietnam’s busiest container gateways. “In fact, plastic
waste is not the main issue affecting forwarding operations, as
port congestion at Cat Lai happened for years due terminal infrastructure, traffic in the surrounding area, vessel delays and cargo
weight limit for trucking,” he said.
Glenn Kong, General Director at nearby Vietnam International Container Terminals (VICT), said VICT had been unaffected
since it had implemented policies to limit the dwell time of scrap
containers. He added: “The recent Chinese ban on plastic imports
continues its impact around the world. Scrap is being diverted to
other markets, particularly to many South-east Asian countries
such as Malaysia and Vietnam. However, tonnes of plastic waste
will end up in landfill, due to an absence of anywhere else to send
it.”

Until this year, China was by far the biggest recipient of
scrap, importing around half of the world’s plastic waste. However, a ban on plastic and a variety of other waste materials,
announced last July, came into force in January and was expanded
in April. This left U.S. and European exporters in particular scrambling to find new markets.
U.S. Census Bureau figures show recovered plastic exports to
Vietnam in the first quarter were almost double that of the same
period last year. And in Thailand, an increase in scrap cargo arriving at Laem Chabang has put pressure on authorities to ramp-up
inspections. According to the Bangkok Post, local police discovered 58 tonnes of illegal plastic from 35 countries. A Laem
Chabang-based port executive claimed there had been no impact
from increased scrap cargo on terminal operations so far, but Thai
customs were stepping up inspections. “My guess is that customs
around the region may be doing the same thing, as this is unlikely
to be a problem confined to Thailand,” he added.
Shipping lines are also feeling the effects of China’s change in
policy. In its first-quarter report, Maersk Line highlighted the ban
as one reason Asian exports from the U.S. and Europe had
declined significantly. And in an update sent to The Loadstar, the
carrier said: “We do see decreases on volumes of waste imports
into China. “However, waste volumes to South-east Asia
increased. Finished paper from South-east Asia to China also
increased as a sign of change in supply chains.”
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

The big bird Antonov-225 flies into Leipzig
ALEX LENNANE
In May, the mighty AN-225 Mriya
came to Leipzig-Halle Airport. Designed by
Antonov Design Bureau in the 1980s, it is
the heaviest aircraft ever built, with the
largest wingspan of any aircraft operating
today. It has a maximum take-off weight of
640 tonnes.
Just one of the type was made, and is
operated by Antonov Airlines. A second was
partially built, and is expected to be ﬁnally
developed in partnership with Aerospace
Industry Corporation of China. The AN-225
holds the world record for an airlifted
single-item payload of 189,980 kilograms

(418,830 pounds) and an airlifted total payload of 253,820 kg (559,580 lb). It has also
transported a payload of 247,000 kg
(545,000 lb) on a commercial ﬂight.
Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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EVENTS
LISTED

UPCOMING EVENTS
Contact FRANCE NORMANDEAU
france@canadiansailings.ca
July 12
CIFFA
Western Region Golf Tournament
Quilchena Golf & Country Club, Richmond, B.C.
Contact: Nicole Rozinbaum
nicoler@itn-logistics.com
www.ciffa.com

September 11
THE TRAFFIC CLUB OF MONTREAL
Transportation Safety Symposium
Westin Hotel, Montreal, QC
Contact: 514-874-1207, Maryna Cheroshnykova
info@tcmtl.com
www.tcmtl.com/en/event/safety-symposium

September 13
CIFFA
Central Region Annual Golf Tournament
RedCrest Cardinal Golf Course, King City, ON
Contact: 416-518-2564, Amit Arora
www.ciffa.com

September 21
CIFFA
Eastern Region Golf Tournament
Elm Ridge Country Club, L'Île-Bizard, QC
Contact: 416-518-2564, Amit Arora
www.ciffa.com

October 4
THE TRAFFIC CLUB OF MONTREAL
Poker Tournament T.C.M
Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club, Dorval

FREE

Contact: 514-874-1207, Maryna Cheroshnykova
info@tcmtl.com
www.tcmtl.com/en/event/poker-tournament-t-c-m/

October 16-18
CIFFA
70th Anniversary Conference
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, ON
Contact: 416-234-5100 ext. 232, Nick Lutz
marketing@CIFFA.com
www.ciffa.com

October 24-26
CITT
Canada Logistics Conference 2018
Vancouver, British Columbia
Contact: 416-363-5696
www.citt.ca/conference/index.html

November 15
THE TRAFFIC CLUB OF MONTREAL
OysterFest
Cruise Terminal, Alexandra Pie, Montreal
Contact: 514-874-1207, Maryna Cheroshnykova
info@tcmtl.com
www.tcmtl.com/en/event/poker-tournament-t-c-m/

February 5-7, 2019
CARGO LOGISTICS CANADA 2019
Vancouver Convention Centre, BC
Contact: 604 730 2032, Ben Carson
ben.carson@informa.com
cargologisticscanada.com

Canadian Sailings is not responsible for errors. Please verify with event organizers for possible changes or cancellations.
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FORWARD
THINKING.
FARTHER
REACHING.

As a leading North American transportation and
logistics company with a global supply chain focus we are proud of our longstanding partnership with
CIFFA and its members - working together to give
you, our customers, a true supply chain advantage.

cn.ca

